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ABSTRACT

The genesis of rugby footbalr- ls to be found in the unlque

all-rnale environment of the nlneteenth century British public schools.
The game was initially introduced by masters as an agent of sociar-

"lt|tt - to restrain the usually unruly behaviour of boys. outside
the confines of the public schools (and partlcularly at university),
old Boys formed Rugby clubs in which clusters of cur_tural characrer-
lstics based principally around Ermateurism and specific non-game

features came to be developed into a subculture of rugby pJ_ayers, and

although certain changes have Eaken place, this subculture is still
intact today in the United Kingdorn.

Rugby' in its embryonic form, was introduced in North America

in the mid-nineteenth century by garrison soldiers and British
imrnigrants. For a short while it enjoyed some popularity but the
war years took their tolr- and the sport dwindled. However, it sprang

up with renewed vigour in the late 1950's and early 1960rs reprete
with all the cultural features that had come to characterize the

British game' but these features had taken on different meanings.

rn order to examine the subcur-ture and public irnage of rugby
players, the redeveropment of rugby as an increasingly popular sport
in North America and this apparent transformation of meaning of
various cul-tural erements, _data were cor-lected during one season of
participant-observation with a canadian university rugby team and
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supplemented with extensive informal observations of and lnterviews

with players and members of the subculture in the Unl-ted Klngdom and

North America.

rt l-s hypothesized here that 
--oq 

a continent preoccupied with

professlonal sport and a wLn-at-a11-cost philosophy Ln sport, the

amateur game of Rugby union exists as a type of rresistancer to the

dominant sporting forms in North America (particularl-y football-),

and for Britons as a resistance to assimilation.
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INTRODUCTION

The study is comprised of five major sectlons. The first
examines theoretical- advances in the concept of subculture Ln sociology
and in the sociology of sport in North America and the united Kingdom.
rt traces the concept from its origins in the chicago school of the
L92ot s and 1930rs through to very recent theoretical breakthroughs in
the united Kingdour and indicates that, unlike the situation in North
America, work on subcultures and cultural studies more generally is
currently a thriving area of sociological concern in the United
Kingdom.

The second section introduces the procedure and methodol0gy
of the study. Fundamentally, the research consisted of a season of
participant-observation conducted with a canadian university rugby
team and this was suppl-emented with informal observations of and
interviews with rugby players in both the united Kingdom and North
America (prinarily canada). Methodological problems in field-work
(entering the field; objectivity and subjectivity in field-work;
managing field-work data; disengaging frour the field) are examined.

Thirdly, the origins and dever-opment of Rugby Football in the
united Kingdorn and North America are discussed in some detail. This
chapter traces Rugby union in the united Kingdom from its conception
in the early nineteenth century public schools through to the present
day, specifically demonstrating how game and non-game features that



grew up around rugby have changed over approximately the last two

decades' Although it was introduced before the turn of the century in
North America a1-so, rugby faded in popularity in the first har-f of the

twentieth century but since the l-ate 195ors has enjoyed renewed

popularity on these shores.

Penul-timately, there follows an in-depth examination of the

subculture of rugby players with_ga emphasls on subeultural valgeg",

behaviours, attitudes, symbor-s and rituals. Deviance requires an

audience since behaviour is unlikely to be l-abel-led as such unless it
attracts public attention. Thus the responses of non-members was also
considered to be a significant source of data, in addition to rugby

playersr perceptions of their own behaviour and public image.

Finally, these four sections have been integrated and their
substance Lnterpreted in a concluding statement on the status of rugby

football in North America. A urajor objective of this chapter is to
explore and interpret the reasons for the gamers resurgence since the

late 1950's and early l-960rs. rt is hypothesized that the rugby sub-

culture in North America exists as a type of rresistancet or opposition
to the dominant sporting forms (particularly that of football). The

term resistance is employed here in much the same way as British
sociologists (eg. clark et a1, L976: will-is, L97ga; Brake, l9g0) have

reeently analyzed many youth subcultural formations, ie._'49 an arter-
native to mainstream forms, rather than an extreme rejection of or

?_!t-gnp! to overthrow them.



As with any other study, various factors combine to present for
the current anal-ysis certaln liuritations. The data presented here has
been derived from two continents (North America and Europe) but pre-
dominantly from rugby fraternities in the southern ontario regLon of
canada. Thus the study has not been a gr-obal one. Rugby fraternities
in other countries (New Zear-and, Austrar-ia, France, south Africa)
require further scholarl-y attention in sociology particularly since
there are indications that rugby players in at least one of these
contexts - France - do not 'fitt the current moder as presented be10w.
Hence, perhaps the najor riuritation of the study concerns the type of
global assumptions one might make on the basis of sucrr a rel_ativelv
modest project.

As sociologists, rde are cognizant of the eaution that must be
exercised when, using recently cor-lected data, vre presuppose that
certain runiversals' exist. However, since extrapolations derived from
the data in this study have been supported and reinforced by informal
observations of the behaviour of members of the rugby fraternities of
the un'ted Kingdour, America and canada by this researcher, and by
other informative examinations provided by wrlters ln the united
Kingdom (sheard and Dunning, 1981-), the American south-lrrest (orloff ,
L974), and the canadian west (Thomson, 1976) r aDy assumptrons arr.ved
at on the basis of a relativer-y srnalr- study in the canadian East appear
to be nade more viable, (the values and behavlours of members of rugby
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subcul-tures in North America and the United Kingdon are siuriLar in
structure and expresslon).

Final-ly, a possibr-e linitag-ion exists here in the fact that,
as a someti-me rugby player, the present researcher nay have unconsciousl_y

.-encouraged responses from subjects or indicated biaees in situations
when neutrality and objeetivity rrere more centrall_y called for. For

the researcher adopting the observer as participant role (cota, 195g),

and particul-arly the researcher with prior experience in the subjectsr

environment' we must note the sheer inevitabil_ity of occasional sub-
jectivity (willis, 1980). provided the researcher is aware of the

dangers therein and prepares accordingl-y, there is no reason why

successful_ field-work cannot be practised.

The purpose of the study r^ras to provide a detailed examination

of the subculture of rugby players, specifically concentrating on four
major areas:

1' L. The culturar- and sociar- organization and structureof the rugby fraternity.

2. The societal reaction to or public image of rugbyplayers.

3. Rugby playersf perceptions of their own behaviour
and rhe manner in which (if any) their pubLic imageaffects them.
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4. The reasons for the re_expansion in popularlty ofthe rugby gaure in North Amerl_ca beginnlng effectivelyin the 1960rs, and the cultural transformation inmeaning of non-game features traditionally associatedwith the British gane that apparentl-y o""Lrr.a 
"orl'comitantly.

The significance of the study lies in lts contributr.on to the
soci-ology of sport and sociol.ogy more generally. untll very recently,
work on sport subcultures has indicated only baslc descriptive and

largely ahistorical interactionist analyses without providing any

meaningful- attempt to theorize studies. rn contrast, .this study
represents an attempt to ground the research in recent theoretical
advances 

-in 
youth subcultures and cultural studies in Britain partic-

ularly concerning the conbination of critical theory with phenonenology

and the concept of tresistancer, to see r-f we can extend new anarytical
approaches used principally to explain deviant or delinquent youth
subcultural formations into the study of sport and sport subcultures.
Hence' this is an attempt to develop descriptive data theoreticarly,
or to combine a basically interactionist examination of a group,s
experiences within an anaLysis of the larger social structural_ formations
in which these experiences occur.

The study is of significance in soclology because it demonsrrates
the importance of sport for testing sociological theorles. subculture
theory (definitions of the concept, analyses of subcultural boundaries
and levels of excrusivity, and the conceptrs application) and labelling
theory (the subculture of rugby players can only be allocated a deviant
public image if it has an adjudicating audience) have been comblned
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in a general symbor-ic interactionist ethnography of the rugby subculture.
rn addition, the methodol0gical significance of the study r_ies

in showing that participant-observation (an interchange of procedures
with particurar enrphasis on the observer as participant role) can be
used as fruitfully in the study of sport subcur-tures as ln the study
of other more extensively researched groups (delinquent youth subcultures,
counter-cultural groups or stud,ies of ghetto llfe, for exanple).

Final-ly, specifically by underlining the ways in which certain
cultural formations which traditionally cane to characterize the Rugby
union game in the united Kingdour have recently been adopted in North
America, but with an entireJ-y different array of meanings attached to
them, the study functions to provide a deeper understanding of
?cultural resonancet and rcultural transformation, in socior_ogy and
the sociology of sport.



CHAPTER ONE



THE CONCEPT OF SUBCULTURE: AN HTSTORICAL AND THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

fntroduction

The available literature dealing with the concept of ,subculture,
is extensive but, at the same time, extremely varied. Moreover, therewould*eppqar to exist something of a conceptual dichotomy over the useof the term in North America and more recent explanatlons offered byBritish writers.

The concept is traceabr-e as far back as 1g45 in Amerlca
(Mclung Lee). Although it has been used in sociology for many yearsin the united Kingdon a1so, sociol0gists did not begin to write aboutsubcultures or youth culture on a widespread scare until after thepublication of Downes' '@, in 1966 and even

Cohenst ' , in Ig72. To some extent, therecent vanguard of British subculture literature seems to have followedMichael Clarke's seminal Lg74 paper , ,,
where the author neatly summarized the apparent lack of concern over theconcept:

' " very littr-e attention has been glven to whethertsubculturef l" -a'-"""r"i'
should be abando"";-;;;,ffH":i;'r*;.1.;;;".
of clearer components. (42A7
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rn the Last decade the united Klngdon has wrtnessed. a great
increase in the development of subculture theory and, r.n contrast to
the sltuation Ln the u.s.A., this area of attention seems to be currentry
in vogue. More r-mportantly, Brltlsh wrr-ters have vlsibly taken on a
theoretical departure from ther.r American counterparts, combining a

sttuctural anaLysis with the (long used in America) interactlonist
perspective to account for subculture groupings and l0cate then in a

wider cl-ass analysis, thus arrlvlng at new expl-anatory revels.
Thls chapter will attempt to trace the origins of the concepr

of subculture analyzing facets of the term itself, includlng: sub-
culture definitions, subculture boundaries, exclusivity in subcultures,
theoretical applications of subcurture in America and the united
Klngdorn and finally a brief look at the employment of the term in the
sociology of sport.

Culture and Society

Before we can establish any definitlon of subculture vre must
initially refer to the parent concept of culture.1 A brief discussi-on
of culture is relevant here since a prellurinary problem with subcurture
theory is whether it is a 'thing-Like facticityr (pearson, Lg76: 2) or
sitnply a reified abstraction devised by sociologists.

Although there are numerous defr-nltions of culture availabre
today' probably one of the most widely used is over a hundred years old.
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In 1871, Edward B. Tyl_or defined cuLture as:

that complex whole which l_ncludes knowledge, bellef,
art, morals, law, custom and any other capabilities
and habits acquired by uran as a member of society.
(1)

rn as much as it sets down what man actually uses these various

elements for, however, the definitlon offered by clarke et al_ (Lg76: 10)

is perhaps a more adequate one in sociol_ogy:

Culture refers to that level at which social groups
develop distinct patterns of l-ife__and give expres-
sive form to their social and material life-
experiences. Culture is the way, the forms, in
which groups handle the rrawt materlal of their
social and material existence.

Perhaps the most important factor to note when studying culture

is the relation of the concept to social reproduction. willis
(1978a: L72) reminds us that cultural forms are perpetually in flux:

lulture is not (a) static, or composed of a set of
invariant categories which can be read off at the
same 1evel in any kind of society. The essence
of the cultural forms in our capitallst society
is their contribution towards the creative,
uncertain and tense social_ reproductlon of
distinctive kinds of reLationshlps. Cultural
reproduction in particular always carries with it
the possibility of produclng... al-ternative
outcomes.

There has been a marked attempt since the r4rork of the Chicago

sehooL of Ecol-ogy to differentiate betsween notions of rculturer and

rsocietyr, or between cultural and social- systems (Gordon, 1964;

wolfgang and Ferracuti, 1967). pearson (1975), for example, argues

that each level is "analytically distinctr'. Gordon (Lg47), however, had

earlier ignored attempts to accomodate such a differentiation. He saw
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American society as a composite of groups which have preserved thelr
own cultural- identity. similarly, Arnord (Lg7o) argues thar whlle rhe
cultural elements comprising a subculture uray drffer sonewhat from
those of the dominant culture, they cannot dtffer entlrely from that
culture. More recently, willls (I978a: 174) has wrltten that ,culture,

and rsocietyt ttare part of a necessary circle in whlch neither term
is thinkable alone".

The attempt to differentiate between the two concepts has

nevertheless given use to various types of deflnition of subculture in
sociology.

The Chicago School of Ecologv

rn the ]-gzots and 1930's, the general focus in sociology shifted
from journaListic accounts of sociaL movements to.empirlcally oriented
analyses of social and cultural sources of deviant behaviour. sociol_
ogists began to show interest in youth as an urban social problem,

particularly those living in the ghettos and slums. At about this time,
a group of sociol0gists at the university of chicago, led by Robert
Ezra Park, undertook research on the features of urban styles of 1ife,
developing a basically anthropologicaL approach into a critique of
prevailing social conditions. Fundamentally, their berief was that
social interaction was structured by the ecology of the material world.
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The ethnographic studies of the relations between neighbourhoods

and youth lifestyles undertaken by the chicagoans charaeterlsticarly
lndicated a rel-ative dlsregard for underlying sociologlcal theorres,
and were based prinarily on the Lnterview and partlcipant-observation

techniques as research methods. The l920rs and 1930rs saw park and

his colleagues anass considerable research data on what came to be

cal-led 'the social ecol0gy of the cityf. This lncluded:

...research into the distributlon of areas of work andresidence, places of public interaction and privateretreat' the extent of ir-lness and health andurban concentrations of conformity and deviance.(Taylor et al_ , Ig73: l_10)

For the chicagoans, rnaturalt boundaries were considered to be those

of urban neighbourhoods and ethnic group residence, particurarly since
chicago vras at this tirne experiencing rapid waves of migration.

Park er aL adopted a model based on plant r-ife and applied it
to the city. As in plant life where different species exist in the

same habitat, htrman beings were seen to be living in a state of
rsymbiosis'. Brake (L9g0: 30) wrires:

The soclal scientistrs task waa to seek out thewel_l-ordered, mutuall_y advantageous equiJ-ibriun
known in plant l_ife as the bioiic bal_ance, which
was postulated to be present in urban life.

The irnplications of such a rnodel for the sociol-ogical study of deviant
behaviour had already been set out by R. K. Merton (193g: 672):

Our primary aim is to discover how some socialstructures exert a definite pressure upon certainpersons in the society to engage in nonconformistrather than conformist conduct.

Thus, beginning from a model of a hearthy synbiotic society, a loglcal
extension of their model led the chlcagoans to argue that some environments:
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...by virtue of their parasitical existence on the
over-weening social- organism and thelr isolation
from its integrative culture - are pathoLogically
disorganized. (Taylor et a! 1973: 113)

consequently, through, for example, the unexpectedly high migration of
an ethnic group or groups to a new neighbourhood, it was now seen as

possible that the social organl-zatlon of the neighbourhood could be

thrown out of equiJ-ibrium, and new social novements could evolve.

rt is clear, then, that park and hrs eoll-eagues recognized the

existence of differentiated social- structures, confl_icting sets of
norIns and val-ues, even within the context of one neighbourhood. The

proposition arising from this is that delinquency in these neighbourhood

areas is a nornative form of behaviour supported by mixed sets of values

helping to develop differential learning environnents, hence providing

space for apprenticeships into both deviant and 'respectabler careers.

Examples of the descriptive studies emerging from the chicago

school- are Nels Anderson's 'The Hobo', (Lg23), Harvey Zorbaughfs
rThe Gold coast and The slum', (Lg2g) and paul cresseyrs 'The Taxi_-Dance

aHall' , (L932).' The impetus sueh studies had 1ay primarily in opening

doors for new analyses of the cultural inplicatlons for the city of
immigration, particul-arly in that the Latter gave rise to socially
probl-ematic urban areas or rtransitional zonest. These and other studies

were based predorninantly on examinations of single ethnic groups (G. D.

Suttles, L974: 27).

It was the criminologist Edwin Sutherland (1937) who from these

studies derived the concept of fbehaviour systems t to account for the

types of groups formed in zones of transition. Sutherlandrs noti-on of
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behaviour systems, placed within a l-arger theory of differential
associatl-onr proPosed that whil-e rnan is bound by certatn constraints
which determine. social action, he has at the same time the power to

exert a free wil1. so, says sutherland, although the structurar pre-
eipl-tants may be readily avail-able for the individual-, in the final
analysis it can on1-y be his choice to become, for example, a drug-addict

or a criminaL.

At a time when significant devel-opments were being made in
expl-anations of behaviour systems (ttollingshead, 1939),' 

". 
M. Gordon

(L947) introduced the first definitlon of fsubculture,. rt was a

simple definition' suggesting that American society r^ras comprised of a

variety of smaller groups preserving their own cultural integrity.
Unfortunately, rather than assisting in improving explanations of crime

and deviant behaviour, through its sirnplistic emphasis on population

segments and a l-ack of practical applicability, Gordonfs definition
arguably hindered ongoing breakthroughs in the field. with the
publication of tDel-inquent Boyst in 1955, however, A. K. cohen made

efforts to develop studies of careers and. occupations made by Sutherland
(L937; L939) and Hollingshead (r.939) inro a rheory of delinquent

subcultures. rt was a more thorough expr-anation than Gordonrs, p.r-
ticularl-y in its efforts to state the condl-tions under which subcurtures

emerge or fail to emerge, and the content of subcultural solutions.
rDelinquent Boys' wil-l be dealt with in greater detail bel"ow.

To some extent, then, we can see that the study of what we now

cal-l subcurtures has its origins in the work of the chicago School.
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Since the earl_y stages the concept has taken

and tthas become a central analytical tool in
(Shiburani, 1955 z 562-9).

on considerable developments

soclal psychologyr,

Definlng Subculture

rt is rather unusual for sociology to produce a term that is
readily understood by both its practitioners and laymen. wtrile the
concept of subculture is probabl-y no real exception, its irmnense

popularity in recent years has arguably elevated it to one of the most
frequently used sociological concepts by l"yr.rr.4 Unfortunately, such
a trend has not been accompanied by any cormon und.erstanding of the
term' or by a precise and wider-y accepted working definition of sub_
culture.

Although rsubcurture'was first used by Mclung Lee in 1945, it
was not until Lg47 that Gordon presented its first definition. He

defined the concept in terms of its population aspects:
...a subdivision of a national culture, composed ofa combination of factorable social 

"it.r"tiorr"such as class status, ethnic tactgrorrrrJ, regionafor rural or urban residence, and ieligiousaffiLiation, but foruring i.n their combinationa functioning unity which has an i"t.gr"t"aimpacr on rhe parricipating individuai. (40)

Donnelly (1980) has noted that since (and including) Gordon's original
definition, subsequent definitions have fallen within three distinct
categories, indicating:
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1. An eurphasis on the population
or ethnic groups.

2. An emphasis on the deviant or
behaviour.

segments of subcultures, such as class

delinquent aspects of subcultural

3' fNeutraL' definitions, sueh as gl-obar- deflnitions of the term,includlng glossary and dictiorr.ry definitions.
Gordonrs definition is perhaps the forenost example of the first group.
others are very sinilar. Broom and selznick (1973 : 76), for exampre,
have emphasized the inter-connectedness between subcultures and the
10ca1 comnunity' suggesting that the typical subculture is:

y. ...based on residential, ethnic or social classconditions. These subcultures tend to t"coextensive with the local conmunity and thusprovide a setting for the entire ,o""J-or life.
rt is, however, with reference to deviance or del_inquency that

gh-g concept is most frequently applie{, and exampres in this regard are
legion. studies in this category consider the socia L organLzati.on of
deviance and question whether subcuLtures provide the source of deviant
behaviour' Presenting subcultures essentially as a form of rdetachment,,

Peter Berger (L975: 132) contends that entering the subcur-tural
environment necessarily involves adapting or reconstructing a1_ready

acquired knowredge, beliefs and values in the rcognitive separateness,
of smaller (and more deviant) groups:

The person who retires from the social stage intoreligious, intellectual 0r artistic domains of hisown making sti11, of course, carries into thisself-irnposed exile the language, identity andstore of knowledge rhat ne-fnitiaffy 
""ii"ved arthe hands-of society... rf one finds oitr"r" ,ojoin one in such an enterprise, one can in a veryreaL sense create a counter_society whose relationswith rhe other, the rlegitiuraa", 

"o"i"li, ""r, U"
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reduced to a dlplomatic minimum... such counter_societies, constructed on the basis of devlant anddetached definltions, exist in the forn of sects,cults, ttinner-circlestr or other groups thatsociol_ogists cal_l subcuLtures.

The third category includes only a very general array of
definitions, all lrith linited degrees of usefurness in sociological
study' For example, at one extreme we have the various glossary
deflnitions of subculture such as that offered by Hagedorn (19g0 : LZL).
For him, subculture is comprised of:

...more or less distinctive patterns, names, symbols,values and ideologies shaied Uy ""t.g.ries orsubgroups of a larger populati-on.

From this rather crude definition one can move to longer, more accurate,
but still quite general definitions within the same category. Burlock
and stall-ybrass (L979: 609), for instance, propose that subcur_tures are
comprised of:

'...a body of attitudes, values, beliefs and naturar-habits, shared by the members of . priiiculargroup or straturn within a society, which hassignificanr determining effects "ior, *r!ur ,"individuals, and is distinguishabie from the
commonl-y accepted culture held to be characteristicof the society as a whole.

with its general purpose and effect being somewhat unspecific, it seems

reasonable to argue that such a category provides littr_e more than a
starting point of analysis.

With the existence of various definitional
as no surprise that sociologists have been irnpeded

probl-ems and, although the concept has existed for
cipline, there is still_ no cormon understanding of
in order to proceed, a need exj.sts for one.

categories, it comes

by definirional

decades in the dis-

the term. Cl_early,
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Subcultural Boundaries

One important conceptual- and theoretical issue dealt with in
the literature is the tboundaryt problem, ie. where do subcultures begin

and end? There is a tendency on the part of some writers to treat
subcultures as explicitly separate entities, as Arnold (Lg7o: g4) puts

it, "as though eaeh $ras surrounded by a twelve foot hlgh barbed wire
fencett.- subcultural boundaries are frequently diffuse, however, and

occasionally overlap, subcultures themselves almost aL1 exhibiting
elements of a national cult.rr".5

According to Arnold, the total culture can be seen as an

amalgamation of all the cultural elements subcultures have in common.

Similarly, Gordon (1947) writes that a subculture is 'a subdivision of
national culture'. There are conceptual problems with both hypotheses,

however. If Arnoldts contention were true, it would mean that we would

be able to adequately identify not only a1L the elements that consti-tute

a 'tota1t national culture, but also the factors that distinguish

subcultures. such a proposition is that it is, in fact, possible for
subcultures to extend beyond the lirnits of one particular nation. Some

subcultures are internationally widespread, such as the hippy and disco

subcultures, rock clirnbing and other sport subcultures (the extension

of which is often achleved via commercial approprlation, eg. rock music,

film representations etc.). rndeed, so strong are the influences of
these international subcul-ture groupings that they are unrestrained by

any barriers of language.
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Although no adequate explanation has been offered for treating
subculture as an isolated concept in sociol.gy to date, some wri.ters
(cloward and ohlin, L960), have argued, for the expliclt distinctiveness
between subcultures. rf individuals actualr-y live out J-arge parts of
their lives in subcultural settings, it seems at reast plausible that
the idea of nultiple invorvement exists, with rnembers participating in
thro or more subcur-tures slmultaneousl_y, serialry or both. This would

indeed appear to be the normative condition. As cohen (in Arnord,
19702 101) puts it:

One fascinating aspect of the social process isthe continual alignment of groups, tte migrationof individuals from one group to another.

The most practical theoretical suggestion thus seems to be that sub_

cultures at the very least overlap and, as Arnold argues, have ,fuzzy,

boundaries.

Michael Clarke (L974: 434) has to some extent clarified the
boundary problem by arguing that temporally a t,hardening or a softening
of specificity can take place'r with subculture boundaries. He provides
a list of four tspecific processesr that can be affected:
1' A process of absorption or assimilation, where subcul-tural identitydirninishes until it entirely disapp"".", .g. rri"r, irnmigrants inthe United Kingdorn

2' A process whereby subcultural identity is arrested at a certain stagedue to changes in outside resistao". io it, eg. the lessening ofhostility and stigma towards nudism in various countries.
3' 1A process whereby subcultural- identity is amplified, eg. hlppies andaddicts subject to stiguratj.zj.ng p.o"."""" amplified by mediareportage forming a subsequent, more closely-Lnit consciousness,(using the Mods and Rockeis subcultures stan cohen, rg7z, r-aterunderli.ned how this process can occur).
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4' subcultures operating in cornplete isolation from society, eg. GayLlberation, Black power and irational Front movements.

clarkets perceptive contribution to subcul-ture theory ilLustrates that
s-ubculture is a dynamic concept prone to change, growth or dimunition,
dependlng on specific social responses to it.

Subcultural Exclusivltv

As subcultures have certain boundaries, they also indicate
varying degrees of excluslvity to members and non-members. Arnold (1970)

and Mungham and pearson (1916) have noted that exclusivity refers
firstl-y to the difficulty in attaining membershi.p, and second, to the
degree of commitment demanded of menbers, enforced by the hegemonic

order of the group. For example, Bennet Berger (Lg7L: 175) writes:
An upper-class, aristocratic subculture can bemaintained in a hostile democratic environment tothe extent. that it goes on in places (territories)
others cant t afford to enter and to the extent thatit is enclosed by a system of exclusive institutions...The important thing to remenber is that a subcultureis made viable to the extent that territorial andinstitutional factors (the conditions are variables)provide sustenance and support to its norns, insulatethe members of the group fiom outside pressures andhence discourage, forestall, or minimize defection,ie. urobility.

Donnelly (1980) would explain Berger's example by arguing that a

universal relation exists between the presence of a cornprex berief
system in a subculture and its proxinity to outsl-ders.

A very apparent factor emerging from a review of the literature
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is that the term subculture should not be applied roosely to Just any
collectivity of individuals. A11 too often it seems that writers have
manufactured their own understandings of the term to suit their own

purposes. An adequate definitr-on of 'subculturer (and one that is
enpl0yed in this thesis) should emphasr.ze that the concept is an

identlfiabl-e surar.l structure within the larger dominant culture, com_

posed of lndividuals sharing similar valges, behaviours, attitudes,
qyrnbrcls and r-ituals, which g:!. theru apart from the larger culture,
do-m.inati.ng their g-lyle of life and stabilizing over time.7 The e:rtent
of isolation indicates the degree of integrity or exclusivity of
members, but the subculture wilL probably not be so exclusive that it
does not overlap in some way with other subcultural groupings.

Many of the chicago school's arguments concerni.ng the genesis
of deviant behaviour can be explained using the predominantly Durkheimian
theory of tanomiet, ie. the theorists of rsocial disorgani zation, raid
emphasis on the essential Inormlessnesst exr-sting in del_inquent areas.
rt was R' K' Merton (1938) who inltiaLly attempted to devise a srructurar
explanation for anomie, incorporating the concept into his interpretation
of delinquency and deviance. such an interpretation can be seen as an

expLanation of the tunduer emphasis on goars in the American value
system, ie. it stems from notions of structurar. strain created by
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differential access to opportunity structure"S lMerton, 193g z 678).

For Merton, the establishment of a deviant subculture is an radaptiont

by individuals who are ahtare of societyts success goals but who cannot

internalize them.

Mertonrs infLuence on the subcul-ture theorlsts that fo110wed

him was considerabLe. Anomie was increasingly expressed in terms of
the existence of cultural goals wi.thout the correspondlng structural
means of aehievement. This approach was employed, although in a srightly
different way, in A. K. Cohenfs tDel_inquent Bovs: The Culture of the

Gang" (1955) - essentiall-y an interactionist and critical responsle to

earlier psychogenic approaches to crime, such as Mertonrs. cohen

argued that Mertonrs theory was acceptable for util_itarian crime, but

that it qras not a plausible explanation for non-utilitarian crime, such

as vandalism. His own proposal was that delinquent subcultures arise

through confLict between working-cLass and middle-crass culture.
working-class children at school, for example, experience rstatus

frustrationr as they are judged by criteria such as ambition, cultivation
of manners, asceticism or 'deferred. gratificationr and respect for
property, ie. predominantly rniddle-cl-ass vaLues. A subsequent treaction-

formationt takes place and delinquents unite collectively in groups,

precipitating the formation of subcultures. As cohen (1955: 59) puts

it, new subcul-tures emerge when individuals tentativel-y seek out others

through a series of rexpl_oratory gestures':

The crucial condition for the emergence of newcultural forms is the existence, in effective
interaction with one another, of a number of actorswith similar probLems of adjustment.
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since rnany of the characteristics fostered in such a reactlon-
formation are anti-establishment (legitirnation of aggression and a
general del_iberate disengagement from posi.tive atti.tudes) the culture
of the del-inquent gang is referred to as a non-utir.itarian cur_ture.
we have said that it was because of Mertonrs failure to account for
fnon-utilitarian, malicious and negatlvistic' behaviour in working-cl-ass
delinquent subcultures that cohen criticized hln. cohen posits the
example of the apparent willingness of delinquents to stea1, indicating
an appreciation of money, but then waste what they have stolen, as a

typical ador-escent status probleun. Aware of the prestige associ.ated
with uriddle-class status goals, but excluded from these by linited
opportunity structures, working-class youth are presented with a

paradoxical situation. Hence Cohen (1955: 2g) arrives at the following
conclusion:

The delinquent subculture is not onl_y a set ofroles, a design for living which i" iiir.renr fromor indifferent to or even in conflict with thenorms of the rrespectable, adult 
"o"i"ty. Itwould appear at least plausible at,"a ia, is definedby its t negati"ve polarity t to tt.". -rro-r*" 

. Thatis, the delinquent subculture takes it" ,rorrn trornthe larger cuLture but turns them upside down.The delinquent's conduct is right b; it" 
"t"rra"ra"of his subcuLture, precisely becau"L it is wrongby the norms of the larger culture.

'Delinguent Bovs' did not go without criticism, however. one
immediate problem arising from a reading of the text is the authorrs
failure to satisfactorily account for any adur.t worklng-class curture.
Further, cohenfs theory ls problematic in that it takes for granted
the essential tmlddre-crassnessr of the uriddle-crass, ie. it ignored
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waves of middle-c1ass deviance and overlooked the way in which the
persistence of subcultures also defies the parameters of the domlnant

culture, as wel-l as the other way around. cohen actually acknowredges

the existence of subterranean values in the dominant cul-ture, but omits
a dlscussion of this in his central anarysis. w. B. Mirler (r_95g)

also contested cohenfs theorization by arguing that delinquent sub-

cultures were more an extension of working-c1-ass tfocal concernsr that
contradict dominant values, than a reaction to loss of status. Such

'focal concerns' are identified as trouble, smartness, toughness, fate,
excitement and autonomy. According to Miller, delinquent subcultures
arise through adol-escent boys being socialized into accepting an unlawful
set of, standards inherent in what he calr-s rrower-crass culture,:

In the case of tgrrrgt delinquency, the cultural
system which exerts the most direct influence
on behaviour is that of the l_ower_class communityitself - a long-established, distinctively
patterned tradition with an intensity of its own _rather than a so-ca11ed 'delinquent subculturel
which has arisen through conflict r^rith middle_class culture and is oriented to the deliberateviolation of rniddle_class norms. (fn D. H. Kelly,L979: 75)

Thus, for Miller, lower-class cuLture and delinquency are coexistent.
rn the same year as Millerrs original publication, cohen

combined with short in a reply to his critics. crucially, they did so

by proposing a three-fo1d workrng-class delinquent subcultural type:
1' the conflict-ori-ented subcur-ture, propagating viorence.

2- the drug-addlct subculture, focusing on the accessibility of drugs.
3' the semi-professional thief subculture, paving a road towardsorganized crime.
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Cohen and Short remalned vehement, however, that the parent working-class

subculture functioned to provide the strongest influence on working-class

delinquents, in fact referrlng to the Latter as the tgarden-varietyr of

delinquent subculture, (Cohen and Short, 1958: 22).

Like Cohen, Cloward and Ohlin (1960) Laid emphasis on collective

solutions to unfavourable sociaL environments.9 Their typology also

revealed pluralistic elements intrlnsic to the theory of differential
social- organization, rather than the Mertonian structural-functional-ist

nodel of social- disorganization. Two nain arguments are posited by

Cloward and ohlin. First, they point to the pre-existence of rsubcul-turef

in the organized slun or ghetto. They argue that a specific structure

of il-legal opportunities to success not only exist ln the slum or ghetto,

but al-so that criminal cultural- themes are transmitted through such a

structure. 'subcul-turet, then, already exists. rt is not seen as the

resul-t of consensus but as the provider, through differential association

and interaction, of a particul-ar type of life-style. second, cloward

and ohlin argue that because of linrited legal and illegal opportunity

structures for adolescents, subcuLtures can develop without any

extensive degree of consensus, eg. a snal1 gang placing value on the

use of vioLence in a larger delinquent environnent. Again, l_argely

through the effects of differential association, individuals are seen

as solving problerns they face collectively. Thus, apart from refuting

the extreme separation hinted at by Miller, cl-oward and ohlinrs

argument is similar to cohen's and Millerts in suggesting that

delinquents are bound to certain subcul-tural- rol-es of conduct or Dre-

cepts.
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The anaLysis of cloward and ohlln can be criticized in pre-
supposing that only one explanation exists for the development of
subcultures - linited opportunr.ties to success. As Taylor et al
(L973: L34) note' this omlts a whole area of discusslon:

"'the diversity of subcultures in modern industrialsocieties is scarcely grasped by Cloward. and Ohlin.
They inherit the consensus l_egaty of Merton _
there is one all-erubracing cultural goal, monetary
success, the onl_y difference being that there aretlro types of institutional means available for itsachievement; legitimate and illegltimate opportuni.tvstructures.

such an omission has, r think, only successfully been overcome in
recent British work, particularLy HaLl and Jeffersonts tResistance

Through Ritual_s' (L976) .

Around the same tiure as the publication of Cloward and ohLin's
(1960) paper' a nevr American influence began to appear in the
rnaturalisticr observations of David Mat"".10 rratza argued that sub-

culture theory before hirn had distorted how deviants themselves (would)

rationalize their behaviour. rn an article with Gresham sykes (Lg57),

l{atza explicitly refuted the proposition that delinquents invert
dominant values- Rather, delinquents adopt a number of ,techniques

of neutralizationt - specific linguistic constructs designed to
neutralize the moral binds or oppressive controls incurred by such

values.

Five major 'techniquest exist: denial_ of
really hurt himrt); denial_ of victim (rrHe was only

of responsibility ("I didntt mean it"); appeals to

inJury ("I {idnrt
some queerrr); denial

higher loyaLties
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("Youtve got to help your friends") and condennlng the condemners

("Everyone picks on us"). For l"Iatza, the delinquent subculture

rePresents the suspension of a moral- comrnitment to conventional norms.

Particul-arly ln times of boredom and frustration, adoLeseents are prone

to trdriftrr in and out of deLinquency;

Drift stands nidway between freedom and contror.Its basis is an area in the social structure in
which control has been loosened, coupled with the
abortiveness of adolescent endeavour to otganlze
an autonomous subculture, and thus an inportant
source of control, around illegal action. The
delinquent transiently exists in a linbo between
convention and crime, responding in turn to the
demands of each, flirting now with one, now with
the other, but postponing cornmitment, evadingdecision. (Lg64z 49)

Delinquents are situated ambivaLently between not being able to choose

what they do and feeling cornpelled to deeds. Thus we can see in ylatza

an argument against some of the earlier deterministic explanations of
subcul-ture. His writings have subsequently been cal1ed rhumanistic'.

In a later paper by l{'atza and Sykes (1961), the authors argue

that delinguent vaLues, such as contempt of work or ttoughnessr, are

more indicative of tsubterranean'11 l.r",rre values expressed occasionally
by us all, rather than inherently deviant vaLues. Typical environments

for the acting out of such var-ues are games, gambling and orgies.
According to Matza and sykes, there is nothing intrinsically unique in
the behaviour of delinquents - they simply accentuate these subterranean

valueb on a more regular basis than members of other class groupings.

Although the del-inquents themselves nay be unaware of it, various

ideologies of the dominant culture are often seen in their behaviour.
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rt is at this juncture that Matzats work directly contrasts

A' K. 'Cohenrs. While the latter argues that deltnquents abandon the

demands of the doninant culture, the former (with sykes,1961) is con-

eerned to indicate that there Ls a constant conflict between.the demands

of the delinquent subculture and the l-arger culture. For lr.atza, lt is
an attempt, albeit diffident, on the part of delinquents to neutralize
such conflicts that legitimizes a subcultural solution, not a cornpletely

oppositional rejection of dominant values.

rt is Fine and Kleinman (L979) who finally bring together

American conceptualizations of subcul-tute in an interactionist analysis.

Although their argument is essentiall-y that subcultures stem from groups

of individual-s interacting together, Fine and Kleinnan assure us that
delinquent interaction alone does not guarantee the formation of a

subculture:

Al-though cuLture is meaningful only when it is
activated in interaction, cur-tural elements rnay
constitute a subculture through the diffusion of
information among groups. Wtrile a small group
can be studied as a closed system, it is erroneousto conceive of group members as interacting
exclusively with one another. (1979: g)

The expl-anation is that although lndividuals share like problems they

may be so seParated by physical- space that there exists little chance of
rmutual explorationf.

Fl-ne and Kleinman (L979: r-0) consequently argue for what has

been caLled rmultiple group membershipt, where subculture members are

seen as participating in several groups simultaneously. They wouLd here,

I think, agree with Arnold to the extent that subculture boundaries
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tend to be I fuzzy | , and that tweak ties r are created when the inter-
aeting network is not rtotally bounded or finiter.

The conclusion arrlved at by Fine and Kleinrnan (L979t L)

neatly suumarizes much of the American theory to date:

For the subculture construct to be of maximal
usefuLness it must be linked to the process of
interaction. Subculture is reconceptualized in
terms of cultural spread occurrlng through an
interlocking group network characterized bynultiple group membership, weak ties, structural_
roles, conducive to infornation spread between
groups, and nedia diffuslon. fdentifl_cation
with the referrent group seems to motivate the
potentiaL member to adopt the artifacts,
behavLour, norms and values characteristic of
the subcul_ture.

More important, perhaps, than bringing together the American material,
in suggesting that the notions of interaction and structure must be

combined to account adequately for the development of subcultures, Fine

and Kleinman hint at subsequent British theorizations.

rn summary, then, the predominant focus of early subcur-ture

studies in the U.S.A. centered around an analysis of youth culture as a

social probLem, and of various conflicts and strains brought on by a

specific generation gap rather than factors intrinsic to class. rn
rEssays in sociological Theoryt (19542 220), for lnstance, parsons

underl-ines his argument that youth culture is an isolated cultural
system experienced only by the young:

It is at the point of emergence into adolescence
that there first begins to develop a set of patterns
and behaviour phenomena which involve a highly
complex combination of age grading and sex role
elements. These may be referred to together as the
phenomena of the fyouth cul_turet. Certain of its
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elements are present in pre-adolescence and
others in the adult cul_ture. But the peculiar
combination in connection with this partlcular
age liurit is unique and highl_y distinctlve for
American society.

similarl-y, ltlatza (1961: 104) accounted for various deviant youth

traditions by assuring us that:

Within the life-cycLe, the apex of rebelliousness
is reached during the period of youth, before and
after which rates of rebelliousness seem con-
siderably lower.

Such a socio-demographic view fits in well- with the dominant methodol-

ogical themes (positivism and empiricism) of Amerl_can sociology. what

is absent at this stage is any rrelationalt concept of subculture.

rt was not until cohen's tDel-inquent Bovsr, (1955) that a

notion of cl-ass stas introduced to explanations of subcul-tures in any

major way. However, in Cohents proposal that the del-inquent subculture

is a solution by sociaLly aspirant sections of the working-class to
Inormative strainr and tstatus frustrationf created by inaccessible

niddle-class oPPortunity structures, we can sti11 see classic Durkheimian

anomie theory, ie. deviance as an absence of norms. Since cohen, other

American writers (Miller, 1958; c1_oward and ohlin, L960) have avoided

relying on a tgeneration gapf explanation and have made (arguably

unsuccessful) attempts to place delinquent youth subcultures in a wider

class analysis, working still- within a basic symboLic-interactionist

framework. As the title indicates - 'Rethinking subculture: An

rnteractionist Analvsisf - Fine and Kleinmanrs (Lg7g) paper is also very

much rooted wirhin thls tradition. The strength of the paper lies,
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however, in making the breakthrough of combining an interactionlst and

structural explanation of subculture, an approach that has recently
been acknowl-edged as an appropriate methodology by Brltish writers.

rt follows that since Britainrs history, unlike that of the

U.S.A., is characterized more by cl-ass consciousness than by colonial

imigration, its studies of youth subcultures should have also favoured

a different orientation. In contrast to American studies of ethnic
minorities and other groupings, there has been a concern in the British
work with studies of peer groups within l-ocal_ neighbourhoods. Thus

there are difficulties in applying American theorizations to Britain.
rndeed, in f The Delinguent sor-ution' (1966), Davj-d Downes underlined

the inappropriateness of such an application, arguing that different
cultural and historical traditions demand different conceptuaLizations.

Recent British writers have chosen to ignore any simple notion
of an overall youth culture created by generation gap criteri_a. Brake

(L974: L79), for example, notes that:

Since the end of the second world I^Iar Britain has
produced several adoLescent subcultures. This
has led to the popular but erroneous belief that
they are somehow part and parcel of the samefyouth culture'. To argue this is to oversimplify
the part that class origins and education play in
these various subcultures, whilst at the same timefailing to see as problematic a complex set ofcultural themes.
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A satisfactory expl-anation calls aLso for an historical analysis, a

feature conspicuousl-y absent from the majority of the ArnerLcan literature.
Munghan and Pearson (L976: 9) dwell on the need for an understanding

of the historicity of the phenomena arguing that:

...the de-urystification of the youth question must
be attacked at its roots.

Michael Clarke (1974) has favoured the same orientation. Thus we find
that recent British studies have attenpted to locate youth subcultures

both in a class and an historical analysis. Moreover, class has been

seen as a type of metaphor for sociar- change (clarke et ar- , Lg76). To

some extent devel0ping the work of American sociol0gists (A. K. cohen

in particuLar), class has been used by British writers, a1-though within
a more Marxist mould' as a dynarnic in a historical framework to clarify
the concept of subculture. rt is, in fact, the relations between

classes and their reactions to change which is frequentLy thought to
be a deternining factor, ie. subcuLtures are seen as a specific kind of
response to class developments.

Extensive work on subcultures in Britain has come to the fore
only since the rnid-1960rs. Most of the early studies were social
ecological interrogations of working-class neighbourhoods, employing

relatively unsophisticated symbol-ic interactionist approaches. For the

most part' they centered around the inplications for delinguency of

conflicts between working-class and niddle-class values and, as such,

American theories of social disorganization were tborrowedt to assist
in explanations.
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One of the earliest studies was conducted in an area which had

a long tradition of poor schooling, unempJ.oyment and general eeonomic

disadvantage. Mayst 1954 study of a slum neighbourhood r^rithin the

Llverpool Dock district proposed that delinquency was typical of the

various ways of life in rough working-class ardas, but that it did not

extend into adulthood. Delinquency l-n the Liverpool slum was seen

particularl-y in a casual attitude towards monetary matters, a central

value of fatalism (seen to carry over to aduLthood), and a defiance to

authority frequentl-y exhibited in shows of risk-taking. It was precisely

the social conditions of the neighbourhood that projected adol-escents

towards del-inquency. The latter represented:

...not so much a symptom of naladjustment as adjustment
to a subculture which was in confli_ct with the
culrure of rhe ciry as a whole. (LgS4z L47)

Thus, for Mays, del-inquency was an indicatlon of a larger environmental

problem.

The l-ate 1950rs in Britain were, of course, characterized by

assumptions about the apparentl-y increasing affluence and embourgeoise-

ment of the working-cl-asses. Abramst 1959 study of The Teenage Consumer,

(cited in Brake, 1980), for example, stressed that working-cl_ass youth,

seen as a tclasslessf group, i/ere the largest group of consumers in
the economy. They were stereotyped as being affluent but bored.

Arguments arose about a specific synthetic culture being created for

adol-escents by uredia forces concerned only with profit-nakirrg.12

Downesr rThe Del_inquent Sol_utlon' (1966) was one such study

emphasizing that a synthetic culture had been created for, not by,
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adolescents. The author also perceptively indicated, however, that
market forces could not create such a ready-nade fyouth markett unless

it satisfied (at Least partially) the desires of the consuming sector.

He argued that an important subcultural value for delinquents was

cynicisn towards school, achievement and the police. Delinquents were

seen by Downes as disillusioned wlth the essentiall_y niddt_e-class

goals of success which doninated the school and work spheres. He writes:
This disenchantment provoked an over-emphasis on
purely 'leisuret goals sedulously fostered by
conmercial_ tteenaget cultures - rather on other
non-work areas. (257)

To avol-d the tedium of school, adolescents begin to expl_ore the more

exciting prospects of Leisure activities, but here too they are dis-
enchanted - they lack the neans to achleve attractive aspects of leisure.
Thus the adolescent sees hiurself as trapped, no longer satisfied with
his cl-ass position but unable to reach uriddle-class goa1s. Downes

argues that the subsequent tsolutiont on the part of the delinquent,

ie. the formation of a delinquent subculture, involves a rejection of
both working-class and middle-class culture. A study by l.Iil-1_mott in
the same year of adolescent boys in East London proposed a similar view

of delinquency. Thus a conmon theme in Dor^mesf and Willmottrs work is
that for working-cl-ass youth, the educational and occupational- structure
is laden with structural contradictions. Youth are taught the positive
aspects of aspiration and anrbition without being presented wlth the

correlative means of achievement.

It was in response to earlier subculture studies, particularly
Ehose that had relied upon simple techniques of symbolic interaction
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in both the U.S.A. and the United Kingdorn, that the National Deviancy

conference was established in 1-968. It introduced a radical Marxist

cri-tique to trace the careers of deviants and focused predominantly on

Ewo methods of investigation. First, the conference proposed that
deviant behaviour should be studied both ethnonethodologically and fron

a transactionalist position (examinlng the socio-cultural- background of
deviants and the social processes they are engaged in). second, these

initial orientations shouLd take place within an overall structural
framework, underl-ining the political inplications of types of deviance.

In one of the most radi.cal- but nonetheless seminal texts of the 1970ts,

Taylor et al (1973) established the second stance as the tNew Criminologyt.

The first couprehensive dealing with youth within the trans-

actionalist mould was presented in gtan Cohen's L972 study of Mods and

Rockers. Its central- thrust was that deviance exists as a transaction

between the judged and various adjudicating bodies, ie, delinquency was

not seen as. gr,owing naturally out of a tdeviantr or routsider world,

but was a soci4l labe1 ascribed to youth. A key precipitant in
encourgging youth in deviant careers lsas a specific social reaction to

or labelling of deviant categories by the porerf,rl.13 cohen argued

that such a reaction involved youths seeing themselves as unfairly
labelled as deviant and in response severing ties with the dominant

value system, thus extending the deviance. More specifically, the case

of the Mods and Rockers of the mid-l_960's wqs.,-r4ier,red aq a type of deviant

behaviour initialLy brought on by various strqctural.stee-i:es., b.ut

anplified through a series of exaggerative plocesses prirlgipally on
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!-t-re p-ar.t 9-f ghe.prgss bur aided occasionally by por.icy-makers and

enfo-r-qe,r-s of the 1aw. cohen (L972: 109) quotes one magi.strate, for
example, who referred to the Mods and Rockers as:

...mentally unstable, long-haired, petty little
sawdust caesars who seem to flnd courage, likerats, by hunting in packs.

Moreover, argued Cohen, provocative reports of vandalism and violence
by the press' encouraging Local over-reaction, had fuell-ed a rnoral-

panic' over the rfolk-devilf and raffluent-yob' image of the Mods and

Rockers.

Since Cohen, the transactionalist perspective has been devel-oped

at a mass communication unit at the university of Leicester, led
principal-ly by the work of Murdockl4, b.rt more particularly at the

Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies at the University of Birminghaur.

Both sources have placed special import on analyses of the relations
between rlivedt culturaL forms and the establishment of subcul-tural
rstyl-e' and meanings, deveLoped in ethnographic dLscussions of youth

subcultures. writers at the Centre for Contemporary Cultural- Studies

have illustrated that working-class subcultures arise rnainly through

streams of class socialization developed in the working-class nei,ghbour-

hood. Clarke er al (L9762 29) wrire:

... the young inherit a cultural- orientation from theirparents towards a tprobl-ematict common to the class
as a whol-e, which is likel_y to welght, shape andsignify the meanings they then attach to different
areas of their social 1ife.

rn a study of working-class cul-ture and youth cur_ture in East

London, Phil Cohen (L972) has argued that specific class structural
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changes have taken place to diffuse the once close-knit worklng-class

conmunity. Post-war rehousing plans, and the introduction of irnmigrant

labour, diversifying 1ocal economies and altering local working-class

rel-ations to the occupational structure, have ancngst other factors

combined to fragment traditional- working-cLass formaL instltutlons, such

as the extended kinship group, and repLace it with a more prlvatized

and nuclear styl-e of life. Thus, says Cohen, ffthe working-c1ass farnily

Itas not only isolated from outside but undermined from withinrr , (Lg72: 17).

cohen goes on to describe the impl-ications for subculture

development of these material, social and economic changes taking

place in the parent culture:

.. . the latent function of subculture is this _ to
express and resolve, al_beit rmagicallytt, the
contradictions which appear in the parent culture.
The succession of subcultures which this parent
culture generated can thus all be considered at
an ideological- lever-, between traditional working-
class puritanism, and the new ideology of con_
sumptionl at an economic level between a part of
the socially urobile elite, or a part of the new
lumpen. (L972: 23)

Thus, for cohen, an analysis of class and historicat relations is
central to an explanation of subculture growth.

The work of cl-arke et al (L976: 35) has developed along similar
lines to Cohen:

The relation between class and subculture has been'1r- praced in a more dynanic historical framework. The' reLations between classes, the experience and
response to change within different class fractions,
is now seen as the deterrnining level.

In one of the most sophisticated theorizattons of youth subcul-tures to

date, cl-arke et al- have used Antonio Gramscirs original notlon of
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thegemonyt to locate youth in a dial-ectical reLatlonship between the

dominant (or hegemonic) cul-ture and the subordinate working-class parent

culture. As employed by Gramsci, hegemony refers to the irnposition of
moral, political and cultural authority structures on the najority by

a ruling order. of particular significance for working-class youth

subcultural formations is that, in so doing, a dominant cLass can

legitinize generalizations or standards of what is ndrmative and

deviant in behaviour. The key aspect for cl_arke et aI is that class

hegemony is never permanent, ie. it is always located along a rmoving

equilibrium'. Since the working-classes are never completely engulfed

in the dorninant culture, they can occasionally rwin spac.'15 fo, them-

selves. Thus, by way of constant Inegotiation, resistance and strugglet,
particularly on the part of youth, a subcultural response can emerge.

However, as class hegemony is never infiniter-y complete, nor can the

subcultural response be. rt manifests itsel_f merely at the l_evel of
a temporary rtime-outtr ss opposed to a final- solution to probLems

lurking in unequal employment and educational opportirnities:

So, when post-war sub-cultures address the
problematics of their class experience, they
often do so in ways which reproduce the gaps
and discrepancies between real negotiations and
symbol-icaL1y displ_aced f resol_utionsf . They
'solver, but in an im4ginary way, problens whichat the concrete materLal level remain unresolved.(Clarke er al, Lg76: 47-g)

we have seen that phil cohen (L9722 23) had earlier hinted at such an

imaginary or ideological subcultural solution, ie. forms of magical

displacernent using the Mo,d subcul_ture as an example:
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... the original mod style couLd be interpreted as an
attempt to realize, but in an imaginary relation,
the conditions of existence of the sociaLly nobir-e
white col-lar worker. while their argot and ritual
forms stressed many of the traditional values of
their parent cul_ture, their dress and music
reflected the hedonistic image of the affluent
consumer.

Cohen had indeed set the scene for much subsequent work, partlcularly
seen in the Hall- and Jefferson (1976) reader.

combined with cl-ass explanations, writers at the centre for
contemporary cultural studies have argued that the workLng-class in
Britain in the l-ate 1950ts through to the present day have become

rgenerationally conscioust16, 
"nd 

of course thls smacks of previous

American suggestions of an overall youth culture. However, unlike the

American writers, sociologists at the Centre for Contemporary CuLtural

Studies have argued that such a youth culture is necessarily linked to
the processes in which (five major) post-vrar ehanges have been inter-
preted by youth. clarke er a1 (L976: L7-20) list these as: increasing

affluence in the youth market and youth oriented leisure industries;
the arrival of mass coiltrnunications, mass art and mass culture; certain

disruptive social effects of the war, eg. juvenile delinquency; changes

in the educationaL structure, eg. secondary education for all; and the

introduction of distinctive rstylesr, associated hrith dress and popu1ar

music. A11 these factors are seen to have contributed to a realisti.c
consciousness and unity among youth. Cl-ass has neverthel-ess remained

fundamental- to explanations of youth subculture, necessarfly so since

some subcultures (the Skinheads, for example) showed both generational

and class consciousness.
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rt ls, in fact, the relation between class and generatlon that
produces a stylistic backdrop to youth subcultures. Although urany of
the centre for contemporary curturar- studies I wrltings discuss the

connotations of subcultural 'style" work by clarke, (Lg76), I{i11is,
(1978a) and llebdlge, (Lg7g) has been nost illuminatlng. rhese authors
have arrived at a new level of anar-ysis by comblning a concern with
critical theory, focusing on notions of socr,ar- structure and sociar
conflict, with a phenomenologr.cal approach towards synbolic and

cul-tural relations.

clarke (L976) has employed the concept of fbrieolage', originally
used by Levi-strauss, to describe how everyd,ay objects can appropri.ate

new meanings in a subculturar- setting. Frequently thls occurs by

devising a new object with particular significance for the cause of the
subculture (frisbee throwing for naturalists), but more general-ly it is
seen simply in the recontextualization of an ol_d obJect with a new

meaning' Cohen shows us that the Skinheads wore Doc Marten industriar
boots, raised trousers (revealing the boots) and braces to project an

air of aggression. rt achieved for the Skinheads the label of boot or
'bower ' (bo ther ) boys .

Paul wiLlis (r-978a: 1g9) has argued that we can only make sense

of cultural experience if we l-ocate the inter-reLations between the
cultural group and the wider society. He notes that the most imporrant
feature of cultural forms are their rconstitutlve reratlonshipsr, le.:

. . . the way the social group is connected to otherobjects, artifacts, institutions and systematlcpractices of others which surround it.
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According to wl-lLis, there are three different levels in the incer-
pretation of cultural relations. The rindexicalt level refers to how

particular cultural- items are used by a social_ group in a quantitatlve
way. once these items have been indexed or established, they take on

a signlficant meanrng and reflect the structure of the group. ThLs ls
the thomologl-calt arena. over time, the indexlcal and hourologlcal

features in a cultural relationship can be modified or changed. Thus,

new items may be indexed or approprr.ated to the group, or order ones

may have new meanings attrJ-buted to them. wil_lis cal1s this dynamic,

which serves princlpalr-y to historicize the phenomena, the fintegral,

level of anaLysis. In tt

get I'Iorking-class Jobs", I^IillLs (1978a z 29) later documents how the
expression of certain homologies by lower working-cl_ass boys reflects
an attitude of opposition to the discipline and authority of the school.
Much of the text is in fact an expLanation of the techniques working-
class boys adopt to twin spacet from the school structure. This involves
particular cultural skills centered around rhaving a laffr.

Dick Hebdige (L979: 2) uses Jean Genetrs interpretation of
fstyle as a form of refusal' to descrl-be how the members of subcurtures
can elevate everyday objects into an art form. He writes:

...like Genet also, we are intrigued by the most
mundane objects - a safety pin, 

" ptirrted shoe,a motor cycle - which... take on a symbolic
dimension, becoming a form of stigrnaia, tokensof sel_f-imposed exile.

As willis (1978a) argues for the existence of a constitutive relation
which renders objects lrith particular significance, Hebdige argues that
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a dialectic is created between the obJect and the reaction to it to
give the object its unique meaning. The latter adopts willisr notion
of style as a form of homology to show how the symbol-ic fit between
values and group experience serves to reinforce the grouprs ,focal
concernst. Like the subcultures of which they are a part, style is,
for these writers, a particular brand of resistance to dominant cultural
forms.

rn summary, although both argue predominantly fron an lnter_
actionist perspective, British subculture theorists differ from their
American counterparts in that they locate youth in a rather different
framework of class relations.17 As exemplified by Brake (19g0), one
of the primary emphases in Britain is on subcultures as an attempt on
the part of the working-class youth to counter corlectively experienced
problems ' but it is the explanation of the origins of these probleurs
that makes British explanations unique, and arguably more adequate than
American theorizations to d"t..18 clarke et a1 (Lg76: 53) surmarize
the rnain stream of thought in the recent British work thus:

It is at the intersection between the Locatedparent culture and the medi.ating institutions ofthe dominant culture that youth subcultures arise.
For P' cohen (L972), clarke et al (Lgz6), willis (L97ga and b),

and other British writers, explanations for the emergence of youth
subcuLtures are found in the eomplex contradictlons between the total
set of meanings of the subordinate working-class parent culture and the
hegemonic culture.
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sport is of great signiflcance 
'n 

contemporary society. rn a
concentrated manner -it mirrors and sometlmes contradicts elements rn

-t_he larger culture (Boyle, Lg63). Moreover, it provides an ideal
sphere for the employment of direct observationar technlques and a form
in which general socioLogicaL theory can be tested.

Many sports-related studles ln sociol.gy to date have lndicated
descriptive but rather atheoretical 0rientatlons. Arso, Loy and
segrave (L974: 300) have noted that rrthere r.s a paucity of sor.id
research studies in sports situations based on the nethod of participant-
observation", and such a paucity reveals itself most succintl_y in studies
of the behaviour of members of sports subcultures. sheard and Dunning
(1981: 157) address this problern directly:

Sport is an area of social life which is rich inopportunities for sociologi""l .u"."."h. So far,however, little work of a_genui.nely sociologicalcharacter has been carried out intl ttre prottemswhich it raises. This. . . is particularly the caseas far as the subcultures which arise in connectionwith sport are concerned..

rt would seem that sport sociol0gists have shown a trend towards auto_
biographical and biographical accounts, and a penchant for studying
groups to which they are already connected, if not ,bona fider members.
Polskyts 1969 study of poolrooms is a classic exampre of the latrer
category and in some hTays a combination of them both:

Ii]-1:9 playing is my chief recrearion. r haverrequented poolrooms for over twenty years, andat one poolroom game, three_cushion tiffi.ia"r-",considered a far better than average player. (35)
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Donnellyrs 1980 study began with nore theoretlcal lntentions, but the
writerts persuasion towards a study of the subculture of rock climbers
owes much to his prior participation and talent ln that area, and,

al-though lt is concerned with a recreational rather than a sportlng
form, Beckerts 1963 study of jazz musicians owes much to the fact that
the author had for years been a jazz pianist. Thus various environrnental
precipitants can be seen to exist.19

The general tendency for studies of sports-related subcurtures
(lrke much of the earr-y work carried out wlth youth subcultures i_n

sociol-ogy) to provide only basf-c descriptive analyses without concerning
themselves with any larger notion of social structure J.s, as we have

seen above, indicative of a trend in symbolic interactionism more

generally. Coser (Ig77z 574)r for example, wrj.tes:

In symbolic interactionism the structural leveL ofanalysis is all but abandoned, and the scene is .

almost conpletely occupied by interacting individuals
who rnodify their respective tonducts regardless ofposition in the soci.al structure, socio_cultural
clirnates of values and norms, or i.nstitutional
settings.

Recently, however, several sport sociologists (Thomson, L976; Donnelry,
1980; vanreusel- and Rensen, 19g1) have used 'subculture, as an anarytical
tool in an interactionist sense with a combined overall perspective of
social structure to argue that certain sports-related fraternitl-es can

be analyzed as forms of deviant or non-conformlst behaviour. A

predominant theme running through the work of these writers is that the
behaviour, and particularry the apparentry deviant non-playing behaviour
of members, del-iberately contravenes the values of the dominant culture.
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rmportantl-y, efforts have been made to explain such behaviour in terms

of certain historical and structural precipitants: what is it in the
wider social structure that makes sports participants behave the way

they do, and how are they responded to by members of the larger society?
The sociology of sport is in need of more extensLve and detailed

studies of sports fraternities. Voight (Lg74: 137) is cognlzant of
such a requlrement:

The task of identifying and analyzing sporrs
subconrmitteesr_including the job of leasing outvalues and goals... is a pioneer task for theserious study of sport.

Particularly, studies are needed of the non-playing behaviour of par-
ticipants since it is in this sphere that the cul-tural characteristics
of certain groups nanifest thenser-ves most clearly. As Thomson

(L976: L7) has noted, sport sociology has provided ,,little research
specifically concerned with the deviant behaviour of athletes in a

non-sport situation'r. only through cl0ser and more qualitative
observations of sports-related groups rnight we arrive at deeper engathie
level-s, particularly regarding the genesis of these fraternities and

the meanings they hord for both their members and 'outsldersr.
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Footnotes

'cul-turef has lnterestingly been descrlbed by Raymond willians(tgliz 78-82) as "one of the two or three most complicated
words in the English Language".

A11 three publications are university of chicago press, chlcago.

Ho1-lingshead, A., 'Behavlour Systems as a Flel-d of Researchr. In
American Sociological Review, IV, No. 6, December, 1939.

Donnell-y (1980) i.n fact asserts that as rde were once tcl_ass
conscioust, so we are now tsubculture conscioust. Michael
Clarke (L974: 428) would probabl-y agree. He argues that it is
difficult to think critically about subculture since it has
become a feature of everyday languager but goes on to say:

...I suspect that were it to be introduced
today as a new concept in socl_ology it
would be reJected as worthless.

rt is the rspongyr aspects of the term in partlcular, the extreme
vagueness over the structural and cultural elements of subculture,
that worry C1-arke.

Most studies have, in fact, only examined one subcultural grouping.
Millerrs l-958 study is an exception. Here the author considers
the inter-connectedness and overlaps beEween lower class and
delinquent subcultures .

Since they comprise a subculture which exhibits very few elements
of the national or conventional culture, Arnold (1970) suggests
that gypsies may be one exception to the rule.

The stabilizing element in these characteristics is crucial in
allowing the observer to differentiate between a subcuLture
and a tfadt or a 'ctaze'. An explanatlon of the developurent
and stabilization of subcultures is offered by Wolfgang and
Ferracuti (1969), and Donnelly (l-980). Borh underline thar
stability is a key determinant in subcultural development.
Donnelly argues that scope and potential are the primary
attributes in this direetion, le. whereas the hula-hoop and
the 'twistr did not produce Long-lastlng subcultutes, the
skateboard and dlsco phenomenon did. The difference is that
skateboarding and disco daneing exhibit identiflable assoclatedfstyles of lifet in addition to demanding various elements of
skill and talent.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Further, it characterizes American society as wedded to an over-riding goal of material_ success.

That is, deviant or illegitimate means are mostly represented asa collectlve solutlon by cloward ana onGl the qxception isthe fretreatist patternr of delinquency, which incl-udestfa varlety of expressive, sensual, or torr"ummatory experiences,
alone or in a group". (fn D. H. Kelly, LgTg: 131i

The perspective of natural-isrn originated in the chicago school ofthe 1920rs and 1930rs. rt invorved the demand foi renaining
true to the phenomena under study. ThLs approach was echoedreeently in Marsh, Rosser and Harrers tThe Rul-es of Dlsorderttr(London: Routledge and Kegan paul_, L97g) wtreie-trE-TEttrogenlc'
method ernployed by then was primarily an attempt by rniddl--
class investigators to empathize with the devlint behaviourof working-class !oy". The importance of ber"ng abr-e to anaLyzesocial behaviour from the deviantfs point of view is again
brought out by John rrwin in his study of california surfers.tt tt::::y"t.r"ri" 

deviant behaviour carried on
by groups has no meaning outside its
subcultural context... Any attempt to
point to causes of thls form of deviant
behaviour must begin with an understanding
of the behaviour in its setting of vaLues,
beLiefs, and syurbolic systems of the
perpetrators of the particular behaviour.
(In Arnold, 1970: 109)

11. Three rsubterraneant traditions are seen by ltlatza and sykes(196L: 102) as creating speciar- inreresr for yourh, (r'they
manifest a spirit of rebel-liousnessil):

a) Delinquency - a basic rejection of methodism and
routine, seen especially within
the school system.

b) Radicalisrn - a focus by radicaL youth on .economic
and political exploltation.

c) Boheurianism - an attack on puritanism and mechanized
bureaucratic society. youth are here
cormitted to romanticism, monasticism
and texpressive authenticityt .

A11- three anti-bourgeois responses can be seen as threats tosocial stability, and it is here that the relationship betweenthe predominantly Durkhel-nian coniept of tanomiet and subculture
studies arises. The source of anomie is located in thestructural conflict arising between the collective moralauthority - the 'col-lective consciencet - and the individual
needs of youth.

8.

9.

10.
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The growth of a synthetic culture can be seen in the various ways
materials and commodities, principally concerned with dress
and language fashions and the popul-ar music industry, were
made more readlLy accessible to a new ryouth narketr.- For
example, the Teddy Boy subculture was furnished wlth massive
store orders of bodtlace tles, drape j,ackets arid cr6pe-so1ed
shoes' all assisting in their Edwardlan irnage. punk rockers
were later pleased to wltness the extenslve promotlon of
outrageous and vividly coloured clothing and associated objects
!.g. safety-pins and zippers) emphasizing bondage and ".*rrilfetishism. More recently, the Rastafariin subcul-ture, withits stress on the secret code of the fRastar argot, has been
encouraged by the increasing sale of cl0thes (eg. shirts, hats
and badges) bearing the national colours of Jauraica and Ethiopia.
currentl-y, for Britons of west rndlan descent, and particularly
those l-iving in the slum areas of large cities (eg. East London,Bristol), such products are helping these tndividuals on ajourney fback to their rootsr. rn addition, to some extent
these post-war subcul-tures can be seen as part of a tdemo-
cratization' of fashion - quickl-y changing cl-othing styles now
accessible to the working-cl-ass as well as the rniddle-class.

cohenrs argument nas in fact based on Lemertrs (Lg6g: 4g) distinction
between primary and secondary deviance:

Primary deviance is assumed to arise i.n a
wide variety of social, cultural and
psychological contexts, and at best has
onLy marginal implications for the psychic
structure of the individual; it does not
lead to symbolic reorganization at the
level_ of self-regarding attitudes and social
roles. Secondary deviation is deviant
behaviour, or social_ roles based upon it,
which becomes a means of defence, attack or
adaption to the overt and covert problems
created by societal reaction to primary
deviation.

cohen's .fol-k-devilst were seen to engage in secondary deviance,their behaviour for the most part representing a reaction tovarious social processes through which they were labelled asdeviant. He refers to such processes as a 'signification spiralr,identifying six accumul-ative stages in a tmoral panicr: th;identification of a speciflc issue; the identification of a
subversive minorityl the labelling of the issue; the creationof a belief that the menace will escal-ate, resulting ln spurious
analogous references to other social- groups; and a final cal_lfor more serious controls. As underlined in HaLl et alrs 197g
:_tud{"(London: MacMillan) itre r.

13.
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particularly evident in police moves to controL the London
ghettos after links had been made between black youths and
nugging crimes ln the early 1970rs.

See, for example, Murdock, G., tMass Conrmunication and The Construction
of Meaningr. rn N. Armistead (Ed.), fReconstructlng social
Psvchologvt, Penguin, L974.

For I'Iillis (1978a: 2) also, working-class youth are seen to acknowl-edge
their cultural subordination. They:

...know what surrounds them sufficiently to
selze and creatively exploit aspects of it
to express their own zest and identity -
so partially changing their conditions of
existence.

Thus, I{lllis argues that the dialectic of cultural life for
working-class youth is speeificaLly related to a desire totwin-spacer f,rom the hegemonic culture.

willis (L978a: 3) in fact talks of the emergence of a new rconscious-
ness industryr for youth.

As Mungham and Pearson (L976: 16) have noted, American theorizations
seem to have suffered from rra systenatic myopia on the question
of classtt.

One feature of the l-iterature on youth subcultures in both Britain
and America is that it would appear almost exclusivel-y to
identify these subcultures with males. Referring to therinvisible girl-t, Brake (L980) explains this parily in rerms
of womensI relativeJ-y weak relation to the process of production
and also to the larger preoccupation on the part of girLs and
women with traditional irnages of romance and marriage. Frith's
explanation is' I think, a rather stereotyped, if not condescending
one:

Girl culture becomes a culture of the
bedroom, the place where girls meet,
listen to music and teach each other
make-up skills, practise their dancing,
compare sexual notes, criticize each
others cl_othes and gossip. (In Brake,
1980: L43)

Current work at the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies is
actuall-y developing the same approach used initlally by l^Iillis
in his 1978(a) study of the transition from schoor- to work
with working-cl-ass boys but with girls, focusing on differential
gender cultures in the occupational arena.

Roberts (L976: 246), however, argues that despite prior engagement
in the field affording the investigator a certain amount of

15.

16.
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18.
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enpathy with his
I inside-outsider I

approach has made
outsidertt.

fnot-so-newf subjects, he or she rernains an
only since ttThe appreciative nature of his
hin the natural scientific ally of the
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PROCEDURE AND METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The fundamentar- approach here was to test the hypothesis that
marginal sport subcultures, particularly the Rugby Football subculture
in North America' can exist as types of resistance to dominant sport
cultural forms. tResistancet here is eurployed in much the same way

as British writers (clarke et al, L976; willis, L97ga; and Braker lgso)
have used the term to analyze recent youth subcultural formations,
ie' as types of counter-culture rather than purery extrenist or
political movements. The study represents an attempt to ground the
research in such recent theoreticar_ advances in the area of youth
subcultures, to see if it is possible to rextend, new analytical
approaches used to explain delinquent and deviant youth subcultures
to the study of sport and sport subcul_tures.

For the purpose of the study, three maJor types of investigation
were conducted:

1' An examination.of_the history and present status of the Rugby uniongame in the United Kingdom.

2' An examination of the history of the game in North America.
3. A participant-observation study of the rugby subculture in canada,focusing on an Ontario university team. ian rr,.r"rrtory of Researchsources and an rnterview Guide are incr-uded ln a Methodor_ogicalAppendix).

52
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since the predominant research technique eurployed in the study was

participant-observation, the present chapter will inltialry provide
a brief review of the methodolo gy of participant-observation, and

subsequently discuss in greater detalL the three investl-gative procedures
used by the author.

rhe use of participant-observation as a tool in social science
derives largel-y from the inpact of the chicago school of the earry
twentieth century. rrnaginative studies by Anderson (1923), Thrasher
(L927) and Shaw (1930), amongst others,'ere based not so much on the
role of participant-observation per se, as on the writerrs personal
knowledge of the way of life of the subJects under study. wilriaur F.
whyte was among the first researchers to 1ay ernphasis on participant_
observation as one of the basic strategies in sociorogical study, and

since then other scholars have followed in this now weLl-established
tradition (Becker,1g5g; Goffnan, Lg6L, Lg63a; polsky, Lg6g>. Becker

and Geer (1957: 28), for exanple, note that:
The most complete form of sociological datum isthe form in which the participant:observer gathersit... such a datum gives us more infornation aboutthe event under study than data col_lected by anyother sociological_ method.

There indeed appears to be much support for partlcipant-observation in
general sociologlcal investigation.
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rn 1955, the schwartzes defined participant-observation as:

...a process in whlch the observerts presence in asocial situation is maintaLned for the purpose ofscientific investigation. The observer ls in aface-to-face relationship with the observed and,by partf-cipating with theur in their naturalsetting, he gathers data. Thus the observer ispart of the context belng observed, and he bothurodifies and is infl_uenced by this contexr . (344)

Hence the sociologist enters the field to learn the everyday experiences
of his subjects, withdrawing occasionally to quantify hls observations
and draw suppositions from them.

rt has been argued that particlpant-observation is not a singl-e
nethod but a very flexibr-e tool incorporating an array of methods,

including not only direct observation and interaction but also other
techniques such as informal interviewing and documentary anarysis
(Junker, 1960; McCaLl and Sirmons, 1-969). In the present study, full
advantage was taken of the various techniques related to participant_
observation. Documentary analysis in particular was cruciar to the
study since imPortant historical data could only be derived from various
Rugby Club records, newsletters, magazines and other archival_ documen-

tation.

Gold (1958: 220) has cl-assified what he considered to be the
four central roles in participant-observation. The rcomplete participant'
is enveloped in the ttotal situationf of the group under study, keeping
completely hidden his or her real identity and intentions. wtren the
research role is less concealed, the investigator acts in the rore of
'participant as observerr. Gold writes that this role involves an

understanding between the investigator and his or her subjects:
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. ..both f ield-worker and informant are ar^/are thatthere is a field relationship. This mutual
avrareness tends to nininlze role_pretending.

Third, the 'observer as partlcipantr invor-ves the investigator more or
less totally revealing research intentions at the outset and even being
sponsored by his or her subJects. Gold notes how such an approach is
often used if a very few vlsits or observations are made by the field
worker' Flnally, the rcomplete observerf works closel-y with his or
her subjects but decl-ines from interacting with then. As Denzin
(tglo: 193) has put it, such an approach is most connon when ,robser-

vations are recorded mechanical-ly or conducted through one-way mirrors
in the laboratoryrr. rt would thus appear that parti.cipant-observation
is an rumbrellat term for a wide variety of research methods. con-
fusion over the range of observational techniques avaiLable has in fact
recently led several- writers to formally attempt to 'ground, its
theoretical orientation as a research method (Glaser and strauss, 1967;
Denzin, I97O).

a. Entering the Field

-

One of the rnajor sources of disencouragement for field-workers
can exist from the very beginning - the problern of 'getting-in,1. wax

(1971) argues that two factors prevail from the outset. Flrst, the
success of field-work entry depends greatly on the congeniality of the
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subjects themselves, ie. thelr efforts to accept belng fwatched, and

to cooperate. As wax argues, this is always a tJoint-processt. prus

(rggo: 134) asserts that the participant-observer,s task here can be

made easier lf he l-s willing to be flexible vis-a-vls the subjects r

likes and df_slikes:

Just as researchers frequentl_y have to overcome
the tsubject-mystiquer, lt is also inportant thatthey help those whom they study overcome therresearcher-nystiquer. Fitting in is a Ewo wayprocess. Thus, persons more willing to viewactivities from a variety of perspectives are
more likely to help the respondents adjust to
them.

waxfs second point is that if entry is attempted in an over-confident
or arrogant manner' or the field-worker sinply tri.es too hard to force
a point of acceptance' he or she will inevitabLy run into difficulties:
rrthe field-worker who tries to push his way in is asking for disasterrl
(46). Shaffir et al (1980: 1gg) have noted the same potential source

of conflict:

Insensitivity to subjectrs routines, observing
and scheduling interviews in ways that viorate theloca1 code of etiquette, airs of superlority,
obnoxious personal mannerisms, and other charac_teristics contribute to underrapport and hence
inef fective f ield-research.

A successfur- field-rapport would seem to be best achieved by

the researcher who enters the fler.d por-itely, open-mindedl_y and, above

all, in an unthreatening manner. Respondents who feel Jeopardized by

observers t presence wil-1 be unlikely either to act entirely naturarly
or volunteer information freeLy. Further, effective relations wirr be

enhanced if the group perceives that the observerrs interest in and
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appreciation of them is genuine. rn a study of preadolescent littr_e
league baseball players, Flne and Glassner (Lg7g) have shown the
necessity of the investigator carefully structurlng his role to encourage
an atmosphere of trust. Again, trust in fier-d-reratlons is a joint-
process. B1a10ck (1970: 4r-) has written that 

't 
ls important for rhe

investigator to gain confidence in his or her subJects in order to
accept their behaviour as authentic. rt is essentiar, he argues, to
behave in such a way that ttthey wi1-l provide hrn with honest ansr^rers Eo

his questions and not hide.lmportant actlvities from hls vlewrr. Thus,
in a sense, the rentryf aspect of field-research can be seen to replieate
relations in everyday life. c1earLy, the field-worker will best be able
to manage his or her field-rer-ations folr_owing a successfur_ entry and

the establishnent of a fieLd_rapporr.

Following a declaration of acadenic intentions on meeting the
team members for the first time, the fi_rst two weeks of interaction
proved to be something of a strained period for the current researcher
inasmuch as parg4 of the team nernbers seemed unwilling to ,a.qeept ehgt g

*s-i;teege interest in pl.aying rugby could be coupled with other reasons
for participating. rt was felt, however, that this initial rfeeling-outr

stage (by both parties) was inevitable and thus it was not di.sheartening.
After approximately four training sessions, some of the ruggers

ventured to joke about the researcher's dual role of participant_
observer and player- one team member spent some time joking that a spy
had been sent by the Athletic Director to maintain a vigir over the
ruggerst behaviour.
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on talking to players individually for the first time, it wasi.mrnediately apparent that they were keen for the investigator to showsigns of understanding behaviour that rnight later present itself. AsWesr (tn Strattir er a1, 19g0: 35) wrires:
t" 

:::ltig entrv nothing seems as irSenuine appreciative-tnrei""r"ii-.n^L 
suu3ects .

;ilrtilJ :.f ":I"'*:'*: t i::* Tl, i: ::
It should be anticipated that any group being studied for the first tinewould display the same d.esire. wax,s two arguments introduced abovewere also apparent from the outset. Firstr the success or otherwiseof the research role was dependent upon the players themselves, ie. asto whether they would be acce

cooperation i 
pting and cooperate' tr'Ie have seen thatn a field-rapport is essentially a joint_process. 

Second,through previous experience in the rugby subculture, the investigatorr^ras aware that if entry rras attempted in an arrogant or over-confidentrnanner, difficulties with being accepted would be more pronounced. The'loudmouthr or ,cocky, 
ner^rcomer is never a favourite at a Rugby Club.Roughly two weeks elapsed before the researcher perceived thatmost barriers between him and his subjects had been relaxed. consideri.ngthat that period included fairly intense interactions (two hour weeknighttraining sessions, evening,get_togethersr, 

weekend games, post_gamebeer-ups etc') it passed rather more s10w1y than the reader night atfirst imagine' on the whole, however, and greatly assisted by priorexperience with members of the subculture providing valuable insightsinto their likes, dislikes r preferences and needs, the process of
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rgetting-in' posed no serious problems for the investigator beyond the
inevitable initial anxiety over wanting respondents to understand and

accept problems incumbent of the observer as participant role in fteld-
work.

b. tl"*ibiltar 
".d *.rr"*oai.a&orr, 

".rr"*ir* 
,r.rd_Work O"a"

An important task of the fier-d-worker is to constantly deverop

or 'renegotiatet ground so that, first, he or she can decide how subjects
like best to be approached. second, renegotiation wilr help determine
which variables are more centrally characteristic of the investigatorrs
respondents than others and tlemand further interrogation. For example,

an initiaL perception on his or her part uray be contradicted and

rejected at a later, and more knowledgeable, stage. This will necessitate
a change in focus and purpose of observations. As schatznan (1973 : 64)
has noted, shifting ground in the various phases of field-work can onry
ever be a natter of subjective judgement. The success of renegotiating
an observational stance will depend primarily on how systenaticarry the
field-worker goes about the research at hand, ie. how he or she organizes
and coLlates data. only through carefully checking and rechecking notes
can researchers comPare observed moments and shift their focus accordingLy.
This type of flexibility is a crucial element in field-work.
c. Disengaging frorn the Field

Although cLosure arguably presents the field-worker with fewer
problems than, say, tgetting-int or naintaining relations (this is
refLected in the relativer-y sparse debates over the issue in the
methodological literature), it must nevertheless be approached with
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some caution' The iurmediate question ls: how do we know when to leave
the fiel-d?2 rs it when we have exhausted a1r- the data we can correct
and, equally irnportant, how do we know when we have attained such a
level of theoretical or emplrical saturation?

snow (1980) lists three categories of extraneous precipitants
to disengagement. rrnstitutional-r pressures may come from employers or
sponsors responsibLe for funding the research; tinterpersonalt pressures
may result from a conflict between the resercherts role of field-worker
and role of, say, spouse; and third, tintrapersonalt strains, mental or
physical exhaustion for example, can influence the investigator to
terminate his or her research. Erements of ar_l three are probably
prevalent in most studies. rt seems, however, that the field-worker
must design certain margins for time spent in the fiel_d. As Freilich
(L975: 25) writes:

...without a formal model, which would set theboundaries of data colLection, the typical fieldstudy has no l_ogical end.

other problems manifest themselves in a hesitancy on the part of the
investigator to disengage. This will vary, probably depending on the
intensity of field-relations, from a reLuctance to sacrifice rhard won

ties and relations'r (wax, L}TL), and the emotional torment or ,sorrow of
parting" (Evans-Pritchard, Lg64), to the field-worker simply feering
"ensnarled in a web of nultiple loyal_ties,r (Snow, 19g0).

Disengagement is as much a part of the overall research
as fgettinS-int but as yet comparatively little is known about
process' Before we can arrive at adequate categorlzations of

experienee

the

sequential
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field-work procedures, it is important that disengagement be fdemystified,
(shaffir er al, 1980). Above all, it is imperative that field-workers
do not jeopardize the reputation of their colleagues and the disciprine
more generally by exiting irresponsibly.

The type of partial disengagement effected in the present study
occurs rather infrequently in fleld-work. participation on the part of
the researcher in the rugby subcul-ture prior to field-work meant that
involvement was not entirely terminated on concluding the research.
rnstead of severing ties with the group under study, the researcher,s
participation in the subculture has been an ongoing, though less intense,
Process.

Identification and Obiect the Methodolo
Pa r t i c ipari t-obiErva t ionl Recent Developments

The problem exists from the start that the participant_observer
infrequently enters the fieLd without any hunches or preconceived ideas
of what he or she wilL unearth. hlax (L971: 15) stresses the importance
of antLcipating what one wirl find and preparing from this accordingly
in the correct scientific manner. whenever he or she is a total
participant, however -

...the field-worker who is cornpletely involvedemotionally in a social situation and who onlyafter it is over becomes an investigator againand writes down what has happened _J

9tt-9q." exists a hgightened danger of f going native,.

vitv
Some
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As regards maintainlng objectivity, the observer who has prior,
and more particularly, intiurate knowledge of his or her subjects is in
a precarious position. clark (LgG7: xv) has provr.ded a usefur. analysis
of this predicament. He describes his investigation into ghetto l_ife
as the:

...sunnation of my personal and lifelong experlencesand observation as a prisoner within the ghetto longbefore I was aware tnat f was really a prisoner.
subjective involvement with the group meant for clark that he rrcould

never be fulJ-y detached as a scholar or participantr, (XV). He goes on
to document, however, hor^r intirnate knowledge of hi-s,..gr her subjects can

.york in the researcherrs favour, particuJ-arl-y i1 that prior insight of
the groupfs behaviour renders the field-worker at an inrtial- advantage
of.!9i1s able to penetrate and make sense of data.

Although others have disagreed (Gans, '196g) , Evans-prltchard
(L964: 79) supports clark's view on identifying with respondents ,,since

to understand a peoples r thought one has to be able to think in their
symboLsrr' The field-worker with prior knowledge of hls or her respondentsr
world undoubtedly treads a fine line between involvement and over_
involvement. rt seems that striking a compromise between the two might
best facilitate satisfactory working rel-ations between field-workers and
their subjects.

until very recently' then, most participant-observation studies
have reflected the nainstream posr.tivistic tradition in sociology, ie.
searches' based on methods borrowed originally frorn the natural sciences,
for objective truth and certainty, seen particularly in the naturaristlc
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perspectives of Anerican writers (eg. Becker, Lg63; Farris, Lg67;
Park and Mackenzie (Bds.), Lg67). rncreasingl-y, however, sociologists
are recognizing the crucial role the human el_ement pLays in the fiel_d_

work. As Georges and Jones (19g0: 33) put it:
...there is now a tendency among field_workers torecognize and reveal_, rather than deny and conceal,the part that personal_ interests, pr.i.r.nces andexperiences play in the forrnulation of fier_d-work

plans.

some of these robstructionst have been considered above.

Recently, writers at the Centre for Contemporary Cultura1 Studies
(Butters, L976; Roberts, Lg76; willis, 1gB0) have cal_led into question
the positivist search for objectivity and quantification. For exampre,

Brian Roberts (L9762 245) argues that positivistic quantification
techniques can fail to grasp the real experiential meanlng of the native
group. His preference, representative of the centre for contemporary

cultural studies as a whor-e, is for pure ethnographic detail:
The assimilation of participant_observation to
'ethnography' changes the focus fron objectivity
and quantification to fempathic understandingt(understanding from the inside, taking theperspective of the native) and to qual_itative
work... participant-observation has rarely beenpursued in a rigorously ethnographic and quar-itative
way.

such,g"- ceq-t-r.'gl. stress on texperiencing' wouLd render participant-
*g-bservation a phenomenorogical sociol-ogical methocqlocy. rt has been

put into practise by writers at the centre for contemporary cultural
Studies in association with a theoretical orientation looklng at groups

in the social network not sirnply in interactionar terms, but r.n a
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combination of interactionar- and structural terms (p. cohen, Lg72;
Clarke et a1, L976).

one of the most recent and significant essays on participant-
observation as a urethod has been provided by paul wilr.is (19g0) in a

critique of mainstream positivism, in which suggestions are made for a

more developed and rliberar.' usage of the nethodology. Essentiarty,
llillisr argument is that naturalistic American (and British) writers have
deluded themsel-ves about their all-eged scientific and obJective ,pursuit

of truthf in fier-d-work, ie. that at least partiar subJectivity on the
part of the researcher is an inevitability due to a commitment to his
or her own tsel-f-reflexivityr. wiLlist essay seeks to identify rthe

really central principl-es of the qualitative method" (19g0: gg) for a

more acceptabl-e method of investigdtive sociol0gical inquiry.
According to l^Iillis, although the f iel-d-worker should ideally set

out with a basic rejection of theoretical plans and an intention of
allowing native concepts to emerge, if ever, by themser_ves, we should
however recognize the inposstbility of approaching field-work conpretely
atheoretically. He refers to thrs as the rmanifest posture'. Theory
must be temporarily put aside since it rrcan only, ultinatsely, demonstrate
its or'rn ass'mptions'r (g9) but it cannot be compretely disregarded. The

partieipant-observer who enters the field with prior theoretical
aspirations endangers rdisturbingt it, and the avoidance of this should
be a central- objective. wil-lis argues, however, that even the apprication
of his or her proposed quaLitative as opposed to quantitative techniques
necessarily involves a positivistic preservation of the natlve group as
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robjectt to some extent. The participant-observer cannot be compretely
neutral or objective since in the final analysis his or her own per_
ceptlons of the respondents are necessari.ly mediated through his or her
ortm lnterpretations of the world. Moreover, back at the work desk, the
researcher is obr-iged to nake theoreticar- sense of data and to undo
tinconsistencies, contradictions and mlsunderstandings,. This is the
dilemrna of the participant-observer. He or she must strive to capture

.the essential qualitative experience of the subjectrs worLd, but n-r19t

perforce employ subjective quantitative externar structures to do so.
rn a sense, he or she is entangred in a positivist trap. Thus we remain
at the point where the participant_observer is:

...stil_l in need of a method which respects evidence,seeks corroboration and minimizes distortion, butwhich is without rationaList naturaL_science_likeprerence. (1990:9j.)

The final- problem emerging for the participant-observer exists in the
relation between subjective and cul_tural systens which, wil_lis assures
usr the participant-observer cannot afford to ignore. rn the social
relationship he or she shares with subjects, the investigator rnust pray
a self-reflexive role at all tirnes.

The irnportance of recent discussions of identr-fication,and
objectivity in field-work, particularly seen in willis, work, r_ies in
demonstrating to sociologists some unrealistic goars rurking in the
positivist tradition. Emphases on true scientiflc objectivity are being
undermined by a demand for the participant-observer to remai.n open and
direct in field-work,

recreating rrsomething

approach which is now seen as fund.amental in
the richness, of the original" (Willis, 19gO: g9).

an

of
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willis (1980294) agrees with earlier writers (Go1d, 19581 Gans,

1-968) that there are various techniques in data gathering, but underlines

that these arise purely through obgerversf theoretlcal interest and a

latent positivi-stic orientation. He argues that the investigator should

avoid ttthe hegemonizlng tendency of technique'r which emerges particularly
at points of uncertainty, suspending creativity and the element of
surprise' Wil-lisr spectrum of research uethods includes: partieipation;
observation; participant as observer; observer as parti.cipant; rjust

being aroundt; group discussion; recorded group discussion; unfoeused

interview; recorded unfocused interview. Hegemonizing techniques should

be avoided because equally valuable data can be collected, says Uillis,
by a Less prestigious technique such as what he refers to as 'just being

around'i as by the technique that has traditionally been viewed as the

most productive in fieLd-work - participant as observer. The specific
research context ought to determine the relevant technique, but through

the dextrous emplo)rment of a cross-checking combination of methods, the

31l::tiP-ant-observer will- be afforded a more adequate level of qualltative

1g-qu1rs.

Procedure in the Studv

-

rt was mentioned above that three tyFes of investigative
procedure were conducted in this study. First, since a full under-

standing of a rugby subculture requires an insight into the historv
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of the game itself' the origins and devel-opment of rugby were examined

from its genesis in the mid-nineteenth century British public schools to

the Late 1960rs' concentrating specifically on the systematic game and

non-game aspects which traditionall-y cane to characterize the sport.
various changes that have been occurring in the British game over

approximatel-y the last twenty years r^rere considered to be of significance
for the study and have al-so been noted. The range of sources relied on

in this area included historians of rugby and historians of educaiion and,

particularly to gain insight into recent developments in the British
game' biographies and autobiographies of (nostly current and ex-

international) players themseLves.

second, the introduction of rugby at the end of the nineteenth

century in North America was examined, from its relative lack of pop-

ularity at the beginning of the twentieth century through to its recent

reintroduction as an increasingl-y popular sport. Again, the work of
(particularly sports) historians was heavlly re1-ied upon. Extensive

correspondence also took place with other sources including national
and provincial or regional Rugby union Boards, university teans and

coaches, documented records of clubs, annual reports, minutes of meetings,

magazines and newsletters, and informal interviews with ex-players,

ex-officials etc. Questions for the various informed sources centered

around why rugby had been reintroduced in North America in the 1960ts at
a time when the dominant sporting forms (especially footbal_l) began to

reeeive widespread criticism (seen particularly in the development of
the rplay movementt, new games, critical studles of sports and biographlcal
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critiques of football) and why, at a time when rugby was losing its
traditional cultural forms in one setting (Britain), it reappeared in
another with a fuL1 complement of cultural characteristics borrowed from
the British rugby rworldf.

Finally, ethnographic data has been used. as a nethodoJ-ogical

base in a comparative analysis of the subcultural forms associated with
rugby in the united Kingdon and North America. Encouraged principally
by Ned Po1-skyrs 1969 assurance that an adequate understanding of deviant
life-styles can best be achieved by ernploying participant-observation
as a methodology in fier-d research, and by recent breakthroughs in
cultural- studies at the university of Birningham vis-a-vis the use of
a range of urethodoL0gical techniques (Butters, Lg76; Roberts, Lg76;

willis' l-980), data were collected during one season of intense
participant-observation with an ontario university rugby team, and

supplemented with extensive informal observations of and interviews with
rugby players in England, canada and the u.s.A. specifical_ly, the
research concentrated on pre- and post-game behaviour of players and

the meanings attached to that behaviour, including subcultural varues,
behaviours, attitudes, syinbols and rituals.

Since deviant behaviour is unlikely to be so l-abell-ed unless it
attracts public attention, deviance also requl-res an audience. Thomson

(1976), Donnelly (1980) and vanreusel- and Rensen (r-9g1) have suggested

that members of some sports subcultures actually create their own image

of social outlaws. Thornson (L976) has in fact described the remarkable

tolerance of the publ-ic to the behaviour of rugby players, speclflcalry
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suggesting that certain acts are permitted to them that would not be

pernitted to others. Thus the responses of new and non-members of the
rugby subculture were considered to be an important source of data.
Amongst the various interviewed sources reactlng to the situation,,w€f€
past and present Athletic Directors, rugby and other coaches, bus

drivers, poJ-ice and campus patrolmen, a gaoJ-er, bar and restaurant
ohtners' as well- as rothert members of or visitors to Rugby clubs -
spectators, players' girJ-f riends and wives , cr_ub of f icials etc. These

interviews were supplemented with the authort,s .own ercperience of the
rugby fraternity in Britiin, Canada and the U.S.A.

Three basic participant-observation techniques were ernpl-oyed in
the research:

a. Field Diarv

During a1l- road trips and away games a diary was maintained of
observations and events, including informaL interviews and overheard

conversations- Throughout training sessions, pre- and post-game l0cker
room intenaction and social events, a record of generar observB-tions was

also kept' together with first impressions of iecidents as they occurred.
These were at later stages compared to more thorough understandings of
the normative code of behaviour of subculture members as they developed.

b. Informal Interviews qnd Discussion

Discussions with team members were recorded whenever possible.
At first this began by note-taking after the event in order to lighten
any feelings of discomfort the interviewees night have but, as rerations
developed, this later came to include both note-taking in the interviewees
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presence and recording interviews on tape. rnterviews were also held,
though l-ess frequently, in inforurally asseurbled discussion groups,
usually with two to four nembers present. The most informal technique
adopted has been referred to as fjust betng aroundr by paul willis
(1980 z 94). Particularly during l-ocker room and beer-up interaction
(when players proved r-east willing to be interviewed), f-istening to
conversations and generally r taking inr the situation occupied rnuch

research time.

one strategy of investigative fieLd-research may be enproyed,
either when the observer is absent or when circumstances are unfavourabl-e,
to good effect. This ls the use of'key informantsf (Fine, r-gg0).

sometimes, the contribution of infornants is so illuninative that it
becomes integral to the entire fier-d-work project. ,Docf in fstreet

corner societv' (whyte, L943) is probabl-y the most famous examp'e in
the sociologicaL r-iterature. over the course of the rugby season,
relations between the present investigator and some of the players
developed extremely we1l. The latter rdere, at times, will-ing to volunteer
infornation that the investigator had missed, or overlooked, and advantage
was taken of this.

Use of Particul_ar Members of the



Footnotes

1. w. F. wtryte's now famous Appendix to rstreet corner society' (r-943)illustrates the central- importance@i"r
field-reLations .

2. see Turowetz (L974) and shaffir er al- (19g0) for an appraisal ofthis probl_en.

3. H. Gans cited in H. S. Becker et al, 196g: 302.
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THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF RUGBY FOOTBALL
IN THE I]NITED KINGDOM AND N0RTH AI,{ERICA

United Kingdom

Although its very earliest history remains unclear, ere can trace
the origins of Rugby Footbalr- to forms of Medleval folk-games prayed in
England before the fourteenth century, such as types of handbalr and

hurling (Dunning and sheard., LgTg). During the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuri-es, inflated animal bladders began to be used by peasant

cornmunities as instruments of amusement in regional variations of games

involving large numbers of people kicking these tballst r-n open spaces,
using trees and other natural objects for boundaries and goals. From

various sources (Dunning and sheard., LgTg; Atyeo , LgTg> we are fairly
certain that these games were played under disorderly and often viorent
conditions and according to unwritten rules.

rn the late eighteenth century, elaborated versions of such
games were incorporated into the public schools and, at first, they were
played with as much unsophisticated vigour as townsfolk had earlier played
i-n the fields. Dunning and Sheard (Lg7gz 96) inform us rhar although
civilizing aspects were later to be introduced such games began as

'mock-fightsr' and Atyeo (Lg79: 196) similarly notes that:

73
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There were few rules and players showed no
hesitation in trampling or maiming their
opponents. _ For long periods the ball slrnply
disappeared, trapped under the massive heaving
scrum.

Adding to the disorganization of such events, it was not uncommon for
spectators to join in the mayhem.

Wal-vin (L975: 31) argues that since public school l-ife in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries nas often coarse and brutal, football
\^ras an extremely wel_l-suited game:

Often enough the only virtues which the life atpublic schools with any certainty inculcated seemto have been those of the dark ages _ courage,
ability to bear pain and loyalty to iurmedlate
companions. Social and recreational behavl-our
reflected the general style of Llfe in the schooLs
and the games played consequently mirrored thehierarchical and vior-ent nature of school societyin general.

Increasingly, however, and helped by public schoo1 masters of the period
(Arnold of Rugby; Almond of the scottish public school Loretto Academy;

Cotton of Marlborough; Thring of uppingham and vaughan of llarrow) football
began to be administered as a means of keeping the usual_1y boisterous

behaviour of boys in check and was hence rnoulded into more organized forms

in the public schools. A sense of this change at Rugby school is captured
by Bamford (1960: 186) who notes that masters there:

'..organized games to give the boys a legitirnate outletfor energy within sight of the law. ihis was welrput by.another old Rugbeian, A. G. Butler:r...much of their old mischief arose from
having nothing else to do. . . they
prefer to run, leap, cliurb, catch,
kill and carry off somethlng. 'The energies of boys were drained or, tt. playing

fields, and their passion for hero_worshipping and
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gang-construction caged within the concept of
the House. Significantly, when the new discipline
was introduced into other schools there went with
it rugby foorbal1.

Thus rugby began to reflect public schools I characteristic forms of
social organization.

Since the structure of football was made to reflect the orthodox

hierarchy of pubLic school relations, seen especiall_y in the rprefect-

f"g' system - ttthe peculiar system of authority relations which grew up

in such schools" (Dunning and sheard, LgTgt 2) - it fol_lows that during

games all but the most talented fagsl were made to play in the least
interesting and usually most dangerous positions (defensive positions

such as goalkeeper), authority being vested in the hands of senior (and

usually biggest) boys. Captains, as prefects themselves, were responsible

for calling decisions, but in the event of a disagreement final word

went to the senior masters. since the purpose of football_ was to

promote self-conttoL2, however, interruptions were kept to a minimum.

Through football, rather than placing any emphasi-s on an achievement

orientation' masters like Arnold at Rugby encouraged themes of companion-

ship' sportsmanship and selfless leadership. Arnold incuLcated the

belief that:

It was better (for pupils) to play for the good of
their companions rather than merely for the sake of
themselves. Thus. . . he had also sown the seeds of
the team spirit at Rugby during those turbulent
years. (trrlymer, 1953: 174-5)

As a cruciaL part of their moral education, boys were expected to learn
how both to be controlled and to control, to obey and command through
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the athleric sphere. As Mangan (l9gl_: 135) nores:

. . .manliness. . . embraced antitheticaL values _ success,aggression and ruthlessness, yet victory within therules, courtesy in triuurph, clrnpassion for thedefeated.

More instrumentallyr as we have seen the athletic sphere was exprolted
to steer boys away from their usuar inclinatlons towards drinking,
idleness and, since nany of the schooLs were located in rural surroundings,
poaching, hunting and fishing. poaching in fact seens to have provoked

a good deal of public attention at the time. Ford (Lg77: L79), for
example, informs us that:

Cotton, the headur,aster of Marlborough, saw the gameas a way of preventing his boys frorn spending rnuchof their time poaching, about which rnany qf thelocal landowners had bitterLy cornplalnei.3

By the urid-nineteenth century, the new pedagogical ideal of
rMuscular christianiay'4, strongly advocated at Rugby in Arnoldian
didacticism, underlined that the virtues of rnanliness, self-control and

good l-iving were all to be developed in the sports setting. Mason

(19802 12) writes that sport vras central to Arnoldrs aim of producing

"an enlightened ruling class irnbued with christian principles and va1ues,,.
Sinilarly, Mackenzie (1905: 247) notes that at Loretto Academy in
scotland, Almondts moral ideals were so bound up with his physical
ideals "that it was impossibLe to separate themr. From its very
beginnings, football was organized as a medium through which physical
exhibitions of courage could be conbined with christian ideals to
stimulate the devel-opment of the fcomplete mant. For Armond:

More gernane to his health notions was his value forcourage, for mere bulldog tenacity and headlong
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gallantry, in the first place, but much more forthat rarer quality, br-ended oi ttt. intellectual
and the physicaL, which we call presence of mind...
Temperance, courage, and espirt d" "orp", th;;;-were the trinlty vlrtues which al_l his frygfeni"
arrangements were intended to promote, and to_gether they formed the.'Sparto _ Christian' ideal.(Mackenzie, 1905 : 247.P

As we can see frorn the Report of the Publlc School_s CornmLssion (1g64) ,

the efforts of Arnold, Almond and others r{ere at the tlme rewarded with
considerable praise:

It is not easy.. . to estimate the degree to whichthe English people are indebted to these schoor_sfor qualities on which they pique themselves most _for the capacity to govern others and control
themselves, their aptitude for combining freedornwith order, their public spirit, their vigour andmanliness of character, their strong but notslavish respect for public opinion, their loveof healthy sports and exercise. (Sirnon, L974: 3L2)

The Report concluded that the public schools were fundamental in rnoulding
the moral and religious character of the British gentleman.

From the mid-1840's on, it was with the help of public school
graduates moving to different areas of the country to work or to extend
their education at university that the dissemination of public school
footbal-l came about and knowledge of the game spread into society at
large. Irvine (L9792 22), for example, notes thar:

In 1839 at Canbridge University a group ofundergraduates, among thern Albert iell_ (Rugby
and Trinity) and Edgar Montague (Shrewsbury andCaius) formed a club - the very first rugby c1ub.

Hence, at oxford and (more particularly) cambridge the role of ex-public
school- men v/as crucial as they sought to establish football- as a sporti.ng
activity, arranging fixtures between ner^r town based teams and old schools.
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The organization of such flxtures, however, and especialLy differential
acceptance of rules on the part of old Boys and other players led to
iumediate difficulties. Although, as Harris (Lg75: 107) notes, an

infornal meeting was held between team representatives at carnbridge in
1848 setting up a code of laws called the fcambridge Rulesr, the various
school origins of the pl-ayers nevertheless served to present unsur_
mountable problems.

By the nid-nineteenth century, most schools had adopted its own

idiosyncratic playing technique, often determined by topographicar_
factors such as actuar playing space available. walvin (rg7s: 32), for
example, writes that while the emphasis was on dribbling in the enclosed
cl0isters at charterhouse, at Eton, where playing space was more

abundant, the ball could be kicked for larger distances. AlL schools
began by peruritting handling the bal-l, but usually insisted that once

caught the player must kick it. The practice of holding and ,running-in,

with the ball, distinctive features of rugby today, seens to have begun

at Rugby school betsween 1920-30, providing for the game a significant
sense of direction.6

A result of differential playing codes v/as an expanding

divergence beEween school- and other teams wanting to run holding the ball
and those preferring simpLy to dribble with their feet. Despite numerous

attempts to bring the two forms of play together in a general codifi.cation
of rules, this division was finally accentuated by the setting up of
the FootbalL Association in 1g63, a move which apparently ignored the
decisions of the cambridge conference of 1848. The Association banned
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traditional public school forms of footbarl including the kicking of
one's opponent in the shins (hacking), charging the goalkeeper and the
more recent running-in technique, preferring instead to focus almost

entirely on dribbling. rt was, in fact, the older, better established
and more aristocratic schools such as Eton, and charterhouse that began

to view rhackingt and other features of the football game as uncivirized.
In contrast, controversy resulting from the foundation of the Football
Association centered on Rugbyts and other newer and less aristocratic
schools I insistence that it was unrnanly to do away with these werr-
established forms. The controversy provoked a break that was never to
be resolved and from it the individual games of soccer and rugby as r^re

know them today can be seen to derive.

Following the formation of the Football Association and rargely
enhanced by the missionary assistance of former pupirs, the two forms of
football began to attract a spectator forr-owing. The public school

connection ensured that for approximatel-y the first decade of the
Associationts exi.stence players and spectators were drawn almost ex-
clusively from middle- and upper-classes. As Dunnr-ng and sheard (Lg7g)

argue, however, football was soon to undergo a process of rdemocrati__

zationr, ie' an increasing involvement by participants of a lower social
status' wherever ex-public school men settl-ed in numbers, in university
towns or deprived urban conununities, they attempted to organize local
teams. rncreasingry, the now well-estabrished public school ideotogy
of Muscular christianity and Athleticism r,ras seen as a key to help the
poor rise from their physically and socially deprived posrtion. Easy
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to learn, requiring no expense, and playable under almost any circum-
stances' rugby was readily accessible to the working-classes. rt
provided for them a break from the monotony of factory work and an

avenue through which identifLcations with friends and conununity could
be enhanced' This meant, of course, that the upper-crass monopoty of
rugby had been challenged and that working-class values began to
infil-trate the game.

rt was from about l-870 onwards that people fronr the Northern and

Midlands workl-ng-class towns, especially in Lancashire and yorkshire,
came to play rugby on a widespread scale. As they did so, the values
the industrial classes expressed in the game came to take on a professional

7flavour.' cup competitions and leagues \rere introduced, encouraging
what Dunning and sheard (Lg7g: 145) have referred to as ,rthe growing
rmonetizationr of the game", manifested r-argely in the shape of such
phenomena as admission fees and player payments. rt was such modes of
rshamateurismt 

' as these developments were call_ed., enforced by entre-
Preneurs aspiring to change rugby into a profit-orl-ented business, that
finally led to a sprintering of Northern clubs wanting to form their
own tRugby Leaguet. The more bourgeois proponents of the amateur ethic
abhorred the thought of playing rugby for its own sake. Their lives
were characterized by a stark dichotomy between the work sphere and the
leisure sphere and, as far as they were concerned, ,,to pray for money k/as

to make it workrr (Dunning, LgTLz L49). such was the hostility of middle-
and upper-class groups towards the threat posed by the incipient
professionalization of the sport that officials from the Northern and
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MidLand Football Associations declared it il1egal. Nevertheless, the

1880's saw a markedtterosion of amateur attltudes, varues and structures,,
(Dunning and sheard, 1979: 9) in the North. There, expanding industrial-
ization, coupled with spreading dominance of bourgeois groups unfettered

by the values of the publlc schools and the accompanying amateur ethic
enhanced the effects of shamateurism. The break that was hence created

between the amateur Union and the professional League games still exists
as concretely today.S

The fdeep-structurest of the amateur-professional controversy

are welL brought out by Dunning and Sheard (1979). Thelr developmental

and configurational approach draws on the historical evidence that the

1880fs and 1890fs in particular were decades of mounting class tension,

and leads them to argue that the changing patterns of class reLations in
that period and accompanying anxieties were cruci-al determinants in the

controversy. They show how, for example, the growing power of the

prol-etariat, both on and off the footbal-l field, h,as received as

threatening by the aristocracy and gentry. At work, his latent power

was being transformed into trealt power in the formation of trades

unions and the development of the Labour party and, on the field of
play' clubs which had decided to maintain the essentially bourgeois

amateur ethic in districts where professionalism was establishing it-
self are likely to have suffered greatly against rnore professionally-run

sides. Thus, class factors played a central role in the split between

the different rugby games and the outcome of this tclass-warf was the

developrnent of a rsegregated sports participationf (Dunning and. sheard,

L9792 197) in which amateurs and professionals were kept weLl apart.
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Dunning and sheard (l-979) have ir-luminated tswo other crucial
processes integral to the structural_ changes going on inside the rugby
game at this tirne. First, the clientele of the newer (but sociarly
ascending) public schools such as Rugby, Marlborough and Cheltenham were

experiencing tembourgeoisement', ie. largely through the influences of
industrialization, the clientele of these schools were gradual-ly reducing
the power of the predominantly aristocratic older public schools. That

is, the former were now able to express tmanlyr standards themserves in
a leisure-excitement context. At the same time, argue Dunning and sheard,

aristocratic-based public schooLs such as Eton, charterhouse and Harrow

were undergoing a rcivilizing' process, ie. increasingly, regulations
demanding stricter control on violence in games were emerging in the

older pubric schools. Thus we find that it was the newer and less
aristocratic public schools, aspiring to perpetuate the rmanlyr and

essentially amateur aspects of footbal-l, that developed the Rugby Union
game as we know it. The older public schoolsttadvocated tmanliness, of
a more restrained and civiLized kindr' (Dunning and sheard,, LgTg: 101).

we can see, then, that even from its formatr.ve years, the major

emphasis in rugby football has been on the game aspects of courage,

manliness and sportsmanship. Although hacking would ironically become

taboo in both rugby and soccer shortry after the formation of the Rugby

Football union in LBTr-, the rough physical aspects of body-tackling and

running-in were tightly held on to. protecting themsel-ves from the

'civilizing' aspects of football, players began, especially at Rugby

school, to isol-ate themselves and sever ties with advocates of
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professional football, and to devel0p and even accentuate the original
game and non-game aspects of the sport as they saw them. rt seems that
Rugby men saw Rugby League as a threat to the cultural integrity of the
entire football tradition. rt fostered neither the idear_s of true
manliness or amateurism and sportsmanship. Thus:

The close-knit character of the school conruunityserved to insulate Rugby boys from the pressure ofthose who sought to force them to rcivilizer theirfootball. It formed a protective shell whichenabled them to resist outside pressure and henceto retain, at least for longer ihrr, ,r" possibleelsewhere, the traditional structure of the game.(Dunning and Sheard,, LgTgz L2O)

undoubtedly, a strong emotional attachment prevailed over standards of
masculinity and an amateur ethos acquired by rugby players in the specific
context of certain Engl-ish public school-s, a tradition that has been
preserved over the years in the Rugby Union game.

clearly, the centrar- thrust of early rugby proponents was a
concern with intense exhibitions of masculinity. Mackenzie (1905 : 73)
quotes H' H. Almond who in 1992 expressed a belief that:

. . . the great end of the game (is) to produce a race ofrobust men, with active habits, brisk circulations,nanly sympathies and exhuberant spirits.
More recently, describing the development of rugby in the mid_nineteenth
century public schools and universities, sheard and Dunning (19g1: 159)

have conceptualized the Rugby club as a type of rmale-preservef which
in their view "came to function as a sociar_ setting for the expression,
often in an extreme form, of the then current norms of mascur-inityr'. Not
surprisingly, therefore' traditional behavioural forms associated with
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the non-game behaviour of players have also J-ong indicated very masculine
orientations.

we know that football was used by Dr. Arnold and other head-
masters as a means of keeping the extra-curricular behaviour of boys
ln check, and it seems that at r-east during schoor_ careers time spent
playing football did in fact offer an aLternative to activitLes such as

idleness, rowdy behaviour and excessive drinking. rt is hypothesized,
however, that once atray from the authority-laden public school environ-
ment' players re-established their heavy drinking and other unrury habits
under the cLoak of the university Rugby club which 'rfunctioned in part
as a perpetuation of the all-nale community of the boarding schoolrr
(sheard and Dunning, L981: 16L) and where restraints against such forms
of behaviour were linited. we think such an hypothesis is viabre
partly because the same situation prevails today, but also because we

have evidence that corLege life in the mid-nineteenth century lent
itself readiLy to an array of social vices. simon (Lg74: 294), for
example, refers to the Report of the oxford universlty commission (1g52)

noting that:

Since there was little encouragement to work,students tended to be idle and coll_ege life was aptto degenerate into lounging and indolence, gaurbling
and vice; 'the three great temptations of tie ptacI,the report quoted from Mark paltisonrs evidence,were rfornication, wine and... betting'.

Also, we have early evidence that even before the turn of the century,
rugby tours acquired a reputation for encouraging a series of vices
centered around excessive drinking and unsociable, unruly behaviour on
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the part of players. The following, for instance, is a letter r{rritten
by Alrnond cornplaining of the customs that were apparentr_y establishing
around the rugby game in the late nineteenth century, and acted out
partieularly on tour:

I have been-talking to several peopl_e about theUniversity football tours, and L.r"iyorre agrees thatthey are a bad-thing. They knock tire nen up,discredit the rvarsity, which, of course, cannotplay up to form, depreeiate the value of a blue,put temptations in mens t ,ry to drink and eat toomuch at those vil_e dinners, waste time in vacatl-ons...and help to raise a hue and cry against footballfrom the relatLves of the rn.r, *ho-g"i-irrra, faggedout' or spend too much money. (Mackenzie, tgoil zgl)
certain var-ues and vices exhibited by late nineteenth century

players were expanded and developed into a series of subculturar qualities
that came to characterize Rugby Footbal-l and are still ln evidence in
the structure of the garne today. This structure includes certain values,
behaviours' attitudes, syutbol-s and ritual-s that developed after graduation
from public school at club level, incruding university teams, ord Boys

teams and newly established tovm and city teams. Amongst these
cultural forms are various reiterations and parodies, reactions and
responses of and to the controls of British public schoors, including:
game aspects of amateurism and sportsmanshipj courage and manliness;
non-game aspects of male-bonding; comuunal bath; repressed homosexuarity;
group singing (possibry parodying rhe chapel hymn singing of public

oschools)-; rowdiness; excessive drinking (drinking was not permitted in
the public schools); the vilification of women (for those raised in the
all-nal-e bonding of the public schoor-s, women were an unnerving if not
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unknohtn quantity). As Sheard and Dunning (1gg1: 157) have indicated,
the persistent acting out of these subcul_tural values has earned rugby
players 'a specific reputatlon' both within and outside of sporting
circles.

Such an acting out of these

a peak in the L940ts and l950ts in

subeuLtural values perhaps reached

the United Kingdorn in what Michael
Green (L967) has called rThe Art of Coarse Rugbyr. Recognizable both on

and off the field, coarse rugby involved the trawt aspects of the game

with the emphasis being very much on levity. As David rrvine (Lg7g: 49)

has written, it focused on a world where:

For six 9.y"-a week... pitches were used for gtazing;as r{as clearly evidenced on the seventh. As forwashing, a gal,vanised bucket, cold water and a barof tFairy' was the ultimate luxury. Tactics wereprimitive rather than basic and, with Luck, as manyas Lwelve or thirteen players would turn up for animportant match.

rrvine correctly demonstrates that many readers mistakenl-y took Greenrs

book for fiction' Evidence unearthed by the present investigator suggests
that the primitive conditions hinted at by Green were indeed the norm

before the 1960ts. one ex-pr-ayer, for exampre, underlined that changing
facilities during the 1950's were remarkable for their crudity:

At our club we used to get changed in the back ofa pub and the bath there was a stable in which thelower door had been taken off, bricked up, and thewhole place had been fir-led with cold water. And
I?m sure they hardly ever changed the water. Itr/as conmon for us to get changed in the back of pubs.

0f course' coarse rugby was also accompanied by a good deal of
roval-shaped humourr. Another ex-player, for exampre, recar-led a now

famous incident at his club:
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Ifll always remember lending J_ a pair of shorts.. This will have been arouna inellfte i950,s. Helooked at them and said 'they look pretty smalldon'r !h.y!' 'WeLl', I said, ,thatis the stylethese dayst, to which he responded fMy God, ,h"r.the hell do I put my cigarettes and matches I ,

Finally, various game tactics also became synonymous with coarse rugby.
The following is a quotation from the same ex_player:

One of the ways the game has changed is ln theshape of the ball itself. In the fifties andsixties the_game was pl_ayed with a purelyleather bar-1, whereas now the ball is coveredwith a r,taterproof coating. Of course, on vretdays the baLl of o1d wouid get very wet andheavy and be difficult to pass and just aboutiurpossible to kick. So whln we plaled againsta very skilful side, we'd empLoy thl tactic ofhaving one of those very old, .rlry ,o,rrrd, veryheavy ba11s in reserve. weii kicl tr," u"ffinto the bushes or the stream and bring on the'new' one which always served to sl_ow down theopposition. I even remember it helped us towin a game against O_ oncel

Generally, then, coarse rugby invor-ved an array of game and non-game
features which shared lines of cornrnonality with the original pubric
school game of rugby.

The strength and integrity of the subculture that devel0ped
around Rugby union (including coarse tactics) appears to have remained
intact as part of a rniddle- and upper-middle class preserve in the
united Kingdorn until the 1960fs. since then, great changes have begun
to take place and both on- and off-fierd behaviour of players is seen
to have undergone serious rnodification. on the fiet-d, players are
indicating a much more competitive and professional attitude towards the
game' rn conjunction, greater emphasis is being placed on advanced
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technlcal and scientific methods of coaching and training. off the

field, this new concern with fitness and winning is being il-lustrated in

an increasing orientation towards restraint and control vis-a-vis the

forms of subcultural behaviour that have come to characterize rugby.

That is, the British Rugby union game is currentJ-y undergoing profes-

sionalizing processes or, as Atyeo (L9792 289) puts it, rrRugby union has

now become an amateur game played to professl-onal standardsrt.

An indication of this more serious approach is evidenced in the

waning of the obscene song in British Rugby clubs. rncreasingly, the

singing of these songs is being restricted to special events only -
particularl-y Easter tours. As one ex-player in his fifties informed the

researcher:

Obscene songs have mostly been forgotten now. I used
to have a huge catalogue of them but no-one asks for
it anymore. Every now and then yourll_ hear the lads
singing but I think it happens mostly after a good
game or on tour. Actually, I would also say that the
songs have been killed off since women have been
coming to clubs in larger numbers and I think wetve
lost out there.

Principally, this example of restraint as regards singing would seem to

indicate an (ongoing) erosion of rnale-dominance in the British Rugby

01ub.

With an increasing ernphasis on the importance of winning arises

an accompanying pressure on players to perform wel1. For example, Bob

Hiller, a former England captain, offered the following explanation for

his premature retirement from the rnternational game: rrBasically, we

play rugby for fun. rt was never meant to carry the pressure it now

does" (Dunning and Sheard, Lg79: 258).
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rt is feasibl-y such a win-at-a11-costs attitude that is bringing
to the game an expanding predominance of violent and malicious play.
Rugby is in nany ways a ready-made vehicle for aggressio.rlo, b,ra

traditionally players have acted out their ser_f-contror according to
unwritten but nonetheless legitinate laws. rf players have behaved

outside the confines of such tlawsr they have done so consciousry and

deliberately. Many observers perceive that today these fsilent laws,
are bei-ng contravened on a regul-ar basis. Dunning and sheard (Lg7gz 274),
for example, quote an article in a recent British newspaper which focused
centrally on this issue:

Recently punching and kicking have become in=creasingly prevalent in rugby and soccer... Rugbylras once a gentl-emants.game, providing ampleopportunity for violent contact within the rules.But gentlemen didntt take advantage of the rulesto kick and punch. This is not "J "rry longer.It is quite clear... that Cormnon Lawassaults are prevalent in the modern game. In aT.V. interview some time ago a famous Lionsforward l_et it be known that the motto on tourwas tget your intirnidation in firstr.
Assuredly, there are those who minimize the role that vioLence plays in
todayts rugby. Dunning and sheard thenselves, for example, argue that
reports like the latter are exaggerated versions of the real situation.
However, rather more conclusive evidence can be found in Atyeo (Lg7g: 290)
who describes the recent findings of a yorkshire physician, Dr. ran Adams:

In his experience rugbyrs injury rate has lncreasedby sornething like 25 percent within a decade.
Besides the traditional afflictions of shoulder
and knee damage, there has been a marked increasein the number of inJuries caused by ,violence
around the headr... the resul_t of toth fiercerphysical contact and a rise in extra_curricular
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violence. trn5uries have become so widespreadt, saidDr. Adams, rrhar rhe Rugby Footbal_l- Union (n.e.U.) has
now introduced special medical courses for trainers r .

Significantly, Dr. Adams had no qualms as to the explanation of such a
new trend: "Players now play to win... and Rugby union is now a very
different game to what it was because of itr'. Not surprisingly, one

eventuality of the alleged increasingly viol-ent mode of play is that the

Rugby Football union has ordered referees and official-s to clamp down

on offending pLayers in case the present predi.cament is further exacerbated.

correlated to the increasing competr-tive image of modern play

stands the recent widespread and ongoing adoption of scientific and

technieal methods of coaching and training and, unlike the previous

issue, there would apPear to be no argument over this. Gareth Edwards

(1979: 49), an ex-welsh rnternational, has recently commented:

Only now, in the L970ts, when team preparation is sosophisticated, I see what a Steptoe outfit Wel-sh
International- rugby used to be.

rn another autobiography, chris Laidlaw (rg73: l_1), an ex-New Zealand

rnternational, also traces the introd,uction of scientific methods of
training back to the 1960rs, and notes that the change eras at first not
welcomed equally throughout the rugby worl_d:

The decision to go all out on coaching in Britain
taken in_1968-9, although at last bearing fruit,
was highly unpopuLar in some quarters.

Laidlaw, in fact' goes one step further than Edwards in suggesting that
the new found emphasis on coaching techniques has precipitated the

removal of the anateur ethos from modern rugby:

Amateurism, like Avery Brundage, has retired from
the fray. At British public schools the walLs of
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gymnasiums are bespattered with diagrams of passing
and kicking techniques. First XV members during
winter term are lucky to get one day off from
training. The pressure on Britl_sh youth sinply to
take part has gone. Replacing it is the scientific
devotion to winning.

The controversy over the imrninent professionaLization of the

Rugby Union game has recently come to a head in Britain with discoveri-es

that a well-known sports company has been providing equipment for and

paying rnternational players. Such overt levels of sponsorship do of

course impose on rugby professionaL qualities. As one knowledgeable

ex-referee recently assured the present investigator, however, the

relevant authorities are adamant that such rnodes of rshamateurism' will
be repelled:

This has been going on for a long time. Secret
payments or rewards have been given since I
remember, but Ifve spoken to the secretary of
English Rugby Union and hers determined ro stamp
this out. Lets face it, International_ players and
officials are entertained and recei.r" 

"*p.rr"." 
_

beer bought, hotel fees, wined and dined etc. _
but these have long been accepted as legitimate
advantages.

The immediate question is, of course, are subsidies of this type enhancing

a professional ori-entation towards the game?

While it may be true that there is widespread concern over prof-
essional infl-uences penetrating the game in the shape of new approaches

to training, winning and sponsors, some commentators argue that there is
no sign, as rrvine (L919: 15) puts it:'that this has impaired the real
fellowship which is the game's valued foundation'r. He goes on to sub-

stantiate the point:
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The competitive element may be stronger, horizons
may have broadened and organization may have risento new lever-s but thousands still give of their timeand effort without reward just as itr"ir forefathersdtd. Rugby has developed ind thrived in the handsof such men for over 150 years because humour,grief, happiness, fellowship and the desire to wln -all component parts of the human character - have
been so effectiveJ-y enconpassed on the rugby flej-d.

Further, if we also consider the mod.ern objectives of Rugby Union as set
out by the English Rugby Footbalr union in its centenary year (1971), we

can see that the portTers that be inside the perimeters of the rugby world
are concerned with encouraging much the same ideals as mid-nineteenth

century public school masters:

The object of any match is to win, not at any price,but fairly, scoring the maximum number of poinis as'conditions allow. The object of becorning involvedin the game as a player, referee, coach, administratoror spectator is wider: it is sinpLy enjoyment andfriendship. The amiry and goodwiif, ,nici, "r. biggerthan the result of any particular match, endure longafter the game has been forgotten. (Irvine, L979, Zt)
Nevertheless' recent changes in the rugby game - the alleged increase in
violence on the field of play, the continuing influx of scientific
methods of coaching, the fact that young schoolboys of nine and ten
are being yelled at by parents from the sidelines to frgive al_l they,ve
got" in 'Mini-Rugbyf, and the recent furore over

have al-1 served to cause rejuvenated anxiety over

amateur sport. Although the widespread belief would appear to be that
an ultimate change in the status of the game may, as yet, be several
steps away' recent and ongoing concern over the issue contlnues to
express itself no less vehementl_y in rugby circles.

the boot-money scandal -

rugby's status as an
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Finally, it is interesting to note that in comparison with older
members of the subculture (ex-players, referees, officials, adminis-
trators etc') modern-day rnternational players l-ike Edwards and l,aidlawll
seem more consenting to the vLew that ttThe laws relating to amateurism
desperately require revision'r (Duckham, r-9g0: zog). For exampre, the
Treasurer of the Engrish Rugby Footbarl union, w. c. Ramsay, is considered
to have a tprogressive-conservativer attitude towards these apparent
changes ln the modern game, but his amateur instincts stilL shine through
very clearly:

The gaure must be protected at all times, for it isour game, the game of rugby men ever)Mhere, andwhile we must progress within the tiures and competewith other forms of sport, we must al-so ensure thatnothing is done to make-it l_ess enjoyable to play ormerely a social entertainment. n"ity-iootball is forrugby players and this is the basiJ ior adurinistrationat top Level. It can be heJ_ped financiaLly in nanyways, but professionalism must never be allowed torear its ugly head... W9 have a fine garne to care for,and we owe_it a duty. we must never i"a ia down.(rn .1. B. G. Thornas, L970_: 93)

contrast this view with that of the recently retired rnternational Gareth
Edwards (1979: 93):

Bewarel professional rugby football could corne, andwill be of a higher standara tn"r, 
"rryaiirrg hre part_timers can produce. The mood is ripl among players,as it was for Kerry packer with the cricketers, fora privateer to step in. Towards the end of aninternational_ career, players less fortunate thanme, who have no sati.sfactory job, would be easilypersuaded to tour the world for itre right reward fortheir families.

rncreasingly, modern players are forwarding the vlew that they are
deserving of more extensive rewards for their toir_. To some extent,
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in a life conditioned by advanced forms of technorogy, and in a world
where Rugby union, as an amateur sport, is one of the few remaining

sports whose top participants do not enjoy high nonetary rewards, we

night note the inevitabil-ity of such attitudinal changes. rndeed, they
nay be representative of current changes in the pol_itl_cal economy of
sport as a whole. Time al_one wil_l be the determinant.

North America

' As townsfolk and peasants played games that can be considered

as precursors to the Rugby Football game in the united Kingdon before
the nineteenth century, so rndians also devel-oped their or,rn vari'tions
of ball games before that tine in North America. Atyeo (Lg7g: za3_4)

records that like their early British counterparts, rndian games took
the form of violent nob-baLl rather than a civilized game format, and

here again they were played by large numbers of participants and rn,ithin
very loosely defined boundaries. rn the seventeenth century, however,

early British immigrants introduced their own version of (sti1l fai.rly
brutal) rnob-ball played with inflated animal bladders. Thus, although

variations of ball games had been played by rndians and early colonists
for many years before the late nineteenth century, i.t was not until that
period that later immigrants, replete with the sporting influences of
English pubLic school-s that North American football began to take on a
more systematic appearance. rn fact, North American rugby owes its
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curtural heritage specifically to these nineteenth century settrers who
brought with theur across the Atr-antic the sti1l embryonic game_aspecrs
of British rugby.

rn the early nineteenth century, forms of football were intro_
duced into the American colleges and in particurar yale, Harvard and
Princeton by settlers. These institutions:

"'were' like the public schoor-s of England, extremelyspartan establ-ishnents. conditions were harsh andthe discipline even harsher... It is not surprisingthen that Arnerican students af"o q.ri"kiy aevelopeaa taste for rugged recreation. (ityeo, LgTgz 204)
Thus' another type of Muscular christianity was developed in the context
of North Amer'can co1Leges, and games were played according to such a
prevai.ling ideology.

A rough game known as rbalr_ownr rras first played at princeton in
1820' rnitially, the balr- was advanced by players punching it with
fists, but kicking soon took over as the major technique. During the
first Monday of a fa1l term at yale at around the same time, sophomore
students organized a sirnilar game againsc freshmen. They dressed up as
rndians in war paint in a symbolic and bloody annihilation of the
freshmen' By 1840, the game that subsequently came to be known as
rBloody Mondayt had become a farniliar feature of American college
recreation' It was so disorderl-y in fact that in 1g60 the relevant
authorities at Yale and Harvard banned 'Bloody Monday, altogether. By

this tirne, however, its roots had been firmly laid and the ban was

largely ineffectual. only nine years later, on November ninth 1g69, the
first intercollegiate match hTas to take place between Rutgers and
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Princeton'l2 Two games were prayed, each college winni.ng one, but the
rapidly devel-oping rlvalri-es evoked so much game violence that headmasters
of the two colleges consulted and decided to cancel a third and decidlng
encounter in the interests of safety.

Like its corresponding forerunner in Brltain, the early years
of North American footbalr were characterized by a series of rute dis_
agreements and changes. At the tiure of the first tB100dy Monday, and
Rutgers vs. princeton matches, the game prayed r{as more akin to
elementary soccer than rugby. Rejecting the ,unmanlyf dribbling game

in the 1870rs, and in favour of a rougher, more physical game, Harvard
was the first college to divert its interests to traditional Rugby union
codes. However, sueh a switch was not accepted by other united statesf
universities and Harvard found it necessary to travel north to canada in
search of new and sympathetic opponents, McGill in particular.

The first match between McGilr- and Harvard was also the first
to be played between a canadian and an American team. rt was prayed in
cambridge, Massachusetts on May L4th Lgr4 (sturrock, Lg76z 42). Harvard
found that its technique of rnostly kieking but occasionall_y running with
the ball (known as the tBoston gamet) cornplenented McGillfs preferenee
for British rugby rures, despite i.ts never having played with an egg-
shaped ball' we would probably be justified in asserting that the match
was the first actual game of rugby played in the united states. rn
fact, since the game was played under the rugby-like rules of the
canadians, lt seems that Frayne and Gzowski's (1965: 10) argunent thatttit was canada that introduced the game to the united states in the
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first place" would appear to hold true. Meanwhile, the other American
colleges, l-ed principally by the innovations of Walter c"rp13 at yale,
began to elaborate footba[ rures into a specific and new code. The
energing game emphasized mechanized game forms such as ,n'ass plays,
(highly organized group plays) and ,mass tactlcs, (such as rudimentary
versions of the twedget play as we know it), and repLaced the rugby
scrurmlage with a straight-Lined scrimmage. rt also reduced the number
of players from the standard fifteen to eleven. probably the rule that
distinguished it most crearr-y frorn rugby was the henceforth legarity
of the forward pass. Finally, it accomodated a good dear more physical
strength and violence than had previousLy been in .rid.rr"".14 Thus:

By 1887, ,al. American gaure had a1_ready acqui.redconsiderably.more sting than rugby: iher.as inrugby rhe object rdas merely to Jtop ai"'U"ffcarrier, under American rules tackies were requiredto slam hin_ to the ground; in rugUf,-o"iy the ball_carrier could be tackled, but o""tir" Ar".i""r,gridiron anyone was fd.ir game. (Atyeo, Lg79: 206)
Hence we note the genesis of American gridiron football.

Relying strongly on the early documentations of football by
Camp and Deland (1996), Riesman and Denney (1969: 309) argue that the
change in codes from the English footbaLl (soccer) to the new Aneri.can
game underlined much more than a simple conflict over rules:

"'it became clear that Arnerican players, having testedthe f runningt game, kTere wil_ling to give up thesoccer form. It became equally cleai that theyeither did not- r{ant to, or could not, play Rugbyaccording to the British rul_es. ,The Americanplayers found in rhis code (nngfisi n"giy n,rf."lmany unceral:"-and knotty points which-caused muchtrouble in their game, especially ." it"V had notraditions, or older and more experienced players,to whom they coutd rurn for rhe ;";;";;; exptanarions, ,says Camp.
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For Riesman and Denney, the split between the different codes owes much

to a specific cultural diffusion surrounding various rule arnbiguities

on the part of American coll-ege students. on the one hand, proponents

of the English rugby game wanted to sustain the traditional pLay forms

developed in the contexts of English public schools, whl-1-e on the other,

settl-ers unimpressed by ambiguous British rules aspired to devel-op a game

to fit their new surroundings. As Riesman and Denney (1909: 310) put it:

An effort was undertaken, at once systematic and
gradual, to fill in by formal procedures the vacuum
of etiquette and, in general, to adapt the game to
its new cultural home.

Howard Nixon (L976: 14) has written that this reffortt was principally

concerned with attempts to rationalize and cormrercialize football and

links this to a larger concern of American society in the twentieth

century:

The rationalization of the game could be viewed as
a partial outcome of the capitalistic ernphasis on
productive efficiency in American society.

For Nixon, such productive efficiency was particularly evident in the

rapid standardization of formal rules and regulations visible in football.

In contrast with the essentially amateur ethos and lack of ernphasis on

an achievement-orientation fostered in British public school rugby, the

American game became distinctly geared towards intense ends-directed

as opposed to means-directed goals, ie. a pride in winning rather than

a pride in performance, and this distinction is no l-ess obvious todav in

North American football and rugby.

clearly, then, the inception of rugby and the incentive for its
maintenance and growth on the North American contlnent owes much to waves
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of British irnmigration in the nineteenth century, but also to the
attempts of garrison soldiers to integrate it into the sporting scenes
of both the u.S.A. and canada in the same period. The very earliest
origins of the gane in canada and exact dates of events remain unclear,
but Sturrock (1971: 16) has documented that:

" 'the credit for introducing Rugby football to canadaprobably bel0ngs to the nritish settlers who arrivedfrorn 1823 onwards, to the members of the regimentsbased in several main centres of the country, or tothe memb_eys_of the Royal_ Navy who ,"r"-stationedat the Halifax and Esquimalt naval bases.

The author goes on to trace the first game of rugby in canada to the
year L87615 which took place on vancouver rsland between a Royar Navy

team and one combined of civilians and land-forces. A local vancouver
newspaper report of a game on Easter Monday in the spring of 1gg7

between New westminster and vancouver, sirnilarly acknowledges rugby,s
origins:

The game was played principally by men from GreatBritain, who knew no other g"*. oi Rugby than that. -which they had previous to iheir .o,oiig'.;";;#;:16
For early enthusiasts, rugby had uruch to offer in an otherwise

dernanding physical environment. Sturrock (Lg7L: 335) notes that prayers
'rexperienced a zest for life and a satisfaction of leisure well spent,
in addition to the formulation of a host of lasting friendshipsr. rn a
country as geographically vast as canada, a crucial contri.butory factor
to the early deveropment of the game was rate nineteenth century in_
novations in transportation which, of course, meant that more fixtures
could be arranged' stil1, however, the relative lack of means of transport
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and its expense in the early years of the twenti.eth century meant that
for ontario and other Eastern teams, tours to the East, the Maritimes,
the Eastern u's'A' and even to Britain were more plausible than traverling
to the Canadian West.

ApparentlY, by the end of the nineteenth century, rugby was
being played in every province but Newfoundland (sturrock , L|TL: rrr).
we know from sturrockts study that before world war r, the game prospered
in British corumbia, Nova scotia, New Brunswick and prince Edward
rsland while it was popular for a short tiure onl-y in Alberta, saskatchewan,
Manitoba, ontario and Quebec. rn the latter provinces, sportsmen had
taken more to the deveroping rules of canadian footbar_l which, similar
to the Ameri"can game' was becoming increasingl-y concerned with mass
plays and a singly professional attitude. rn addition, the expansion of
rugby throughout much of canada was inhibited for meteorological reasons
which rendered the game pLayable for short seasons onry. As sturrock
(L97L: IV) purs it:

Due, in part, to this factor, touring sides fromorher countries accepted matches ii iriti"f,Columbia more often than in other provinces pri.orro 1939.

Thus' it is no surprise that over the years British columbia (in particular)
and the Mari-times have provided the major strongholds of rugby in canada.

Just as rugby was beginning to flourish in canada in the earry
twentieth cenrury - the Rugby union of canada was formed in r_g2g

(Goodwin and Rhys, 1gg1) - the onset of world ,oar rr functioned ro
temporarily stunt its expansion. rn the inter-war years, it was played
principally by servicemen but on a minor scar_e. rt was probabry the
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disablernent and loss of innumerable influential rugby men overseas that
precipitated a period of relative inactivity in the post-war years.
Dennis Fl_etcher (cited in Sturrock, 1971: 30g) has accounted for this
hiatus in rugbyts post-war development in the Toronto area in this way:

The reason rdas painfully obvious. The depressionand World_War II eonpletely stopped imnigrati-onfrom the British Isles.- Rugger pl"y.r" can,t playthe game forever, and wtren ttre ""ppiy of ,r., bloodfrom overseas fail_ed, the game 3""i p"r.red out. Itneedn't have. There were, are, and always will be,thousands of men in Canada q.r"iifi.a-Uf ,g" 
"r,aphysique to play this grandest of g"r.". But a1_as,the former rulers of the rugger roost loca1ly didnot have the foresight, conmon sense, energy orpatience to 1ay a canadian foundation _ to root thegame among the Canadian youth.

until L949, in fact, only the university of Toronto club existed in the
city and its environs until the wanderers club was formed in that year.

0n the whore, the interruptions of the wars proved costly and
attempts to recover the previousl-y developing state of affairs was

slow in the post-war period. The heavy tol1s of the \.rars meant not
only that few players vrere on hand, but also that the structure of
rugby authorities had dissipated. The situation was not enhanced by
the fact that even until the mid-1950's the predominant sports encouraged
in most secondary schools did not include rugby. Rather, sports such as
basketball, football, soceer and track and field were developed. Hence

sturrock (197L: 336) perceptively arrives at the following conclusion:
This probably accounted for the fact that theaverage age of the provineial representative
pl-ayer was higher than their 

"orrrrt.rprrts inother Rugby-playing countries.
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The post-war 1u11 in canadian rugby lasted until approximately
the late 1950ts and early 1950rs, but since then a rejuvenated i.nterest
in the g€rme seems to have occurred. This has been partly due to the
restored impetus of rugby officials and authorities but also because in
the mid-1950rs, rugby was introduced as a school and col_1_ege sport. rn
1956 tn ontario, for example, where rugby was previously unknor^rn in the
schools, a scotsman calr-ed J. Brown encouraged its development, and in
1959 the ontario Federation of schools Athletic Association introduced
the game as a school sport on a widespread scar-e (sturrock , LITL: 319).
rn addition' government moneys were made availabre at this time to
various bodies responsible for the gamers development in canada:

During the 1960fs the game grew considerabl_y atclub level across the country and at youth levelin most of the provinces, but particuiarly inBritish Columbia and Ontario. An increase ingovernment grants, not on1_y federal_ly but also ata provincial level-, saw a tremend.ous increase inthe number of progranmes being run for pl_ayers,
coaches and referees and also in the quality oithese prograrmes. (Goodwin and Rhys, 19g1 i SZ)

Finally, the re-escalation in popularity rdas clearly linked to subsequent

upgradings in the standard of play of the natr.onal_ team, probably as a
consequence of numerous tours in this period, specifically to Australia,
Japan and Britain. Sturrock (Lg7L: 33g) argues that:

The significant growth, especially since 19d0, nayhave been indicative of a shift in ttre sportingpreference of Canadian youth. The expansion andcalibre of Rugby footbalr- in canada reached thepoint where it received respect throughout theworld. The defeats of the Australiarrl J"p"rr.se andBritish internationar- si-des, as well as the victoriesover the Oxford-Cambridge and the New Zealand Uni_versities teams, and yawata Iron and Steel, all
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in British colurnbia' warranted. widespread attention.undoubtedly, an important factor in determining thedirection and success of the game in Canada,especial-ly sLnce the late t95Ots, was the cooper_ation and coordination among the Rugby officials.
(The current investigatorts oeln interpretation of the re-popularization
of rugby in canada and the u.s.A. beginning in the late r.95ors is dealt
with in greater detail be10w and indeed constitutes the naln Line of
argument of this thesi.s).

rn 1965, a national governing body which had previously existed
for the decade irunediately prlor to Lrorld war rr was reformed as the
Canadian Rugby union (Goodwin and Rhys, 19g1 : 52). rt functioned ro
organize matches on locaL, provincial, national and rnternational levels,
as well as mediating between the individual- rugby boards. The ratter
have thenselves onry quite recently been formed - Nova scotia Rugby

Football union in 1953, and ontario Rugby union in 1952. for example.
At the time of writing, canadian rugby continues to disseminate rapidry.

The patterns of development of Rugby Footbar-r_ in the u.s.A. are
extremely simil-ar' we have seen that recognizable forms of the British
Rugby union game were beginning to take shape in the American coronies
of the late 1-870fs at the same time as a ner^, cultural sporting form,
derived directly fron the parent game, was simuLtaneousl_y expanding in
the same environment.

rn its infancy, the years immediately following the turn of the
century were some of rugbyrs most prosperous in the u.s.A. particularly
around 1-905-1906, the divergent footbal-l game came to receive widespread
condemnation for the awesorne r-evels of violence it was inculcating.
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Menke (L944) informs us that it was around this tirne, indeed directl_y
correlated to the crlticisur of football, that more and more colleges
began to shift their focus to rugby. For example, sturrock (1971 z 40)
demonstrates this change-over in Southern California:

rn the Fall of 1905, disapproval of Amerlcan Footbarr_by the presidents of staniord univ.r"ity and theUniversity of Californl-a at Berkeley resulted inRugby Footbal_l being introduced there as a majorintercollegiate sport.

Although the shift was rather shortlasted, rugby had been given sufficient
time to take firm root on both Pacific and Atlantic coasts and continued
in some quarters as a minor sport. Dick Moneymaker (197g)L7, fo,
exampre, informs us that rugby was well-received on the west coast
between 1906 and up to the flrst hrorld I,Iar. He writes:

...only rugby was played at West Coast universities.Equally important, it was also pl_ayed in thenajority of California High Schools. Thecalifornia Rugby union sent combined sides ontour to New ZeaLand, Australia, and likewisehosted tours during these early years.
After world war r, however, the American game again took precedence on
the Pacific coast and was reintroduced into university sporting calendars,
but despite its dwindling popul-arity agalnst the gridiron game, rugby
remained intact in certain strongholds, such as at the san Franci-scan
club, the Olympians (Moneyuaker, l97g).

An interrogation of Arnericars sporting annals (eg. Encycropedia
Americana, 1965) reveals that its most acclaimed moments in rugby
occurred at the r-920 and 1924 olymplc Games. Folr.owing an unexpectedly
successful tour of British columbr.a in r-9r_9, and sponsored by a smalr-
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grouP of wealthy rugby enthuslasts, a representative team of American

col]-egLans sail-ed to Europe to compete in the 1920 Games. Al_though the
British were not represented in the competition, to everyoners surprlse
the Anericans reached the Finar and in it beat the French g-0 thus

acquiring the considerable prestige of winning an olympic gold nedaL.

Back in America' neE s of the wln understandabl-y kindled renewed interest
in the game. Four years later, the u.s.A. sent an equarly wer-I--

qualified squad to the L924 Games which repeated its earlier performance.

The 1920ts and r-930rs nere, in fact, key times for the expansion

of u.s.A. rugby. on the East coast, ten cr.ubs had been founded ln the

New York region arone by the earr-y 193ofs (Lee, LgTg: 15) and a few

exampl-es are New York (r-929), Harvard and yale (1930), and princeron

(1931). This prompted the inauguration of a parent governing body - the
Eastern Rugby union - in 1934. The troubled years of l.Iorld war rr,
however, again saw rugbyts expansion temporarily stunted. As Lee

(L978: 15) wrires:

Rugby ceased in the Spring of. L943 when a heavy
concentration of foreign pl_ayers returned tonilitary service in their home countries and many
American pl-ayers joined the U.S. armed forces.

Rugby maintained a relatlvely low profile on the Aurerican sporting scene

until the 1950's and 1960fs. During this period clubs and unions began

to reform. The Eastern Rugby unlon, for example, was reactivated in
1954 with seven clubs under its aegis (Lee, I_97g: 15). I^Iithin that
union, tours began to play an increasing role on club itineraries,
particularly to the Carl-bbean Islands, and such a trend has carried over

to the present day, especially in college spring breaks. Also, another
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present trend - tours by Eastern cl_ubs to the west - seem to have begun

during this period. The Anerican colleges in particular functioned as

the promoters of rugby durlng the 1950rs. The secondary schools, too,
began to encourage the gErme more widely. For instanee, on the East coast:

Schoolboy rugby among the New England preparatory
schools developed in the late 1950rs continuinginto the ntd-L960's before dying out. Ir was notto be revived until the earl-y LgTots and then in thelarge metroporitan centres of New york, philadelphia
and t'Iashington. .. At this time a great number of club
sides trere organized as graduating col_l_ege players
were determined to continue to play. (Lee, L97g: 15)

Finall-y, Lee also asserts that the advent of the Farl season rras

establ-ished in the 1950rs at around the same tirne that a rapid expansion

in rugby occurred in the southern States.

since the Late l-950fs, the game has continued to gather momentum

the U'S'A., and this is well il-lustrated by figues recently calculated
Goodwin and Rhys (1981: L62)z

There rdere around 3,000 pl_ayers in 180 clubs 20years ago. Today there are 11000 clubs and 45,000players.

Four major territorial union Boards now exist (Eastern Rugby union,

1934; Midwesr Rugby Foorbarr- union, 196418; Rugby Foorball union pacific
Coast, t-965; Rugby Union of rhe U.S. (Western) 1975).19 In rhe mid_1970,s,

it became apParent that a national governing body was needed to administer
policies and to represent the u.s.A. in rnternational affairs. The

result was the inauguration of the u.s.A. Rugby Football union in
chicago, June L975. rts inception was the culmination of all the ambition
both administrators and players of rugby had hel-d for the game for nearly

in

by
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a century in America and since Lg75, rugby in the u.s.A. has been
administered on an essentially lnternational_ level.20

Thus we can see that the ultimate origins of Rugby Football on
the North American continent owe much to earry British settlers and
soldiers residing in garrlson to\^ms in the nid-nineteenth century.
After a period of fLourishing activity between 1870 and the early years
of the twentieth century, the actual game of rugby, as played primarily
in the united Kingdom, France, New Zear-and and south Africa fluctuated
in popuLarity but largely dwindled in North America. rt remained
dormant as a minor sport until its reappearance in the late 1950rs,
particularly on university campuses and in a number of newly founded
clubs, and this is very much an ongoing process.
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Footnotes

It may be necessary to indLcate that the term ,fagf in the UnitedKingdon does not hold the same connotations as it does lnNorth America. Rather, it refers to "-p"prr who does servicefor seniors in the schoor setting. nunnrng and sheard (Lg79: 54)nake the pertinent por-nt that acceptance or arrr" system may bedifferent today than it was in years gone by:By present day standards faggfng may seemto have been a brutalizi"g irr"titution.
However, from the standpolnt of upper-classparents in the eighteenth and nlneteenthcenturtes, at least of those who sent theirsons to public schools, lt was a crucial
means of tralning boys in rmanLiness, 

andt independence t .

clearl-y, se'f-control 0f thls type was dependent largely upon thesocial homogeneity of the sthool boys'""J-pf"y.r".
For a good discussion of the individual hobbies and interests ofpupils at different English publie schools in the nlneteenthcentury see J. A. Mangan, 19g1.

This is not to say that the movement towards athleticism and ,Muscularchristianity,r encouraged by masters like Arnold and Almond wasaccepted without opposition. R. J. Mackenzie (1905: 95), forexample, shows that at Loretto Academy, clashes between theproponents of athleticism and Evanger-icarrsm prevailed for sometime' of athr-etics and games of footbalr in particular he writes:Many doctors denounced the more violentforms of them as perilous to life andlimb... Mlnisters of religiou, for the mostpartr_discouraged theur as conducing tofrivolity and the formatLon of a brutaltype of character. Evangelicall_sm wasstill the dominant cult in Scotl_and _ anEvangel_icalisrn which had not concludedits alliance with the Muscular Chrlstian,s
creed.

rronically, of course, the formation of a ,brutal type of characterfr{as one eventuar-ity that Arnold, Almond and others 
"o,rgrrt ioeLirninate through Muscular Christianltt.--'-

Almond's ovrn gospel of all-round good health - Lorettonianlsm _ was

2.

3.

4.

5.
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comprised of five basic measurements presented here in order ofimportance: L. Character 2. physiqul 3. Intelligence4. Manners 5. Information. (J. A. Mangan, l9g1: 55)

popular belief proposes that during an 1923 Blgslde game atRugby school a student named l,Iir-liam wetb sltrs picked up theball and ran wi_th 1tr thus paving the way for the dr.stinctivefeature of the-Rugby Footb"ll g"r.. However, the valtdityof such an explanation remains unsubstantiated. By all accounts,such' a 'fine disregardr for, or a viol-ation of, the then acceptedruLes would have been as likely to incite as much anger assurprlse on the_part of the players, despite the facl that, atsixteen years, Ellis was a pieflct.- rn " r.tier to the ol_dRugbeian Soclety, Thomas ttughes, author of the famous ,Tom
Brownrs School_davs I demonsti.t"" this:

In my first year, l_934, running with theball was not absol_utely forbidlen but a
Jury of Rugby boys of that day would almostcertainly have found a verdict of
'justifiable hornicider if a boy had beenkilled running-in. (In lrvine', L9792 22)ffiratever, the incident has withstood scepticism over the years andis indeed recorded on a conmemorative stone at Rugby schoolwhich reads as follows:

cor,o{EMoR;ff: ffSBGLorr oF
I^IILLIAM WEBB ELLIS

WIIO WITH A FINE DISREGARD FOR THE RI]LES OF
FOOTBALL, AS PLAYED IN HIS TIME,

FIRST TOOK THE BALL IN UTS ENUS AND RAN WITH IT,
THUS ORIGINATING THE DISTINCTIVE FEATIIRE OF

THE RUGBY GAME

A.D. 1823.

is understandable that working-class teams, accustomed to deprivedsocial conditions, should s."k .rictory in the sports sphere.There is no doubt that rugby provided the working-class wr-th ameans of excitement and identifr-cation in an oth-rwise grrnindustrial existence. Both the physical and mentar demands laidupon Victorian workers by their -rptoy"rs were partlcurarly hard.rn a life contror-led and dominated by the bourgeoisie, leisuretine offered the worker a break in which he was his own boss,and slowly the fate of the loca1 team came to provide the focusof leisure' unr-ike toil in the factory or dowi in the pit,here success r^ras r-ndeed possible. Hence it was this increasingdesire for victory by Northern and Midlands clubs and theirgrowing enthusiasm for cornpetition that led to a demand forrugby (League) as a professlonal sport

It7.
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Today, the Rugby League conducts professlonal competltion inAustral-ia, France and New Zeal-and as well 
"" th. united Kingdorn.

Along wlth vigorous sporting activlties, Arnold also introduced
chapel hymn singing as a method of social control at Rugbyschool' An exampJ-e of a parodied hymn tune is the rugb! songfttark Mv soulit is the Lordt which, r" t"ti.t""r Green (in aPreface to tl-Ihy Wag he Born so Beautiful_ and other_ Rugllgongsr. Londonr j.6,
"would scarsely be accepted by eccr-esiastlcal authorities,,.

As Dunnlng and Sheard (Lg79z 212) put it:
In the sense that its formal rules
legitimize a relatively high degree of
physical contact, rugby football_ is
undoubtedly one of the roughest con_
temporary sports.

See also D. Duckham (1980: 20g-11).

10.

11 .

L2. Apparently, the game was the culmination of conflicts
two schools over a Revolutl.onary War canon (Atyeo,
When Princeton connived to cement the canon insidea great furore ensued and the two col_leges decided
the matter on the footbalL field.

between the
L9792 205).
its grounds,
to settle

13. For a discussion of the development
at Yale, see W. Camp and L. F.
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1g96.

of American football_, particularly
Deland, rrFootballrr. Boston:

14.

15.

So rough was the new game that it apparently came to be characterizedby a particular 'boxer-slugger' image.

rt would seem that although aurbiguities still existed over differentialplaying codes, rugby was a fairly popular sport world-wide bythe urid-1870rs. rrvine (r97gz 23), io. instance, wrltes rhatby then:
...rugby had spread acorss the globe _ carriedto countries like Australia and New ZeaLand

by irnmigrants, busl-nessmen and farmers; to
South Africa by sol_diers stationed in the
Cape Town garrison; and to France bvstudents. If the rules were still iar
from universal_ the game, as such, was
establ-ished internationally. The foundations
of the worl_d-wide game we have today had
been successfully laid.
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16.

L7.

18.

Cited in D. Sturrock, tlt all began...,, @Newsletter , L2, Augus t, L976. ' -"ss'
t. 

"fflTaker, 'History of pacLfic Coast R.F.U.,, Rugby. March,

The origlnal Midhlestern name was replaced with the shortened Midwestrirle in 1969.

A more detailed scan of rugby popularity in America hes recentlybeen set down in p.r"oi"i torr""porrd.rr". (Aprir 9, 19g3) to thepresent investigator by Edmund Lee, Histoii"r and Archivistfor the u.s.A. Rugby Footbalr- union and the Eastern Rugby union:There are about 1,000 c1ubs i" U.S.e.divided I estlmate about equally t.rr""r,
coll_ege and non-colJ-ege ctuls .rra festimate of,the Iro00 about 150 are
women's-c1ubs supported by about 4r500
lromen players.

The inclusion of a note on noments rugby is relevant sr.nce,although it is stil1 in its ador.escenl y""r", it is a rapidlyexpanding sport in North America, 
" "port which apparentl_ystems back to cor-orado, J-g74. The r;;;;""game is one areawhere the united states leads world rugby - r{romen have theirown cornnittee on the u.s.A. R.F.u. and-trota annual nationalchampionships. personal correspondence from the sFme sourcealso records that there are,approxirnately 50r00O players coastto coast' incr-uding r^romen players, and approxlmately 200 teamsare fielded each week during ttre f,all season.

As with Canadian rugby, the spiralJ-ing popularity of the game inAmerica has meant that a toncouritarrt iis. in standard of playhas also occurred and, not surprisingly, this is a factor thacother rugby playing countries are well aware of. Terryo'connor (cited in Goodwin ana Rhys, rgari ioz), for example,writes of American rugby:
...the birth of the U.S.A. national unioncould well prove the most significantfactor durlng the last part of thiscentury. The reigning rugby glants waitwith trepidation as Aneric"- nlrr.""",her physical ralenrs for the rugiy-ii.fa.

19.

20.
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THE SUBCULTTIRE OF RUGBY PLAYERS

presented here are the results of one season of partlcipant-
observatlon wlth an ontario university rugby team, supplemented r4rith
informal observations of and interviews with Brltlsh, American and
(other) canadian players. Frequent comunications (verbal and obser-

r! 
t"aional) with players particularly during pre- and post_locker room

''' interaction, but also at post-game beer-ups, parties and. other social
' 

.,-r"'" 
events reveal-ed a conster-lation of characteristics which together

:otrstitute a rugby subcur-ture. FolJ_owing a brief ,rrarou,r"aion to the
members of the subculture, these behavioural forms are categorized below
as values, behaviours, attitudes, symbols and rituals. rt shoutr_d be
emphasized that there is a certain amount of flexibility between the
boundaries of these groupings. For example, features d.ealt with as
subcultural values uright also be considered attitudinal or behavioural
characteristics' However, other qualities do not overlap so readily and
in the pursuit of systematization and clarity it was thus considered
best to categorize them in the aforementioned fashLon.

rn addition' some of the subcultural qualities are not restricted
only to the rugby fraternity. The heavy consumption of beer and
harrowing 'Rookie Nightt experi.ences, for exampre, have long been
associated with athletes. The distingulshing factor is that no orher
sports-related groupr.ng demonstrates the same conmitment to this par_
ticular interrel-ated cluster of characteristlcs around which a specifle
way of life has been framed. 
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Finally, the public image

along with an analysis of ruggers t

of rugby players wil_l be examined

ohrn perceptions of their behaviour.

A11 of the ruggers in the study were universlty students and,
judging frour the socio-economic status of thelr parentsf occupations,
came predominantly fron rniddle- and upper uriddle-class milieux. Ages

ranged from eighteen to Ewenty-five. There was considerable involvement
among the ruggers in intramuraL activities within the university. The

najority had been strongly encouraged to try out for university teams

by parents who themselves were found to have sports-oriented histories.
rnformal interviews revear-ed that many of the players need

to unravel their ancestry no more than two generations to l0cate a

British descendant. Although, as we have seen, rugby is incipient in
North American high schools, many of the ruggers attributed their
interest in the sport to the influence of a British rer-ative. As one
player \{ith a hlel_sh f ather put it:

A11 throueh high school I wanted ro play footbal"lbut rny father, being hrelsh, preferr.l ;. to stickto rugby. So I started _ reluctantly _ in gradeten, and Irve been playing ever since.

Another major precipitant for involvement in the subculture
centres around aspects of the game itself. For many players, rugby
provided the first real opportunity to try a contact sport:
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I played basketball and intramural ball here lnmy first year. f decided I wanted to pf"y-"tackle sport_with more closeness and contact soI tried out for the footb"il a""* but didnrrmake it. S-o then I tried out for m" .,rgiy t.r,and it grabbed ne right away.

all cases the toughness and aggression demanded of players proved to
a powerful influential factor:

I used to play football. One tirne I bragged to myDad that I was playing the roughest sport in theworld. He's. Eng.lish and always playei ,,rgiy ".school, so he bet me ten bucks t-wollanit-i. to,rgt,enough to make the rugby team at M_. So I wentout to practise, made the team, anETn my firstgane had halj |f ear ri.pped away. I won the renbucks but I had as many 
"tit"t." to show for i.t.

The same player went on to assert that his favourite aspect of the game
was tthe body contactr. Motives in th's regard varied depending on
lndividual interpretation of the gane (sone ruggers emphasized the
importance of physical fitness over strength and courage) and position
played, but the roughness indigenous to rugby and parental influence
represented Lwo primary sources of encouragement. These factors should
not necessariry be considered separately since some ruggers quoted both
explanations in Lnterviews.

A third and final explanation in the rugby subculture concerns
its non-game features. Responding to a sna1l questionnaire all but one
(of twenty-five) of the ruggers said that they had been attracted by
social 0r cultural characteristics of the sport. Two classifi.cations
Itere noted here: those who had prior knowredge of the subculture on
entry and those who witnessed its norms for the first time once actuarly
involved' The following quotation from one player typtfies the first
group:
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I had heard from a friend of some things thathad happened after the games but had neverreal_ly bothered to find out for rnyself . Thenthis guy told me a story about the players athis club playing a tricl on a stripper that
made her run off_stage. Apparently, orr" grry
made out that he was really- fr,t..."ied in herwhile his frlend knelt down behind her and blther ass so bad that it bled. Now Ifve startedhanging around with those guys Irve never seenso much butt-blting in a1_1 ury l-ife!

on the other hand, some novlces enter the subculture unaware that what
they will find 'on the insldef often constitutes something of a surpri.se:

It was ny first year and peopl_e had warned methat Rookie Night was a Uit lf an ordeal, but I,djust shrugged it off. Well, we (the rookies) wereforced to chug three full beers right at the start,After that things slowed down for i while and Ithought i! y1""rr going ro be so bad. Then they(veterans) .lined ui up-and brought out thegoldfish. Live gtrldfishl We frad to bire eachfish in half with out teeth, chew thern and pass
them mouth to mouth amongst each other. I
coul_dnrt believe it. And it got worse:

Despite such unexpected and daunting encounters, however, rugbyrs non_
game or social characteristics, such as those wltnessed at rookie
ceremonies and tbeer-upsr, proved foremost in providing initiates with
a sense of curiosity about what the rugby subculture entaired and thus
in persuading them to join or remain members of that fraternitv.

Values

The quintessential facet of North American sport is its overriding
emphasis on the varue of competition and winning. pLaytng in a reague,
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the ruggers in this study also placed high val-ue on winning but, unllke
more professionally oriented college sports (eg. football, hockey,
basketbalL), more kudos seemed to exr.st in enjoying the game itself and
in playing rgood rugger' than in a fwin-at-a11-cost, phil0sophy.

Probably a carry-over from rugbyts very earriest days in the
British public schoots , ._pr::11:l:_-t_L*:..:.1,.:,y-:_*:is!+g*.s-pol.l."-Tg:"hlp 

,

]':*:l-,:-:1...'.esprit de co-rp-sl. f-'..::*".r, .T:L-r,:9.f!,.rgyer, conversarion
with players. The general approach was epltomized in the following
statement rnade by one player:

Sure we want to win and as the play_offs get closerwe lrant to win badly. But whether we wln or loseids important to us all that we enjoy the game andthat both teams get together afteriards ana party.
Tn a L974 study of the san Diego state rugby team, one of orloff,s res_
pondents captured the same sense of sporting generosity and togetherness:

Rugby is the only sport I know of in the world whereyou can go out drinking vrith your opponents beforethe game, trY to kil1 itrem auri"g tf," laure and thenhave a party afterwards. If you"pl"y iiy a."*anywhere, then the host team provides a party forrhe opposing team. This is ,^ ar.Jiaiorr. We alwaysprovide two kegs of beer for our "ppo".ia" afterevery single game, and we would .*p."t them to dothe same. (45)

Again, Thomson (L976: L15) quotes one

interestingly cornpared the different
rugby:

player who, having pLayed both,

values emanating from footbalL and

I think the attitude in football is almost oppositeto rugby. Footballrs all competitior, _ ,tr".,'lfr"game's over, thatts it. In ."giv you stick togetherand have a good t-r-ne. I get uf,set when we lose,but therets not that much"pr."i,r." to wi.n.
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Another st.,dyl which compared notivations towards rugby and
football by players revealed that a differential perceptlon of sports_
nanship prevair-ed in the trdo sports. Football players, for instance
believed in:

Kicking is unacceptable but a fist is acceptabJ_e. ..Making the most within the ruLes... Avenge withinthe rules... Dontt try to hit peopJ_e unless itf sretaliation. . .
rn contrast, the rugby players in the study expressed rather different
emphases:

There is only one referee, so you have to be kindof honest, (ygr.couLd probably-g.a 
"r.y with a 1otmore rhan we do)... Hel_pirrg 

"""i ottrei,up _ whetherthey are on your team or the other team... Sometimesthe other team will tap you on the shoulder and say'good playt...
Thus' whereas football players seemed to focus on taking advantage wi.thin
the rules' ruggers emphasized cooperation and honesty more strongly.

As we can see from a recent piece of propaganda issued by
the British columbia Rugby union, at the present time the administrators
of North American rugby are clearly concerned to promote the game as
one rich in the ethos of sportsmanship and team spirit:2

Some of the earliest clubs to play Rugby in Vancouverwere the Vancouver Rowing Club, E;_Brit;nnia,Meralomas, North Shore and U.n.C. who aiong wittrmany other- teams are providing athletes- the facilitiesto enjoy the sense of loyaltyl frienaship ana fitnessonly the Rugby team spirit can prolriJ". -

Noticeabl-e here is a distinct attempt to elevate rugby above other North
American sports because of its emphasis on player fraternization and
team spirit.
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rn this study, the value for comradeship was ultimately demon-
strated in the fact that in recent years one particular apar.ment on
campus has provided the rheadquarters r for hard_core and peripheral
members of the rugby subculture. During the season these ruggers join
the rest of the squad for daiLy two hour training sessions. Members
then disperse to eat but the normative code was to reassernbre at the
rugby headquarters before heading routinely over to a bar on campus
later in the evening. Even outside the confines of the college season
these members stayed in cr-ose contact, if not wrth each other, with
members of other (usually home town) teams.

McElroy (1971)3 h"" argued that particularl-y the corlege rugby
fraternity exists as a rseasonar subcurture, into which players are
re-socialized at the beginnj.ng of eich new season. However, for players
coumitted to a Fall coll-ege season and a summer season of rugby, ,,this
re-socialization is lessened by anticipatory socialization,, (2) . ]rthese players, subcultural values, behaviours and attitudes pervade thet'\l/-J* entire life-style, both inside and outside of the college context and

ry:*:_:: _o_1_gollg :_9u::: of rdeg_git1, grn""-r" ;";:; .. rhese
players as the hard_core members of the subculture.

significantly, the players in this study rejected and even took
offense at suggestlons that the rugby subculture was seasonarly oriented:

No way is the set up a seasonal thing. Beyond thel_irnits of the season we sti.ck together and otherpLayers go off to other clubs. 
-i."a 

year I wentto New Orleans with about 20 othe, ,,-,gg.r" and wearranged that ourser-ves. Even in summer we housetogether. In fact,.the rugby team is the basisfor a tor of people," 
"o.iii,g;;;;" both in schooland out of it.
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contact with other ontario university and Britlsh teams has functloned
to verify this observation. Players encourage and boast of the sense
of community spirlt intrinsic to rugby. some mentloned that joinrng a
club was ttthe easiest vray to get to know people,, and becoming part of a
c'0se-knit group. one rugger, for example, stated this bel'ef wlth a
good deal_ of austerity:

Out in Calgary this surnmer, f just Jolned a teamand I had friends all of a sudien
clearly, then, there is a vitar aura of couununity associated with the
rugby life-sty1e which, for the najority of pr-ayers, ls enjoyed on a

,.::r. 
encompassing than seasonal leve1.

Toughness and ferocity are other factors
players, and the emphasis on being able to take
is evident at all times. As one player put it:

You're expected to give as_good as you get so youhave ro be pretty toueh. _ri yo,, g.l-irrr., you getup and get on-with it; unless it,J ,""ily serious.There's one player on rhe t."r-_ I.r.iiiir" i,","tackled he starts moaning. At first we were aIIconcerned but now nobody takes 
"rry ,roai".. He Justwants attention

Moreover, as McElroy (Lg7L: 5) found in his snarl study of a carifornian
university team' part of the prayers, belief system was that there was
a certain 'rnaturalness in injury'r. As with the sportsmanship issue, the
stress on being able to ttake it like a man, is probably a twentieth

"""11?--t-T-teng-ion of ninereenrh cenrury Britis! p1blic schoor. ideology.
More importantly, a strong correlation exists between physicar courage
and subcultural respect and acceptance. The timid player who shies away

valued highl.y by rugby

and give out tpunishmentf
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from tgetting stuck int will be

Rugby Club.

hard-pressed to find aceeptance at a

Behaviours

As Sheard and Dunning (1991: 163) and Thomson (l_976) have nored,
perhaps the strongest behavioural norm within the rugby subculture is
that associated with excessive beer drinklng. The former cite an

article from a late nineteenth century scottish nelrspaper which warned
the reader that Rugby Football was:

...the fascination of the devil and rwin si.ster of thedrinking system and that without the r-atter it wouldhave a job to succeed.

Today' the important rol-e of beer-drinking is visible from the most junior
level to rnternationar lever-. rn one of the most outspoken statements
on the topic to date, chris Laidlaw (Lg73: g), an ex-rnternational A11_
Black, has argued that:

Beer and Rugby are more or Less synonymous. NoRugby tour, function, meeting o, L.r".r-comnittee
couLd operate without it. l,iter every rnatch itflows for merry hours until angry wivls are con_fronred i1 -the early hours ty inlir heroes, whoare invariably accompanied by a sporting band ofhearties, singing the sorts of 

"or,g" thlt naveneighbours hastening to crose windJws and spinsterscomposing outraged l_etters to editors.
The present study confr.rmed that weeknight tean drinking was

regular but that extremely heavy beer dri.nking was emphasized at all
post-game beer-ups where playersr attendance r.ras mandatory. A new recruit
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explained that the central focus on beer-drinking confused hin at first:
I didn't 

:xpe:t anyrhing like 1r. We,d rrain reaLhard for two hours- a aa| ."J-ai." go-oor' ro the_ and get-hamnered, and beer_upsl.. weU, theyfretwice as bad! I was surprised because I thoughtthe coach would be angry if we didnrt try to keepin shape. rn actual i""t, t," 
"o"JorrJs rt as muchas the rest of us. If we were on the football orhockey team, we'd have all been U.r"i.a by now.

Frequent beer drinking sessions functioned prinarily to enhance and
enforce group cohesiveness and players were cognizant of thls purpose
and effect. rn fact, players with r-ess pronounced r_ikings for hearry
beei consumption often felt peripheral to the central core of the sub_
culture and sometimes ostracized from the group as a whole:

I like drinking but persistent inebriation doesn,tturn me on. I've been with the tean-some time nowand I know the guys don,t tnir,t i;, """n a greatpartyer, but I also know they wouldnii do or sayanything about ir. still, I donri ,"rffy feeL likeI'm part of the group b"""rr"" of it.
However' the concern to be accepted indicated by this player was
unwarranted' A more recognized player later confided in the researcher
that:

R is.?Tutty boring when it comes to partying, buthe's stilL regarded Is one of ;;;: -ia'," 
rhe guysthat dontt show up at a1l that are unwelcome.

Acceptance in the subculture, then, hinged on visible demonstrations
that individuals wanted to take part in activities. ostracism was not
correlated to less extreme demonstrations in this regard as much as no
demonstrations at all_.

Tendencies towardl foSg of ..-nhrsical and verbal abuse- (ggrticularly
of women and homosexuals), petty vandalisrn and theft (particularly drunken
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vandar'ism and the theft of trophies and plaques) and other types of
trowdyr behaviour have L0ng been associated with rugby players. A
favourite and frequently executed characteristlc is femaLe 'butt-bitlng,.
self expl-anatory, butt-biting is often the result of a bet and is a
deliberate attempt to intinidace women and to invoke a response. An
example was provided earl-y in the season when one rugger brought aL0ng
his tner^rt girlfriend to a party. she was obviously a retiring type and
visibly embarassed at some of the language and stories being bandied
around. The end of the evening came for her when one of the ruggers
knelt down behind her (another drew her attention by talking to her) and
bit into her rear. she screamed and ran from the room, understandably
distressed' Her boyfriend laughed but foLlowed her. she later exprained
that she was uncertain of what her reaction ,,was supposed to be,, and
felt too embarassed to stay, but added:

Now Itve got to know the-guys I accept the riray theyare. T _ (her boyfriendl Lxplain"J'tn"a rhe guymeant no harm. I know at_t-ttre g,ry" 
"rrra to do is tohave fun and acrually they,re rJn,l."il with, atleast once you get to know them. But it can be prettyembarrassing at first.

A11 the women in the study tended to ration a:.lze rugger behaviour in these
terms.

Many other forms of rowdiness r{ere witnessed in the study. These
included: frequent food fights in restaurants, particularly returnlng
from away games; player stripteases in public bars and on buses;
souvenir hunting escapades (one subject was arrested and gaoLed for
attempting to steal an enormous mirror from behind a crowded bar in
Louisiana). For example, returning from one road trlp the team stopped
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at a popular restaurant for refreshments. Excited after a well_earned
victory, the prayers soon became unruly when one smaIl prank escalated
lnto a major food fight amongst themselves and other unrelated customers.
The tean was subsequently requested to leave the premises. outslde the
restaurantr empty beer bottles (snuggled on to the bus) were thrown
onto the car parking area from bus windows and the bus drew away to a
crescendo of breaking glass.

other exampLes of the rowdy behaviour of rugby players was
presented to the researcher by an ontario unlversity Athletic Director
who cornmented that the frequent unruly behaviour of players on his
university team' particularly on away trips, had been the cause of a
great dear- of anxiety on the part of bus drivers. He recalled how he:

...on one trip had a driver who was very much on edgeand approached the trip with a gooa i."i of trepi_darion' we finar-ly 
".ttr-"d him down 

"iJ n. revealedto us how hetd been the driver of a bus several yearspreviously.on a rugby trip that r,.J l"i".d out to bequite an adventure. The team did $Lr700 worth ofdamage to that particular bus. He told rne that atdifferent times when he applied the breaks there wasso much urine in the floor of the U,rs tf,"t i.t slushedfonrard j
were brok:""":;":":* ;:::t i:l"ril.l.ii; r,"*:.u:Hr" .He was so i'ncensed at that and at the lack of controlexhibited by the team that he took at" irr" straightro the house of the president of rhe ;niiersity toshow him rhe damage firsr hand. Norhi;; was done...it was hushed up, people tended not to face theproblem and hoped it wouLd go away. 

-- --

This

same

source went on to document a conversation with a secretary at the
university who had told hlm the following story:

'F"tr I go by the rugby field on the way home therersoften a tie-up at the corner and cars are forced toline-up for a while. Often the entlre team comes
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over and drop their shorts.r She said she,d neverbeen passed the field without that transplring.
rn the present study, nakedness and fmooningf, espec'ally frour bus
windows and for the benefit of femar_e observers, was a very frequently
enacted forn of rowdiness.

To be sure' forms of vandalism are often manifested by nernbers
of the subcur-ture and this can also be seen at rnternational r_ever. A
recent report of an rnternational game between France and England rn
Paris, for exampJ.e, recorded that:

Celebrations at the post_match banquet in paris lastSaturday began with lhe customary throwing of breadrolls and went on to incl_ude the drinking of after_shave lotion presented to_guests by the French RugbyFederatj.ol, 
-th" dousing of a Fren"i, otii"ial withsauce, and the upsetting of a fruit table.4

Post-game banquets and parties following rnternational rugby games have
acquired sonething of a reputation for such d,emeanour (Edwards , LgTg: 54;
Duckham, L980: 86; Laidlaw, L973: 153).5 Following a successful recent
rnternational match the English scrum-half steve srnith is rumoured to
have made the now infamous promise that ttthe aftershave will- flow tonight:,,
Much of the ruggersr rowdy behaviour can be attributed to thel.r propensi-ty
and wiLlingness to consume inordinate volumes of beer, particularry in
a post-match setting, and this is, of course, instrumentar to the kinds
of acti.vities that follow.

Attitudes

Since one of the traditional_ roles of rugby has been its function
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1" " lT*":-or:serve' (sheard and Dunning, 1gg1), r4rgmen's srarus in rhe
subculture is an essentially unglanorous one. Like the srituation in
Britain' woments presence is nohr accepted in most North American clubs
and is indeed seen as necessary in contributing, directly or indirectly,
to their financial support. Fewer players would probably participate
at organized parties and other events without girlfriends or the
Presence of women more generally. However, the current study verified
tn-1:. there are also occasions where the presence of women is unwelcome
an-d even prohibited, and one such mir-ieu is the journey to away games.

on one road trip to K-, for example, a player was signalled
to the back of the bus and tor-d that his wife was driving behind. The
playerfs exclamation on verifying this was proof enough that she was
unwelcome' soon after this, the bus driver stopped and the team
alighted for refreshments. Here, L-,s wife apparently requested to
join the group and retrieve her car on the return trip. Ar_though T,

refused flatly, his wifers presence nevertheress precipitated some
scathing criticism from the other players for ,rbringing his wife along,r.

some ruggers were noticeabr-y ress rowdy when their girlfriends,
wives or other women were present at events. The general attitude
seemed to be captured in the statement rnade by one player who was serdom
accompanied by his girlfriend at events:

You can't help but feeL intinidated with women around.Some of the things we do 9r say are pretty gross andI wouldn't.like my girlfriend io "iri""" ia. I,rn sureshe'd be disgustei irra woul_d feel intirnidated.
Quite clear'y the absence of r^'.men provided for some ruggers a license to
behave in ways only possible within the maLe-preserve confines of certain
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cont:,xts ineluding road trips and rookie ceremonies. At other times
women are welcome and encouraged to partici.pate, but since ruggers,
behaviour normatively includes butt-biting, stripteases, obscenity in
song and a chauvinistic attitude towards sex, 'any women sinply prefer
to stay away. Furthermore, one rnight be hard-pressed to comprehend

what some women find so enticing about an environment in which they are
freguently the target of verbal degredation (especiarry in song, but
also in that they are referred to inside the subculture as ,rugger-

huggers'), and physical huniliation (butt-biting). As we have seen,
the explanation for this exists in rationalizing rugby behaviour
('theytre fun to be with'). some women do of course prefer to stay away,
particularly frorn post_game events:

I don't rnind meeting J_ later on, but Ird ratherhiur be with the guys biause r know the sort ofthings they do and talk about I wouldn,t be inter_ested in anyway. Actually some instances haveresulred in the two of us fighting. J 
- 

alwaysrells me that Saturday is hiJ a"y"ritt-the team.I accept that now and I know othl, gi.rf" who feelthe same way.

Thus, in order to aceePt rugger behaviour, women are in effect presented
with a choice of rationalizing or rejecting it. sometimes, they even
attempt to cajole their men away. As the following extract from a Rugby

Newsletter indicates, such attempts are regarded with some cynicisrn by
the majority of players:

o 
= 

i" her name. The new woman in M ,s life.Shefs rhreatening to change ti, ti., thlt fun_loving, partying, single guy to a real domesticatedgentleman. He canrt make the game against fdue to school commitments but a source 
"i."";hirn has revealed that she may even be taklng hlmaway from his beloved Rugby.
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Further, if such attempts prove successful_, in
the player in question will disengage from the
than conslderable ignorniny.

the eyes of tean-maEes

subculture with no more

Svmbols

several idiornatic forms have come to take on a slmbolic meaning
in the rugby subculture. specifically, this is evidenced in the weari_ng
of T-shirts and other garments bearing crude slogans: ,rt Takes Leather
Bal-ls to Play Rugbyt; 'Rugby players Eat their Dead,; ,Elegang VioLencer.
The double meaning of the first example has now humorously been countered
by North American woments teams whose players can be found wearing
clothes emblazoned with the slogan 'No Bal1s at A11l r The function of
these symbolic gestures is fundamentally to emphasize the public image
ruggers aim to project. Hence it is no coincidence that some crub
names have irmnediate connotations (eg. the New Zearand A1-1-Blacks; the
Barbarians ) .

other symbols are visible in the frequent v/earing of jerseys,
dress sweaters and jackets etc. bearing various team i_nsignia. rn this
study' most players possessed T-shirts and jackets of this type and

these r^rere worn, particularLy to away games, with some degree of pride.
Although the researcher did not hear of or witness such an incident
throughout the duration of the study, players made it cr-ear that non_
members found weat'lng these symbols of identiflcation would be confronted
with some degree of severity on the matter.
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certain game terminol0gy and jargon also serves to syrnbolize
the sport. Phrases like truckt, tmault, ,scrum, and ,knock-onr, all
peculiar to rugby, are conmonly ernpl0yed by players in an anal0gous
manner to explain everyday experiences.

Rituals

rn order to be sociarized into the subcurture, initiates are
expected to take part in certain ritualistic rookie ceremonies held
annually at the beginning of each season. perhaps the most institution-
aLized initiate event has been called the ,Zulu Warrior,, a ritualistic
strip made by the rookie usually foLlowing his first game away frour
home or at a separate Rookie Night event. Rookies are coerced by
veterans into drinking excessive amounts of beer before being made

(often forcibly) to strip individually in front of a cheering audience
of established players who form a circle around the initiate and chant:

Come on you Zulu ltlarrior, come on you Zulu Chief ,Take them down you Zulu Warrior, take thern downyou Zulu Chief.

often, the ritual takes place in mixed company and in front of totar
strangers. Thus, for the faint-hearted, the performance of a ,zulu, is
an experience awaited erith some trepidation. For instance, one player
recalled:

Someone had tol_d- me I was going to have to strip soI got so drunk that I didnit know what was trapfining.Actually, I didn't real1_y have a choice about that.
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But even then itts quite a nervy experi_ence to haveto strip in front of strangers and others you,veonly just met. A11 I can remember is that theywere screaming and throwing their drinks or rn..Without the beer I drank, i could never have done it.
To further the huniliation of the event, during and on completion of the
strip, particularly the rookiesr genitar-s are defiled with beer and
sometimes embrocation.

Typicalry, Rookie Night is characterized by excessive beer
drinking and is a time when the ability of players to behave like , true
ruggers'is litera11y put to the test. This is done by involving rookies
in a series of bj-zatre and embarrassing ,gamesr. one of the most popurar
of these involves marshmallows coated in heat liniment. The ,atomic

bornbsf' 3s they are calLed' are placed in between the buttocks of naked
rookies who race each other over a short distance. rf the atomi.c bomb

drops from its precarious position, the rookie is penaLized by being
forced to eat it. Needless to say, inebriation does not assist the
skilful execution of such a task. other penalties imposed upon offending
initiates in this study ranged from the rapid consumption of more beer
through a 'bong' (a tube with a funnel on top through which beer is
poured and which enhances almost instant drunkenness) to the shaving_off
of eyebrows' At one point, an inebriated rookie was presented with these
choices. unable to consume any more alcohol, he succumbed. to the ratter
and without any apparent concern for the skin of the player in question,
a veteran quickly took off his eyebrows with a razor. rt took the
initiate most of the college Fall season to grow it back.
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No real 0pposition to these events was registered by the
researcher' rn any case' initiates are aware from their very first
introduction to the subcur-ture that the predominant ideol0gy is very
much ttake it or leave itr. As one established player conmented:

If they can't take the things we do, then theyrrenot really considered appropriate for the team andwe don'a.r?rr! them. enyway, we,ve 
"if 

-goa 
to gothrough initiation.

As we can see from the subsequent tongue-in-cheek account of it in the
Rugby Newsletter, Rookie Night is
rugby calendar:

a ritual source of hilarity on the

Rookie Night was an extreme success, Many thanks toR and alL the people who helpea it go." Wn"t .".,you say about rhose Rookies? Tirey ,.r! "i.piy'f"rr_tasticl fhe evening began $rith al_L Rooki.es cieartymarked with headbands .rra " few quiet beers. The manwho decided to play the red hoi marshmallows on thetop of a beer bottle for better penetration will beelected to rhe y-__ Rugby ltaii-oi Fame. r.o, ,arrv orthe lads it marked--the-first iine in their lives thartheir arseholes were really on f ire | (A;t ;;;rs forGay Sex?) But poor t"t_ altually got his red hotnarshmallow on his geiTals and i,i" .y." torJ iirestory all night. Following a few boat races whichthe forwards won only throigh cheating, it was on tothe highlighr of the night:" Uru FEAST: R andP- started things off witt an- i""i"iiuiy ailg,r"tirrg
,show bl passing a chewed goldfish dissolved in beerbetween each others t moutils in fine artificial res_piration fashion. A11 Rookies devour.a afr.i.-portionswith relish, with K_ actualLy dlsplaying ah".r"rnrr"rra"to the delighted crowd on rhe iip oi hi" ;o;;;"...R contributed to the fun by making a goldfishdisappear up his nose before Lating it. -u"rry ,.re norsatisfied with only one swimm.. 

"rrd managed io ."aseveral in true glutton fashion. The enJuirrj-Z.rtr, 
"r,aElephant Walk through B residence was well_ organized,well attended and ,.ff G.ived by all the tenants. . .Our Rookies of this year are to be,corrnended, for theyput on a splendi?_"l"r.wirh great desire and'intensity,making this year's Rugby crui a very close-knit one.
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Rookies are aware frorn their introduction to the group that
certain forms of behaviour are demanded of them and their subsequent
behaviour often shows something of a cyclical orientation. consclous of
conforming to a set of subcultural- expectations, rookies and more
established players make deliberate efforts to demonstrate modes of
Itypicalt rugger behaviour to other members of the group. on Rookie
Night' for exampl'e, the usual procedure is that once initiates are seen
to be suffering frour the effects of the beer they have been made to
consume, they are cajoled into perforning a tzulur. This season, one
novice, much the worse for wear but without any apparent persuasion, took
it upon hirnself to strip even as players were stiu arriving. The event
was predictably greeted with suitable applause but also a fair degree of
surprise. Asked to explain his premature performance, the rookie in_
formed the researcher that:

r knew r_was going to have to strip but r didnrt knowwhen or how. I was feeling pretty frrrmerea and Iwanted to show the rest of the tean that I couldparty as well as anyone, so away I went. I guess Irl/as a little over_eager in retro"p""tl-
There seems to be, then, sonething of a ser-f-furfilr_ing prophecy about
rugger behaviour.

one of the most ritual traditions in rugby is a technical language
which has no rear- meaning outside the sport. on the whor-e, this is
manifested in the unique way ruggers both put lyrics to recognized
traditional- hymns and songs and write their or,Jn songs. These ribald
songs are sung ritually at social events but particularly at post_game
beer-ups' Almost without exception, they are based on blzarre sexuar
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themes revealing a scatoLogical emphasis on the vilification of \romen

and homosexuals and absurd sexuaL techniques which, as Thomson (L976: L29)

writes, is reminiscent of the more coarse themes of Chaucerian literature.
rn addition to songs that have long been associated with the

Same (eg. 'Alouetter, f Eskimo Nell_r, rThe Engineerf s Songt and ,Werre

all Queers Togethert), each team has its own songs and sometimes

organizes song-writing competitions to elect team favourites. The

obscure and sexuaL themes present in the example below typify rugby

songs. Aptly entitled tDisease Mongert, the following was penned by two

ruggers in the study:

My mother was a leper, my father had V.D.,
A11 ny cousins were paraplegics, so what ity".rp.ct from me?

(CHORUS)Cuz Ifm a Disease Monger, coming down on you,
cuz rfm a Disease Monger, there ainrt rroihirrt r wontt screw.

My urine comes out purpl€r oy eyes are too bl_ind to see,
My gums are shot from scurwy, so what drya expect from me?

To piss is now a hardship, it hurts me when I pee,r see those little bugs dor,m there, they try to swa110w me.

r like to visit o1d folkst homes, theLr bowel-s they cantt control,
Bedpans always to the brim, I love to lick the bowl.

I like it if theyrve got no legs or if they,re only nine,
And if they happen to be dead, well that sui_ts me fine.
r like to perform abortions with just the tip of my tongue,with one mighty swipe of that vreapon, thatfs the end of the young.

I love to go out hunting to try and catch some meat,
Those female moose are really l-oose, r love their clits to eat.

Throughout the course of the season, Disease Monger became a great

favourite with the pJ-ayers, and on every road trip they would provide a

rendition, with the composers singing the verses and other team menbers

joining in the chorus.
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rf anything is unique about the rugby subculture it is the
manner in which at post-game parties and beer-ups the host and visiting
team each form a circle and rival each other in spontaneous song. The
home team generally begins this patterned sequence by chanting:

We call or _ to give us a song
So singr you bastards, sing

whereafter each team alternately provides renditions of songs. The
more bizarre the song' the more the enphasis on excessive and baroque
bodily functions, the greater seens to be the associated prestige.
Naturally, each team has its readers whose function it is to prompt
others. A1l_ team members are expected to join in.

For initiates unfaniliar with this ritual, singing can also be
a daunting experience' Penalties are imposed. on those who are unfortunate
enough to make mistakes with the lyrics. whenever this occurs, the
guilty player is greeted with the chorus:

Irlhy was he born so beautiful ,Why was he born at all?
Hers no f_ use to anyone,
He's no f- use at ati.

The chorus will be chanted repeatedly until the player has picked up the
closest beer at hand and drank it, verifying the termination of the task
by holding the empty bottle or glass above his head. Further choral
attention is paid to sLow or hesitant ruggers:

Why are we waiting?
He must be masturbating,
Oh, why are we waiting,
Why, why, why?

A consequence of the penalty systen is, of course, that erring
indivlduals, coerced into drinking great vorumes of beer, nake escalating
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mistakes. Utter lnebriation is frequentry the end result and is the
reason why players unsure of l-yrics often take some time to conquer
them and hence attempt to maintain a 10w profile at the appropriate
moments.

singing usual-ly occurs on the way to, but more usual_ry returning
from' away games. one player will start with a verse or song and then
nominate another to perform until the whole team has contributed.
Again, the more timid ruggers tend to quieten in these situatlons but
rarely evade nomination. Hesitancy here is also greeted with thet , chorus being sung to the offending
party.

In his article Rugbv Fol-k, Tony McCarthy (l_970: 550)6 h"" argued
that through the spreading influence of sexual permissiveness, women
are increasingly coming to enjoy bath- and bar-room balrads so conmon
in rugby circles. He writes perceptively of its adverse effects for
the game:

sexual permissiveness nay well mean that thefantastic images of song may no longer be anecessary substitute. Women now lile and enjoythe songs- in many bars. The songs, ureaning islost in. the sarne way that country dance destroyedthe fertility symboi of Morris.
rnterviews recently conducted by the researcher with British players and
club members in fact illustrated that the singing of rugby songs is not
only l0sing its meaning but is a fading tradition that ought to be
linked to other changes (documented above) occurring in the British garne
since the 1960's' Despite the continuing expansion of womenrs crubs,
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there is, however' no sound base to the argurnent that rugger songs are
fading in the North American context. rf the vocal contributions of
visiting teams and ruggers in the study on ar_r. road trips and at all
post-game parties and events is any indication, there are no signs of
this ritual disappearing.

Finally, there is something of an unwritten law in the rugby
subculture vis-a-vis rowdy behaviour that can be regarded as a ritualistic
behavioural norm. rn the study, many incidents occurred at and on the
way home from away games and on tours that players, with an apparent
conmon understanding, only referred back to among themsel_ves and other
members of the subculture. Laidlaw (Lg73: 2) has referred to this
ritual as fRugby Lawr:

The last and perhaps the most persuasive reason formy wriring a book abour Rugby "r "fi-i" simplybecause under Rugby Law it isn,t peruritted. on allfronts players ,i"- 
"rorn to silence. After anInternational tour they are ,Uo,rrrJi to rernain mutefor years.

rn this way, incidents generally involving various types of rowdiness are
ritually int*ernalized in the subculture and recarred later only at
appropriate moments and amongst members.

We have already said that in order
requires an audience and it is clear from

to be

what we

so-labeLl_ed deviance

have seen that the
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rugby subculture has one - the public at large. Thus a discussion of
public response to the members of the subculture as well as ruggers,
perceptions of their own behaviour is relevant here.

sLnce the gamefs developing years in the British publ_ic schooLs,l
the pubLic image of rugby players has taken on certain changes. par_ I
ticularly in the nineteenth century when players r{rere drawn exclusive ,"{'. {
fron the niddle- and upper-classes, their behavlour rdas regaraea nore j
as an "elite leisure activity,, than as a deviant form. Afterall, as
Sheard and Dunning (19g1: 15g) suggesr:

It is unlikely that nembers of the upper_ and uriddle_classes would have branded their ori'ro.r" as delinquents.
with the democratization of rugby in the twentieth century, however, a
concomitant transformation in public iurage has been effected. Today
the activities of rugby players have come to be regarded as a verv
specific forrn of deviant behaviour.

Despite this, and after arr- we have evidenced, it is ironic that
one of the strongest atti-tudes or beliefs on the part of ruggers is that
they are a victinized group- one player epitonized this view in the
following nanner:

rf anything happens around canpus - any vandalism,theft or vioten". _ p"opi; ;#;""" Fi?".. onlylast week,l ,?" talkin!'to a guy who,d been beatenprerry bajlV in a fighi outside M-_ HaI1. He,dseen rhe Dean and toia nim i;-;a;;;"rr"., so rheDean cal1ed us in bur 
".roay-t";; ;";;f;ing abourit. We later found out it was someone from offc€rmpus' but r^re r^rere sti11 blamed i;;-fa. The Dean,now he really hates us.

Although the study provided little evidence to support this conplaint,
on occasion some credence did seem to exist in claims that at least
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strained relations prevailed between university adrninlstrators and therugby team. probably the most overt indication of this was provided
when the university sporting body refused to alrow the tean to compete
under the university name in an annual tournament in Louis{.ana. rnstead,the team perforce temporarily adopted the naue of the city. However,
since the explanation for the ban lay in the fact that durlng the
previous yearts tournament three members of the tean had been arrested
and gaoled for various offences, the prohibition seemed justifled.

Despite notions of victinnization, the present study and other
inforrnal observations has revealed that rugby prayers lead something
of a charmed existence. Arguing a10ng similar lines, Thomson (1g76) hasdescribed the renarkable tolerance of the public to the behaviour ofplayers, in particular proposing that certain acts are permi.tted to
thern that would not be pernitted to others. Over the course of the
season' numerous incidents were witnessed by the investigator where
laws were violated by participating ruggers. others have been provi.ded
above but one final example should suffice to illustrate this. on the
way home from one game, the bus driver stopped at a restaurant and theplayers waited while he went inside. He returned to find almost the
whole team urinating on the side of his bus but beyond munbling sornething
disparaging about rugby players his general response was to ,turn 

ablind eyer. He was later asked why he had not taken the event nore
seriouslyr aDd replied simply: "when you've been in the job as rong asI have you come to expect it of rugby players. BesLdes, Ifve seenworse"' Apparentl'y, the incident was taken no further.
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other bus drivers were less lenient. The players always rookedout for one in partr.cu'ar who had erected a pl"acard above the entranceto the bus for their benefit whlch read: ,No offensive or Abusive
Language to be heard on the Bus _ TODA': I In fact, this driver morethan once pulled over to the roadside where he sr'nmoned the coach and
demanded that players observe the regulation. Incidents of rugger
rowdiness has 1ed to other anticipatory action being taken by individuals
and authorities towards upcoming rugby events. Recently a Toronto
newsPaperT noted that following 'rambunctiousr behaviour on the ouEwardflight of an ontario teamrs trip to the Bahamas, the players were each
asked to post a hundred dollar ,good conduct bond, to the airl_ine,,if
they wanted to get on the flight home,r.

In addition, some typical Rookie Night events display a
narkedly irlicit character. The finar event at this year,s ceremony r^rasthe performance of an tElephant walkr by rookies on campus and through
residence apartments. For the uninitiated, an Elephant walk is a chainof naked people (approxirnately ten on this occasion) marchr.ng with one
hand on the shoulder of the man in front, one holding the penis of the
man behind. The tune rThe Baby Elephant, is usually whistled byparticipants' Largely through the attention of students yell_ing out ofcampus residence windows, campus patrol rdas soon on the scene. Too
inebriated to run away, some of the rookies confronted the officers who,instead of irnposing legal sanctions, advised them to quick'y return
home. One officer informed the investigator that:
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Each year at this tine the Rugby team contrlves themost m'schief and we usually tr".,r. an Uteptant Walkro conrend wirh. As long as ;; ;r;1"" on rhe scenebefore any serious cornplaints are foag.a, we usuaLlyjust send them back inside. But f_trro, of othersthat work here that would throw the book at them.
Despite their frequent violations of the law, the ruggers appeared to
maintain good reJ-ations with campus police.

As far as their own interpretation of their life_style was
concerned, it became apparent that the ruggers consi.dered normati.ve
behaviour that is deemed non-conformist or deviant in the cur.ture of theuniversity and rninstream culture as a whole. rnitiation ceremony
events' the singing of obscene songs, refusals vis-a-vis sociability
and politeness, regular forms of vandalism and petty theft, etc. arl
Ied to the ruggers being stigmatized as ,outsiders, by non_members both
on and off eampus.

0n campus, other students uninvolved in the subculture sometimes
tended to rationa'.ize rugby behaviour with assertions like ,they,re
fun to be withr and tthey're no worse than the other teamsr, but student
animosi'ty towards the team was also evident on occasion. The ambivalence
of the public image of ruggers on campus r.ras best illustrated aE a
cheese and wi.ne pub the team organized in order to raise funds for the
upcoming trip to Louisiana. Many of the students arriving at the party
did not know who it was being held by and this was often the first
question. The answer r^ras greeted with rnixed response. on the one hand,
two females cl0sed their purses as they were about to pay to enter,
informed the doormen that they shou16 r',try not to break all the windows,r
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and then departed. on the other hand, a group of four girls were about
to rnake a decision not to pay (the entrance fee was higher than normar)
when one asked who was holding the party. The ansv/er precipitated a
rapid change in decision and one girl uttered, ,be11, it should be
interesting anywayltt Regardless of whether it was accepted or rejected,
the important point is that both groups r^rere evidently responding to
a specific iur'age the ruggers had acguired on campus; first, for being
stereotypical rbad guyst and second, for being stereotypical ,good
partyers t . The rationale of the r.ast group entering the pub serves to
provide support for Thomson's (Lg76: 171) argument that:

"'u'ny of the public obtained some sort of vicariousenjoyment in observing the uninhibited behavio.r.wirhin rhe group, proiid.a-irr"i"iirrr... reasonablvsecure in a non_participant ro1e.
The pubric labelling of ruggers was equally in evidence outside

the university context and sometimes this was seen to function in theirfavour' For example, foll0wing the arrest of one pJ-ayer at the Louisiana
tourney' one police officer made it apparent that unusually slack
sanctions would be levied against him:

Thererll be a minimum fine and maybe a few days injail but thatrs not the way it 
"frr"ia-U.. The samehappened last year wittr tfrree of you Canadians.If there wasnrt 

"o *r"h 1ocal interest in thetournament here in H the guy would be in thehole for a month

The town gaoler Later echoed the police officer rs sentiments:
yes, A _ r^/as right, we.rve got better things to dothan senE- 1r: .i;--;i "iir,. to "r.."i-ir,lnr"r, rugbyplayers. This is one oF tfre busiesi ,..t" for us.I blame the sponsors myself.
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clearly, the two law enforcers had formed their own very rigid impressr.on
of rugby players, but under the clrcumstances felt obliged if not
pressured to relent. Although nothing was said, one received the im_
pression that much tougher sanctions would have been imposed had the
team';'not been returning to a home far away only a few days later.

on other occasions, the reputation that preceded the ruggers
served to act against then. This was well ilr_ustrated in the views of
one bus driver who conunented:

As far as Itm concerned, these and other rugbyplayers 
_"T" " disgrace to the university and thecity. we've seen so ,""t, 

""rra;i;.;;.r, .n"years you wouldnrt believe it. That;" ,fry fusually refuse to drlve the bus. il"-";Iy reasonIrm here today is tfrai-n caLled in sick.
The same driver assured the investigator that most of his colleagues
shared trsimilar viewsrr.

A certain arnbivalence was also found in the ways
perceived their orsn behaviour. For example, when asked
efforts were made to maintain a rugby irnage, the players
boast of their rowdiness:

that players

if deliberate

seemed ready to

Itts all deliberate. As a group our action isattention deuranding. we oflen i.-aiiig" so someonethe next day says, ,Heyr you guys are f _wild,.yes, that gives us a f.i"t.
such an affirrnation of 'wildness r on the part of prayers was recentlv
recorded by Alex Ward:8 

-

Most Americans think of rugby as a chaotic version offootball played by educated roughnecks intent onbeating each other"' ui"irrs outr ai."-ar-r"king them-selves under the tabre 
"tt.rr.ri. 

---i;'J'"r, 
rr.ge the
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players themselves aren't
On the contrary, nany of
even aggressively.

exactly quick to dispel.
them pursue it actively,

rn this way' ruggers are seen to derive pl_easure and satisfaction in
the ambiguous imgge of athlete and ,rugger_bugger,.

Players were also aware, however, that their public laber. at
times worked against them- The same player who asserted that rugby
behaviour was rrar-l deliberate" indicated this view in an afterthought:

...then again, I think if yourre trying to plck up agirl at a party or in a bar, then tile first thingyou rell her isn,r rhar yo.r;r. ; ;t; reanl
rn another 

"t,rdyg which attenpted to measure quantitatively their own
perceptions of rugby behaviour, it was found that prayers considered the
most negative aspect of the sport to be'its bad reputationr.

on the whole, an underlying attitude existed that the forms of
behaviour that had come to be associated with rugby r^rere to be con_
sciously flaunted for the benefit of inpressing other members and
attracting the attention of (if not shocking) non-members, ie. ruggers,
inage of tsocial 0utlaws' $ras self-created. A strong correlation
existed between showings of publ-ic disapproval and more overt demon_
strations of rowdiness. Thus, public displays of unruly behaviour on the
part of members of the rugby subculture can be viewed as particular
modes of defiance.

Donnel_ly (1980: 47) has argued rhar:
...the formation of a defiant attitude... resisting orignoring sanctions and continuing to practise thebehaviour or to display the attribute

can be seen as a specific response on the part of members of a group
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to a 1abel pubricry imposed upon them. similarly, vanreuser and Rensen
(1-981: 4) have proposed that it is the social stigna associated with
(specifically) high-risk sports that provides for particlpants a sense
of group membership and ror-e identification. They write that:

...social stigma can be described as a discreditingtypification that rests upon the members of anidentifiable group or that contributes to theprocess that the stigmatized persons are seen asa group by outsiders and 
"orr"Lqrr.rrtly perceivethemselves as a group.

Data from this study and other informar- observations of rugby players
is supportive. rt appears to be the very awareness of non-conformisrr
on the part of members of the various subcultures, an acknowledgement
that their values demonstrate an extreme disregard for the mainstream
values in society, that functions to instil the arl_important sense of
identity and belonging. Sheard and Dunning (19g1 : L64) would agree:

The very fact... that this type of (non_conforrist)10activity runs counter to the dominant values andthat this is recognized by *r. prrti"ip"rra" them_selves, probably serves even further to reinforcethe close_knit character of the grorp.-
Goffnan (1953b: 143) has argued that when participants of a group actively
seek to reinforce or stimulate their om deviant image, the term
rdisaffiliater should be applied. Disaffiliation is:

" 'presented by individuals who are seen as decliningvoluntarily and openl_y to accept the social placeaccorded them, and who act irrlgularly and somewhatrebelliously with our basic insiit,rti.on".
As depicted by Vanreusel and Rensen (1981) and Donnerry (19g0), the
normative life-style patterns and val-ues of high-risk sports participants
such as sky-divers, scuba-divers, cavers, climbers and others are seen
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to share common ground with those of the members of the subculture of
rugby players inasmuch as they demonstrate the unique deviant and
defiant attitude that Goffman refers to as disaffiliation.

Suunarv

we have witnessed, then, a group of characteristics around which
the rugby subcul-ture is formed, a subcul-ture complete with its own

boundaries and exclusivity.

Rugby players deliberately contravene or resist societyrs main-
stream norms, but we must finally re-underline the precise manner in
which this contravention or resistance is manifested. Exarnining the
historical development of the regulation of the body and its physical
functions, Elias (197g) has shown how man and wonan have become more
civilized since the Middle_Ages. He writes:

The standard of what society demands and prohibitschanges; in conjunction with this, the thresholdof socially instilled displeasure and fear moves;and the question of sociogenic fears thus emergesas one of gl:_:.ntral probleurs of the civiliziigprocess. (L979: XIII)
Elias shows, for example, how spitting and the rerease of wind have
become less acceptable since the Middr-e-Ages. wtrat is normative in any

T:i":v at anv one rime is representarive .f .h.l;;;.,. 
".r,r"rures of

hegemonic power and social control. when we consider that values in
the west in the 1980fs do not normatively include: ritualistic obscenitv
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ln song (and certainly not, ln this age of equarity, the objectification
of women and homosexuals in song) ; regul-ar displays of drunkenness,
petty theft and vandalism; the physical h'niliatlon of women (butt_
biting); norm-breaking on the body and those aspects of lts physical
organization that are now socially regul_ated (the dtspl_ay of nakedness,
the fascination with anality and sexuality, the overt debasement of the
romantic notion of sexuality etc.) we are presented with an expranation
as to why the norms of the rugby subculture are considered deviant
by non-members. Further, since societyrs norms are essentiarly niddle_
class in origin, we arrive at the conclusion that the rugby subcurture is
a form of resistance to middle-class norms on the part of (rnostly)
middLe-class males, and even a rearguard and nostalgic attempt to defend
(o1..indeed to re-afririate *ittl .t," .r"airional ,*.r""."":;; ;r-s!s*u
male groups.

one factor that emerged with clarity in the study was that the
ruggers frequently felt pressured to behave in ways that would be
labelLed rowdy or deviant by non-members. An example is the initiate
who voluntaril-y stripped on Rookie Night. Another player informed the
researcher that:

Sometimes I just don,t feel like partying or singingor drinking ny brains out at all but i teet r should.It's like, I donft want to be seen as not being oneof the guys.

Thus, a cruciar feature of the subcur.ture of rugby players is the highly
circumscribed nature of memberst behaviour. clearly defined boundaries
exist as regards its appropriate performance, ie. largely in group
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situations associated temporally with the actual playlng of the game
itself (Rookie Night, beer-ups, road trips). In this respect, what atfirst appears to be spontaneous deviance is, on cl.ser inspection,
highly routinized and internalry policed and, in actual fact, almost
bureaucratic in its code of obligatoriness, ie. the breaklng of norma_
tive practices by rugby players is deviant in substance yet highly
conformist in its structural form.

Finally, since attempts are made by outsiders or non-members
(including enforcers of law) to rationaLize it, rugby behaviour appears
ultlmately tolerable within the boundaries of the dominant order in
ways that other forms of resistance and oppositi.on are not (eg.
criminalized forms such as drug_abuse). The most appropriate categor_
ization for this type of behaviour wour.d thus appear to be Etzioni_
Halevy's (r975: 357-g) notion of rsemi-deviance' 

which the author
defines in the following manner:

semi-deviant behaviour may be the kind of behaviourrhar fal1s.i.nro rhe 5urisdi..tior, 
"i;;.; rhan onenormative domain. Thus when 

" ""ri.in iehaviouris regarded,in societi as having r""."."ure effectson that society, certain
which label rh;; ;;;;;i""1'll"r$:.*:::: .:#::i"ry,
when a cerrain behavioui is concli;J-i; sociery ashaving adverse effects on- that society, certain nornsare likely to label rhar behavioui-""'iri"girimareor deviant,. It may happen, however, that behaviourwhich by the above .riiirion should be consideredas devian!, is legitimized by i.ts connection withorher arrirudes 

"r,a u"nr.,rioui which ;;;-;"garded ashaving salutory effects on society, and whi.ch con_sequenrlv falr into a differe"a;-i;s;;irl.. normarivedomai.n. m:i-tfris hapfeis, it is likely rhar rhebehaviour will not U"'i"lri"rr't, but semi_deviant.
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The concept of semi-deviance as depicted by Etzioni-Halevy seems mosE
relevant here because' as we have seen, rugby behaviour is both ,,flatly
condemnedrr by certain groups at the same time as being ,,normatively

fully condoned by others" (Etzioni_Hal.evy , Lg75: 356).
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INTEGRATION AND INTERPRETATION

The problem posed here, then, is essentlally one concerningexplanations for a tcultural transformationr that has apparentry takenplace in sport. specifically, at the same time as rugby began to 10seits traditional appearance in the united Kingdom and adopt the qualitiesof rationaLized' and corunerclalized North Anerlcan sport, it reappearedin the North Ameri.can setting replete with all the cultural forms thathad been institutionalized in the Britlsh game for nearly a century.Moreover these cultural forms r^rere nor{r expressed in an even moreexaggerated formatr a'd had taken on completely different meani.ngs.
A number of points can be made. First, while excessive drinkingis a core characteristic of the rugby subculture, other North Americansports underline (and demand observation of) the inportance of scientifictraining techniques and not abusing the body through drink. Second, ata time when women's equality is reaching new helghts in both the UnitedKingdom and North America, the North American r

as a bastion of male chau"r"r", i^ 
---::' :Yg!y subculture exists

-. _, t-e. as " ,!yp" of ,m?1e_preserve,
(sheard and Dunning, 1gg1).1 Third, sportsmanship exhibited in NorthAmerican rugby is seen as a revival of the play element which has aI1but disappeared frorn North American sport and is indeed s10w1y dis_

;: ._r::_t^:l 
other rarionalizing sporrs in rhe unired Kingdorn. Finally,

-::.:13'the values and meanings of the traditional nanlir, "_.. ..1::"1-aspecrs of British
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ifll aTe :een as. feinS rransferred into more of an expression of'-T-l-n-o' in North American rugby - ,. n"" ,n. o"orl.";:; ;". .r.roughness without the technol0gized and militaristic overtones offoo tball . 
2

rf we examine this transformation historically, we fi.nd chatthe incipi.ent expansion of rugbl in North America _ beginning effectivelyin the 1g6ors - occurred at a time of enormous socr-al change. Threefactors in particular are considered significant here. First, NorthAmerica and the united Kingdom were being brought much c10ser Eogetherby advances in media and satellite technol0gy and cheap jet travel, andthe two different cultures were having a reciprocal impact, particularlyevident in fashion and popular music. second, (although this was nota uniquely post_war phenomenon) widespread emigration was taking placefrom the united Kingdom to North America, and the ,brain drain, fromBritish to North American uni.versities and colleges was being effected.3Finally' the 1g60rs was a decade in which counter-cultural4 movementswere precipitating the widespread questioning and reinterpretation ofestablished social values in both spheres, but particularly in NorthAmerica' (values regarding: sexual permissiveness, sex roles andsexual equality; youth movements includlng naturalist and environmentaristattempts to rget back to the land' (the trippies, drug and drop_outmovements); political movements including the campaign for NuclearDisarmament and the singing of anti_war or ,protest, 
songs).

rn sport' the movement began to express itself in counter-cultural challenges to dominant North Amerrcan sporting themes, mosr
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evident in critical studies of footbal1, autoblographical and biographical
critiques of football and the development of the ,pray movement,.
Essentially' the play movement which occurred in North America at this
time involved a demand for more means-directed rather than ends_
directed goars in the athletic sphere, for more sportsnanshlp and simply
for more tfunr in sport. predicting a ,rrebirth of play-like amateurism,,,
Howard Nixon (L976: 67-70) has referred to such a reaction on the part
of sports participants and spectators as a ,rdemocratic 

movement in
sporttr which:

...can be viewed as a reactlon to the all_consumingpassi.on for winning at all cost .rra to the dehuuran_ization of athletes and athletic p"riJr,"nces.Both of these presumed patterns in sport are seenas consequences of the authoritarianism of coachesand others in formal positions of authority.
Similarly' Harry Edwards (l:g732 336-34r.) has identified a 'humanitarian
counter-creed' in sport, the members of which share the ideol0gy of
being coneerned for the well-being of their fellor,r competitors. This
is not to suggest that conmercial sport in North America is or ever
was in jeopardy of disappearing. Rather, the point is that duri-ng the
1960's and LgTots whole areas of sporting life began to be viewed
differently, not only by the spectating public but also by (the then)
current and ex-sports participants themselves. This is arnply demon_
strated by the extensive exposes of sport and sports heroes and crose
examinations of the social and political conflicts and discontents in
sport penned in the late 1g60's and early 1g70's, (eg. Edwardsr lg6g;
Schechter , L96g; Sample , L}TO; Meggyes y, L97L; Scott , LI,TL; Hoch , L972;
Meschery, L972i Shaw, I972; Wolf, 1972; Dickey , L974).
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As if to underline these social changes, of the three pre_
dominantly British sports, tv/o were reintroduced on to the North
American continent at this time. Despite early popurarity with British
immigrants in the late nineteenth century, cricket did not attract the
North American population in any rrajor way. The mechanics of the game
were probably far too unfamiliar and it was played only by a handful
of Britons and East and west rndians, (ttris indicates that sportlng
forms will not achieve meaning and be transmittable fron one,culture
to another unless coumon elements resonate). Although its initial
television coverage also failed, the second sport - soccer _ more akin
to North American sPort in its already rationalized and professionalized
form, eventually developed with vigour and it r^ras not long before the
North Ameriean soccer League had been founded.5 The final sport to be
reintroduced - rugby - shared the most technical and organizationar
affinities with North American sport and with football in particurar.
unlike football, however, it exhibited essentially amateur ethics and
an emphasis on play-like sportsmanship, and this is what had iurmediate
appeals for counter-cultural enthusiasts and others seeking a sporting
alternative. significantly, this could be seen in the lack of attempt
to rationarize rugby and in the maintenance of cultural forms outside
the game' Rugby began to be played by both North Americans and ex_
patriot Britons on a widespread scale and, unrike football, it remai-ns
resolutely a play-sport.

rt is proposed here that in the North American attraction to
rugby there exists a resistance to the dominant sporting form of footbalr,
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ready-made in the cultural characteristics associated with the game.

The tern tresr-stancet is used here in much the same way as phlr cohen
(L972) 

' clarke et al (Lg76) and wirr-is (r-97ga) have used ir wirh
reference to post-war British youth subcultures, le. the type of
resistance manifested in the rugby subculture exists not as an extreme
political rejection of or an attempt to overthrow dominant cultural
forms and values but rather as a (possibly temporary and episodic)
recreational alternative to them. Referring back to chapter one, we

find that cohen (L972) and clarke et al (Lg76) have argued thar recenE
youth subcultures in the United Kingdon:

... tsolvet, but in an inaginary way, problens whichat the concrete material l_evel_ ,"r"in unresolved.(Clarke er al, Lg76z 47_4g)

Specifically employing the example of Lower working-class youth sub-
cultures' willis (1g7ga: 2) proposes that it is preci.sery because the
members of these subcultures acknowledge ther.r cultural subordination
that they can respond corlectively and twin space, from the hegenonic
culture. They:

" 'know what surrounds them sufficiently to selze andcreatively exploit aspects of it to Lxpress theirown zest and_identity _ so partiall_y ciranging theirconditions of existence.

similarly, the North American rugby subculture is one that is comprised
of members who, by way of rnegotiation, resistance and struggl-ef
(I'tlil-lis, L978a), have consciously sought an alternatl_ve to the main-
stream sporting forms, but one that does not completely resolve the
conflicts and problems inherent in over-professionarlzed and over-
commerci-aLLzed North Amerr.can sport. The opposltlon or reslstance
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expressed in the rugby subculture may be temporary and episodic because
rugby players may in fact enjoy other more professional sporting forms.
Many, for example, have prior football experlence but are now excruded
from the latter because of age no*".6

As a form of resistance, ll-nes of comparison can be drawn
between the rugby subculture and other counter-curtural movements
inside and outside of sport. For example, in a discussion of the
campaign for Nucrear Disarmament supporters ln the united Kingdom, Frank
Parkin (L968) has argued that these supporters have been categorized
as 'deviantf simply beeause they feel alienated from some of soer-ety,s
core values. He talks of:

...individyl".' non_acceptance or rejection of certainvalues which may,be regarded 
"" "!rri."r to thesocial order, and theii commitment to alternativevalues which, sirnply as a matter of definitl0n, canbe classified as ieviant. (21)

rmportantly, however, parkin goes on to assert that such.a preference for
alternative values does not necessitate that these lndividuals should
lack integration into society as a whor.e. on the contrary, he writes
that:

...estrangement from dominant values is quite com_parible wirh rhe individual';-;i;r-i't"Jgr"tron intosocierv as measured bv ttt" ,r".r"i-;ri;;;r, of socialand personal invoLvement. (30)

Thus' rather than expressing purely deviant values, the caurpaign for
Nuclear Disarmament supporters are seen by parkin as putting into
practise resistant or oppositlonal - counter-culturar - values.

rn addition' an attempt has recently been made to formallv
categorize three oppositional 0r resistant forms through sport
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(Donnelly, 1983).7 'politlcalr resistance is visible where sport ls
exploited to make a political statement about factors or events unrelated
to sportr e8' rBlack Powert demonstratlons at the 196g sunurer olympics
in Mexico; the 'Munich Massacrer at the 1972 summer orympics. ,colonial,
resistance exists where attempts are made by a subordinate culture
through sport to oppose elements in the hegemoni.c orderr eg. Geertzrs

a(1971)" illustration of the oppositional- cockfight in Balinese culture
which resists assimilation against the colonlal Dutch and the rndonesian
government:

The cockfight has lateJ_y become a symbol of thepriuitive viJ-lagerrs resistance to Lxternally
imposed authority while retaining its previousfunction as a source of analogy io masculinetraits and the affairs of men.-

A further example of colonial resistance is the formation,of the Gaelic
Athletic Association in rreland in 1gg4, demonstrating a revival of
rrish culture in the face of oppressive British rule. For Britons
playing rugby in the col-onial environment, the game similarly became a
source of resisting assiuriration, a theme also evident in pooleyrs (1gg1)

study of soccer l-n Milwaukee and LaFlammers (Lg77) study of lrest rndian
cricketers in Buffalo, New york. Donnellyrs third type of resistance
through sport - tcultural-r resistance - shares similarities with
col-onial resistance but more centrally encompasses attempts to introduce
new acti'vities into a culture to oppose standardized mainstream forms,
eg. counter-culturar- activities or expresslve movements of the 1960rs
and I-970fs - surfing, frisbee and hot-dog skirng, which all opposed the
rationalization and bureaucratization of other more domlnant sportlng
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forms; the attempt of the rsubcultural rumpf of soccer hooligans in the
united Kingdon to regain control of a game overtaken by the influences
of post-war embourgeoisement'9 North American rugby players are
included here as resisting, like early surfers, frLsbee throwers and
hot-dog skiers, rationaLrzed, and technologlzed North Amerlcan sportlng
forms.

Finally, Donnelly (19g3: 6) goes on to illustrate that these
forms of resistance may over time ,,r-ose their opposltlonal content as
they become incorporated by the dominant curture,,. He shows, for
example, that as the presence of sponsorships, competitions and media
coverage (ie' elements of bureaucratization and rationalization) has
expanded, surfing, hot-dog skiing and even frisbee throwing have rost
much of their oppositional eLements.

Hence the argrment here is that, like these other forms offcolonial' and rculturalr resistance through sport, the rugby subculture
in North America is viewed as a type of oppositional or counter-curtural
movement rather than an extremist or political attempt to overthrow
forms prevalent in the dominant order. we shour_d further consider the
precise rnode of this resistance i-n more detail.

For newly-arrived Britons in North America, footbal-J. in parti.cular
is a technically alien sport. Militaristically rigid game-patterns
including continual substitution, regular stoppages (tirne_outs, penarties
etc') and an intense division of rabour vis-a-vis positr.onal special_
ization and officiation are alr- unfamiliar to them. Hence, resistance
for this group is in many ways an exaggeratlon of what Britons alreadv
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know. As with other aspects of culture such as accent and customs,
the cultural forms associated with rugby were elaborated and exaggerated.

For North American players, rugby is seen as a specific
resistance to the game of football. Rugby goes agalnst all 0f the
dorninant sporting themes ldentifiable ln football-. rn addition to the
differences outlined above, rugby pJ-ayers (un1-ike footbalr- players)
are largely responslble for the successful rnaintenance of games.

specifically: only one referee and two touch Judges officiate ln
rugby, cJ-early necessitating a degree of rhonestyr on the part of
players if games are to be pl-ayed successfull-y; in rugby, time is kept
on the referee's stop-watch not via an electric or computerized clock
system and other speclally appointed time keepers; no time-outs are
all-owed in rugby; substitutes are allowed in rugby only if injured
players are deemed unfit to continue by an appointed physicianl no
padding is used in rugby; in rugby each player is eligible at all times
to run with, pass or kick the ball; rugby players on hitting the ground
must immediately release the ball which is then back ln play, ie. pray
is continual; in rugby alr- tackles must be made with arms and blocking
is not allowed. Thus we can see that rugby is a much nore play-like
concern in the sense of not being over-regimented, over-officiated and
over-competitive.

rn an article entitled fThe Agonv and Ecstasv of Rugby,10, A1"*
ward quotes Dr. Robert L. Laurenee, coach of the university of Massa-
chusetts Rugby club, who enphasizes that North American rugby began
to blossom on the college campuses of the 1960,s as a unique alternatlve
to organized sportlng forms:
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tI thlnk there rdas a general rebellion against
organized sport', he says. fRugby isnrt a rvarsity
sport in most colleges, itb a club sport, and it
appealed to a l_ot of students because it was some_thing they could play without making a tremendous
commitment r .

In a society that glorifies professional
. sport, rugby qualtfies as a worthy anachronism, abastlon of the true amateur. No one is in f-t for

the money; not even the referees get paid. When
clubs travel-, members kick in for expenses, andoften stay at the homes of opposirrg il_ry.r".

SiniJ-ar]-y, Goodwin and Rhys (19812 L62) have acknowl-edged the opposltional
element visible in the rugby gane in America, and locate its recent

devel-opment ln the 1960rs also. They write that what we:

...could not have possibl_y expected 20_odd years
ago was_the reactionary wave against comnereialized,
professionalized sport that swept over the united
States in the sixties and seventies. By accidentor design rugbyrs amateur cod.e suddenly became
popular and was organized as never before.

Thus, for these writers, the important point ls that not only does rugby

exist as an alternative to highly organized and corrnercialized North

American sport, but as a much less serious, more amateur and more pray-

like alternative.

LIe have already seen in the previous section that British
parental or family infLuences were responsible for persuading nany young

players in the study towards rugby. However, other sources of encourage-

ment and selection existed and amongst these were aspects of the game

itself and the expanding scale on which rugby is played in North

American schools and on colLege ""rn,r""".11 of course, todayrs young

players were not responsible for initially promoting the game. rt was

rugby administrators and zealots during the 1960rs who were instrumental
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in marketing the game, and

that tirne from these peopl_e

data.

explanations for the growth of rugby frorn

were considered to be a vital source of

Extensive informal interviewing in the southern ontario region
with urenbers of rugbyts organizatlonal and adninistrative struc'ure -
people who had witnessed first hand the reintroduction and expanslon of
the game beginning in the 1960rs - has served to substantlate craims
that rugby provides a type of resistance to North Americars dominant
sporting forms. with the najor focus of interviews being on why rugby
had deveLoped so rapidly since the 1960,s, answers heavir_y underlined
that two basic processes had been in operation: first, in the 1960,s
football - not for the first tiure but in a more extensive manner than
ever before - was suffering the brunt of serious criticism aimed par_
tieuJ'arly at its escar.ating J-evels of viorence and its general over_
professional'ism; second' at a time when it was most needed, rugby was
on hand' promoted specifically by ex-patriot Britons, to reintroduce the
sporting er-ements of rplay' and team-spirit which lrere seen to exist
only feebLy (if ar al1) tn football.

One club president indicated a belief that r{rith large segments
of the sports-following public becoming increasingly disillusioned with
footballts apparent over-concern with conrnercialisn, the shift to a
different more play-l-ike sport was something of an lnevitability:

Sooner or J1t-er rugby was going to take off againhere. r think it,s ideaffy suiteJ a.-'ln. courageand brute force demands of footbaff iui it seemsto offer more. For about the last *"rray years,
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football.ha9 leen too professional, you know, tooconcerned with big money, big trades, big perksetc. It,s just too greedy. Only l_ast week HershelWalker was plucked from his anatlur tree and putinto the, big league. The guy is an incredibleathlete but theyrre going to turn him into aprofit-making rrachine. we night even 10se a futureOlympic champion through it. Rugby is much moreof a sport than footbail- and eveiy"".-i.rr"iae thegame knows that this aspect can be seen most afterthe match is over. Wtrat goes on after the gameis just as important in ury book as the eightyminutes on the field, and I think more and morefootball players are beginning to see this.
A sinil-ar explanation was offered by a nenber of another ontario clubrs
executive committee. After agreeing that the recent growth of rugby
stems back "probabl_y to the mid_f 60tsil, he went on to focus on features
that were visibre in rugby but were conspi.cuously absent in football:

Basicall_y, I feel that football at the time wasbecoming less attractive to young men. Its
emphasis on blood and guts could be seen inrugby but without the intensity carrying onafter the game. Rugby offered things fJorball
couldn t t. First, the p1_ayers r^rere moreinvolved - they could play a full_ 60 or gO
minutes which is impossible in football. Thatrsbecause there's none of these militaristic
offense/defense moves or substitutions. Second,rugby was as tough as football but y"" aia"ia"-'
have to be 613', and 240 pounds to compete.Also-rugby had a social side whictr foottattdidn't. Players expeeted to stay together aftergames and share a few drinks with opponents. you
don't see that in football. Altogether, rugbywas played in a much more fun_loving 

"t*o"pi.r.and coaches encouraged this. I wouid say lhatalthough players didn't necessarily rej."t itoutright - afterall_ they'd all played lootballat one time or another and they probabl_y all stillwatch it - the move to rugby ,"" . move whichprovided much more participation and more all_round enjoyment than football ana it happened inthe 1960's because the time was right.
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The same respondent went on to argue that although rugby could never
overtake football in terms of popularity:

...more and more footballers are trying out, and Iknow f
thev'i :;':':i""H.::fi :ii"l;;:,:$ .'-; ;l;t.fH'
go back to football once they,ve come-to us and Iwould say this has as, much tt do with the game,ssocial slde as anything else.

rt became increasingly more evident as the study unfolded that
at the time of reintroduction key adninistratlve positions in terms of
promoting rugby were held at most clubs by ex_patriot Britons. As one
(Canadian by birth) Ontario club secretary put it:

Rugby has been p'ayed here - on and off - fornearly a century now and or 
"otrr""-"""orra "nathird generation Canadians are pi"yirrg."rraorganizing_the game, but withorrt tir. ilritishinfluence I doubt whether_ the recent upsurgewould have happened at all. t'esr's

rt ls likely that the ongoing emigration,of Britons to North America will
continue to influence and encourage the currently spiralling popularity
of Rugby Football.

Thus the thesis presented here is a transformation of meaning
of cultural elenents of rugby, from both the expression and parody of
public school- life in the united Kingdour to an expression of resistance
(within conformity) to the dominant sporting forms in North America, and
for Britons a resistance (within conforrnity) to assimilation.

Final_ly, lt shou'd be re_emphasized that despite pre_war
interest, rugby in both canada and the u.s.A. is in actuality stlll in
lts adolescent years. The canadian Rugby Football union vras not re_
established afrer the war until 1965, and the u.s.A. Rugby Football union
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I^ras not inaugurated untir L975. However, the dornlnant sporting values
of North America may eventuarly prove too oppresslve for the continuing
development of an essentially non-rationalized and non-conmercialized
amateur sport' and although the moment for such a metamorphosis has not
yet arrived, North American rugby may ultlmately be enguJ-fed under lts
own wave of professionalizing processes.
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Footnotes

currently, woments teams in North America occupy an expanding,though sttll only a relatlvely snall_ encl_aie i_n rugby,sadmLnistrative structure.

For critiques of the rigid and nilitaristic overtones of NorthAmerican sport, see Scott, J. (1971) and-Hoch, p. (Lg72).
A report in the September , Lg74 edition of the Anerican governmentpublicatlo"_- 

1 ,entitled 'Braln nr stent Issue ofrnternational scientifical Mobirityt ..cords that the rbraindrainr refers to the migration or stitted manpower mostly todevel0ping countrr.es bui al-so to North America. rt notes tharthe phrase was:
...coined-in_a L962 report by the BritishRoyal Society which inquired into-itreemigration of engineers, scientists andtechnicians from Britain to North Ameri.ca.(n1

Figures cited in the report demonstrate that by 1g61, approx-inate'y 140 rnen and wornln with ph.D's were departing fronthe United Kingdom per annum, 60 enreri"g-ti. U.S.A., 20going to Canada, 35 to other Commonwealtil countries and 25to all 0ther countries. Thus, the British braln drain wasclearly airned in large part at North America.

The first definition of counter-curture was presented in J. M.Yinger's ' 1" <rruo : 629) . Acounter-culture exists: -...whenever the normative system of a groupcontains, as a prlmary element, a tileme ofconfllct with the values of the toi"fsociety, where personal_ity values aiedirectly involved in rhe i.r.lopr"ii 
"r,amaintenance of the group r 

" .r"t,r." "rrawhenever its norms can only be understoodby reference ro the relatilnship of-tn.
- group to a surrounding dominant culture.Rozak's (r'969: 5) later definitlon of 

"orrrri"r-"u1ture focusedsinilarly on negative responses or lived alternatives to the'tota1 society'l ror t,i*i-"l,rrrt"r-culture courd be defined interms of "the expresslon of the grand 
",rrt,rr"r imperative,.

2.

3.

4.
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5' significantly, it seems that fol10wing its initial failure, thedeveloping popularity of North er!ri""' soccer was correratedto certain transforratior," i" ar,"-g.rers structure whichfunctioned to fNorth Ameri-canize' ii" r."g". This was par_ticur-arJ-y evident in rule changes ti.t ,"a. it impossible totie games or to generall-y pr"y"ir,", iefensively (poinrs earnedfor a victory weie increased, for exanpl-e), and in attenptsto deliver the game as a ,.f""iil i.i'y sport, not oneenvel0ped in the hooligan 
"or,rrot"tior," or British soccer. rnaddition, world soccer heroes (rranz--neckenbauer, George Best,pe1e, Johan cruyff) were brought to-North Anerica to seL1 andpromote the game on televisioi ,rri at spectalJ.y arrangedsoccer_clinics in grade_schools, ("."2e, 1s77, r; *.r-v;ri'Ti,9" crii"i.ll ffi#'t;:.,15: 4). rr,e roGilffi, 'p."i"i'iy 

LowelJ. Mirler, arguesthat the New York cosmos- signing or tire Brazllian pele wassingly responsible for tn. I.,"rJ.;i";'popurariry of the NorrhAmerican Soccer League.

6' rf part:of the attracriorr:f a-h.,Tueby game Lr.es in its organi-zational proximirv ro footba' F.i ;;;"" excr_uded from thel-atter's highly professionalized 
"rrJ--iorr"lized nature, partof its growing popularity nay 

"1"o .*i"t in what appears tobe the expanding popuLartty ipartlc.ri"rry in North Anerica)of physical activity ,or" generally (especial_J_y jogging andaerobic and jazz 'dancerci".r).
7' DonnelJ-y, p.-A., fReslstance_Through sports: Sport and culturalHegemonyt. paper to be presenled 

"a it. forthconing rnter_national conmunity for the sociol0ty oe- sport, r.(gth rnrernationalSymposiun), paris, France. (.lufi,-iggjl .

8' 
'""t13)r",,i|f;l;.Mvth' swmbol and cuLrure. New york: Norron,

9' Taylor, r. R.r- tsoccer consciousness and soccer Hooliganismr. rn
i;ri:n"" 

(na'1' rt"et" or o.ti"i"Jl* i"r'"r,dsworrh: penguin,

10. New york Times, Jan. 20,1980. (Section 6: 33).
11. One other f,

N.r,h ^::iI. f*:.il:! F;::d31, ininlTH:.t:"" i;, il,::;"inexpensive to play (very.little .qrrip*.rra is necessary), andeasier to organize on an inform"r 
"iJ'"ponraneous basis(fewer players and officials are required).
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A. INVENTORY OF RESEARCH SOURCES

prl-marv Sources

one season of partfcipant-observatlon with an ontario unlverslty
rugby team, including:

1' observations of pre- and post-game locker room interaction, behaviour
at parties, beer-ups and other social events (eg. Rookie Night).

2' observations of behaviour on road trips ln canada and u.s.A. maintained
in a rdaily 1og'.

3' rnformal interviews with: team members (particuLarly fkey informants,)
and coaches; peripheral members of the subcur-ture and 'outside,
observers lncluding: spectators, women (wives and girlfriends),
bus drivers, campus security offr-cers, a gaoler, a manager of a

campus bar, restaurant workersr €X- and current unlversLty sports
administrators.

one season of participant-observation with an ontario city Rugby

Footba'l club employing sirnilar rnethodological- techniques.

rnformal and taped interviews with members of Rugby clubs in the
united Kingdom including: pl-ayers, ex-players, officialsr €X-

officials, adminLstrators, coaches, spectators.
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correspondence with informed sources in u.s.A. and canada including:
historians and archivists, publicity and adminr_strative commi.ttees,
coaches and other Rugby Club and Union officials.

Minutes of meetings, newsletters, development coordinatorrs reports.

Secondarv Sources

Historians of educatr-on and historians of sport, newspapers, magazlnes
and periodicals.

Autobiographies of ex-rnternational players, (Laidlaw , Lg73; Edwards,
L979; Duckham, 19g0; Burton, Lgg2).

Doctoral Dissertation, (Thomson, Lg76).
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B. INTERVIEW GUIDE

"

1' How 10ng have you been a member of the rugby fraternitv?
2. Wry did you choose rugby?

3' rn your playlng days, what was the cl-ass composition of players?
4' would you say there were any partieular game or non-game features

that characterized the rugby fraternity in your playing days?
5' were they enacted only infrequent'y, often or ri.tua1Ly under par-

ticular conditions?

6' Did you fraternize with opponents and drd the outcome of games

dictate the extent of this?

7. How welcome were women at Rugby Clubs at this ti.rne?

8' Have any of these issues changed noticeably over the years?

tfr"

1' How 10ng have you been a member of the rugby fraternitv?
2. Why did you choose rugby?

3. When would you say the recent resurgence of rugby,s popularity
occurred in North America?
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4' what was structurally conducive about rugby that attracted the
North American populatton at this tfune?

5' Did rugby indieate any qualities that were absent in other North
Anerican sports ?

6' rs the attraction to rugby different for ex-patriot Britons than for
North Americans. by birth?

7 ' rs the professionalization of rugby in North America inevitable?

With current pla

1. How long have you been playing rugby?

2' ,'t'y did you choose this sport? (For North American players in
particular) Does rugby have qualities other North American sports
do not?

3. How do you see the class composition of rugby?
4. Was the rugby fraternity what you had expected?

5' what do you see as the most typical- rugger values and behaviours?
Are these enacted only sometimes, often or ritualry under parti.curar
condi.tions ?

6' Do you feel that you have certain expectations to live up to in this
regard? Are there times when it is difficult to live up to these
expectations ?

7' How welcome are women in Rugby clubs? Does thls differ with the
circumstance or the event?



10.

8.

9.

11.

L2.
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Do you behave differently at post-match events with women present?

How do you combine scholastic and athletic interests? Does one take
precedence over the other?

Do you feel- any sense of fcommunityt on the team? Does this stop
when the season ends?

Do you play rugby ,outside of the college context?

Do you fraternize with opponents, and does the outcome of games

dl-ctate the extent of this?

How do you think the public receives rugby? Do you and the other
prayers feel accepted by the public, regarded as neutral or even

unfavourably?

You are at a beer-up in an unfamiliar bar. The team gives a renditr.on
of 'Disease Mongert and some uns)rmpathetic strangers urake it clear
that they are unimpressed. How would you and your correagues react -
for example, would this response inhibit or encourage further
I rowdiness | ?

-members in the United dom and North America

13.

L4.

1.

2.

Do you have a particular image of rugby

Do you thtnk ruggers behave differently
of (urale) athletes ?

players? How was this caused?

to any other collectivity
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